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P R E F A E.

TfH'Efollozving T^reatife containing the Pirjl Prin^

ciples of Fluxions^ though a poflhmnousWnk-,

yet being the genuine Offspring {in an Englifli

Drefs) of the late Sir Ifaac Newton, needs no

other Recommendation to the Publick^ than what that

-Great and Venerable Name will always carry along

with it. %

Our Author in his Philofophy. hath pufhed his Re~

fearches through a prodigious Variety ofremote Confe^

quences and complicate Dependencies into the fninuteji

Circumjlances of Nature's Workings. Fhis hath un-

avoidably rendered it very difficult and abftrufe. Ma-
thematicians of the firft CharaPief are obliged to ftudy

it with Care and Attention, and have Occafion for
all their Skill in Algebra and Geometry to he able to

comprehend thefull Force and Extent ofhis Conclufions.

Hencefome previous Helps and Affiftances have always

been thought neceffary to prepare young Students in

the Mathematicks, before they attempt to enter upon

thefe arduous Speculations, andfevefol ingenious Gen-
tlemen have ufefully employed iheir Pens in drawing
up Elements and IntroduPiions to the Mathematical
Principles of Philofophy, as others alfo have appli-

ed themfelves to fupply the intermediate Steps and Con-
clufions (by him pajfed oVer in Silence) that ,ead to his

fublime Speculations in Geometry,

A 2 Although
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Although the Propofitions in that Book for the fake

of Elegance are dononjlrated in the Synthetick IVay

according to the Manner of the Antients^ whofe Tajle

and Form of Demonjiration our Author greatly Ad-

mired *, yet it is well known that they were firft dif-

covered by the Ufe and Application of fome Kind of

Analyfis. It cannot hut be very acceptable therefore

to all who have a Relifhfor thefe Enquiries to be fur-

fiijhed with that particular Method of Analyticks pre-

pared by the Great Author himfelf which He made

ufe of in arriving at his fublime Ttifcoveries.^

It mufi be acknowledged that feveral Extralfs and

Specimens of this Method have been already puhlijhed

elfewhere, {particularly byHrl^2(.\Y\sandMr.fonQS ;)

hut as thefe were only incidentally delivered^ or occa-

ftonally given out by the Author at the Importunity of

- his Friends, fo they fall very 'much fhort of the Frea-

tife here publijhed : iVherein this noble Invention is

digefled into a jujl Method ; the whole Extent and

Compafs of it, as far as he had improved' it, h here-

in comprehended all the Cafes are taken in, and il-

lujirated with a greater Variety of curious Inflames,

and the whole is enriched with a much larger Copia

of choice Examples than is to be found any where

elfe. In a Word, we have reafon to believe that

what -is here delivered, is wrought up to that Per-

fellion in whichSir Ifaac himfelf had once intended to

give it to the Publick *.

• 1‘be great Advantages of deriving our Knowledge
from original Authors and Inventors, efpecially in

thefe Subjells, are well underftood by all who have
made any Progrefs in them. One of which is, (and
that no fmall one,) that we are herebyfecurefrom that
Puzzle and Perplexity into which Writers of an in-
ferior Rank are perpetually plunging their Readers.
But this is not what Imean. There are two diftinguijh-
ing Excellencies of this Work, as it was intendedfor an

* Va, Commer, Epift. pag. 149. Land. Edit. 1724.

Injli-
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Jnftitution forLearners, which it may not be improper

here more particularly to point out.

*The firft of theje is an uncommon Condefcenfion,

and Familiarity with which the Great Author all

along addrejfes hmfelf to his Novitiate. He does

not dictate as a Mafter, but rather as a Friend

feems as it were to take him by the Hand, and in

fome Cafes even to confult with him, as to the Fitnefs

or Fairnefs of the Arts He makes ufe of to obtain his

Conclufions. ‘This Way of Teaching muft needs have
agood Effect. The young Student is irrefiftibly en-

gaged to lend all his Attention to a Companion fo a-

greeably injiruciive.

But the next Remark is what Iprincipally .intend,

that whilft the Author is teaching that Art which He
invented. He does in the mean time teach the Art of
Invention itfelf. I mean He difcovers thofe particular

Endowments and Acquifttions by which he attained to

fo great an Eminence in that extraordinary Art.

Thefirft ofthefe IJhaLl take Notice of is an accurate

and comprehenJiveKnowledge of his Subje£i. TheSub- •

je£l here is ^antity, and what an immenfeTy-eafure of
Learning he had laid up in his Mind, and through-

ly digefted of all, even the moft curious and latent

Properties of §fuantity, appears in every Page of this

Work. One is fully convinced that He mufi have
viewed it in all Lights, and confidered it in all Rela-
tions ; efpecially fuch as arife from the Conception of
its being generated by local Motion. Hence proceeds -

.

that Variety of Solutions to anfwer all Diffictdties that

arife. Hence likewife he was able, in every particu-

lar Cafe, tofupply that Property which was fineft for
his Purpofe, and which would refolve the Problem in
the moft fimple and elegant Manner.

In the next place one cannot but obferve the great
natural Talent he had ofdifcerning the feveral curious
Analogies that obtain between the correfponding rela-

tions of ^amities of different Species. From this

Source
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J

Source m derived tfjofe ingetiious and ufeful HintSi

that ‘ivere afterwards improved hy hirn^ into the no-

hlejl Inventions and mofi fublime Theories. I am ve-

ry fenjible., that for his fingular Sagacity this way He

was much indebted to Nature. But lam apt to believe

moji Perfons are endued with a good Jhare of it *, fuch

I mean as have a Capacity and Genius for Mathe-

matical Speculations. And Iam perfuaded., that our

great Adfniration of others., whom we fee eminently

confpicuous for this Talent, arifes morefrom our own

Neglelt to cultivate the Bounty of Nature to us, than

from any extraordinary Difference there is in her Gift.

This naturally leads me to the lajl Thing Ifhall ob-

ferve on this Head. And that is our Author*s un-

wearied Diligence and inceffant Application in im-^

proving the Hints and Conceptions he had once formed,

to the highefi PerfeHion. He pufheth his Invention

through all the Difficulties that can arife, extends it

to all the Varieties of Cafes that can happen, and at

lafi applies it to the mofi curious Purpofes.
*

- Thefe difiinguijhing Excellencies in this elementary

Treatife of the greateji Mafier ofMathematical Learn-,

ing thatperhaps ever appeared in the World, Ithought
it not amifs to mention in this Place : As Iconceive they

afford the firongefi Motives and mofi powerful Incite-

ments to His Difciples, to follow their Great Leader
in thofe Steps, by which He attained to the highefi pitch

of Human Glory.

• Ifhallnow ptoceed to take afhort View ofthe Body of
the Work, which may he divided into thefe two principal
Members. The firfi is, the Method ofFluxions in its

general Senfe *, and the other is the Application of this

Method to the Geometry ofCm-ve Lines. The firfi of
thefe may again be fubdivided into two Paris. The
firfi ofwhich contains the Dollrine ofinfinite Series, and
is an Introduction to the other, wherein is delivered
the Method of Fluxions peculiarly fo called^

In
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In the firft Part or the Method of. Infinite Series,

the Author very much enlarges the Boundaries of A-

nalyticks by introducing into Algebra .or fpcious
'

A-
rithrnetick a new Way of expreffing Univerfal Radi-

cals, (fucb as Places) by an infinite Series of(imple-

'Perms, which continually approach towards the true

Value ofthe Roots, and if infinitely continued will be

equal to them, and therefore may be'ufed inflead of

them. He begins with pointing out the particular yf-

nalogy that would, ifattended to, naturally furnijh the

Hintfor this Improvement, viz. the Conformity there

is between the Relation of Decimal Fpblions to, Vul~

gar Arithnietick, and that of Infinite Series to Common

.Algebra *, and He explains the manner of this Corre-

fpondence. He has .jwt given us here the particular

bccafion whifh led him into the Road ofimproving the

Hint. ' Phis was befide his prefent Purpofe. But be-

caufe, as I have already objerved, a very good Ufe

may be made- of fuch Hijiories, and efpecially ap
this is communicated by the Author himfelf '*, I fhalU

therefore give it the\R.eader in Englifh as follows. ^
‘ Not long after I had entered upon the Study of the

‘ Mathematicks, whilft, I was peruftng the Works of
‘ Our- Celebrated^Dr.WzWxs, and"cdnfidering the' Se-*

* ries (ofUniverfal Roots') by the Interpolation of which
‘ He exhibits the Area of the Circle and Hyperbola, for

^Snftance, in this Series' of Curves whofe Bafe or cctm-

‘ nion Axis call —x, and thefucceffive.Ordinates call .

ry
'

I a 5 4- f 5
[ 2 I

2,
————

• 2,
'

*

i "z* 1 X . ~x
1. XX\ •l—xx\ •!

—

xx\ . 1
—xx[ . 1—XX\ .1 xx\

^

‘ &c. -I obferved that if the Areas of the Alternate

‘ Curves which are x, x—tLx'^, x— x—
‘ could be interpolated, we fhoiild

‘ by this means obtain the Areas of the intermediate
I

‘ ones the firft of which i— is the Area of the

^.Circle, .
. •

.

* VM, Lib. fupra cit- pag. tA3»
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‘ In order to tbisy Jirft it was obvious that in each

of tbefe Series the firji Term was x ; that the fecond

terms &c. were in an Arith-

metical Vrogrejfiony and confequently the two jirft

Terms of the Series to be interpolated muft be x—

3

&C.
3 3

.

‘ Nowfor the Interpolation of the refty I conjidered

' that the Denominators i, 3, 5, 7, &c. were (in all

' of them) in Arithmetical Progrejftony and confequently

‘ the whole Difficulty conftfled in finding out the numeral

* Co-
efift

dents. But thefe in the alternate Areasy
which

‘ are giveny I obferved were thefame with the Figures

* of which the feveral afeending Powers of the Number

«ii confifty viz. 11°, II*, II*, 11% 11% &c.

*that is jirft i *, the fecond 1,1; the third 1,2,1 ; the

*fourth ly'^y'^yi 'y the fifth 1,4,6,4,1, &c.
‘ I applied myfelf therefore to feekfor a Method by

* which the two jirft Figures of thefe Series might be

* derivedfrom the reft ; and Ifoundy that iffor thefe-

* cond Figure or numeral term we put my the reft oj

‘ the terms will be produced by the continual Multipli-

* cation of the Terms of this Series ^ x
^

' x -—

-

m—3 fft—

4

<x X &c.
4 5

‘ For inftance j Let the fecondTerm m be put equal
• a 77t 1

* to 4, and there will arife 4X , that is 6 which

* is the third Term. Thefourth Term will be 6 x

*thatis4. 4x^—^=1, isJhe fifth Term i and the

«fixth is 4X ——=0. Which fhews the Series is here

^terminated in this' Cafe.

‘ This being found I applied it as a Rule to in-
e terpolate the abovementioned Series. And fince in

*the Series which will exprefs the Circley the fecond

term
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i_. therefore I put m

it/

i term was found to be

and there wasproduced the Terms ix or

- t .

5* > X 't—^ or -“j-Hr S' J
*4“ “tV ^

3

i -- ^
8

or

< and fo on in infinitiim. Hence I difcovered

^ that the Area fought of the Segment of the Circle iS

X-

ix 5

8

*

ziii,
3 5 7 9

‘ In thefame manner theAreas to he interpolated of

‘ the other Curves might be produced^ as might alfo the

* Area ofthe Hyperbola and-of the refi of the alternate

s.
X

* Curves in this Series^ i~^xx\'^ ^ i

*
1-4-*^^!^ » r

•

‘ By thefame Method likewife other Series might be

* interpolated^ and that too if they Jhould be taken at

‘ the difiance of two or more intervals.

This was the way by which I firji^ bpehed dn En~

‘ trance into thefe Speculations, which IJhould not have

' remembred, hut that in turning over my Papers afeW
* Weeks ago, I accidentally cafi my Eyes upon thofe re-^

* lating to this Matter.
,

* When I had proceeded thus far, it immediately

* occurred to nie^ thdi the f^erms i-

€

C

xxl^i

'”±.

xx\

^

I xx\^y ^Ci that is li i— i—2 xx

‘ I—^xx-^-^x"^—x^^ ^c. might he interpolated

* in thefame manner as 1 had done the Areas generated

* by them^ andfor this there needed nothing elfe^ but only

* to leave out the Denominators i, 3^ 5, 7, &c. in the

* Terms that exprefs the Areas *, that is, the Co-efficients

* ofthe Terms ofthe ^antity to be interpolated (i—;v^l ,

* or or univerfally 0 w?// be obtained by

a

I

\

\

V

/
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.the contiKual multiplication of the terms of this Serin

m X
m— I m—2 tn—"3

, &c.

‘ 'Thus (for ExuuipU

)

i

—

xx\ ^— l—*

&c. and I—XX I
&c. ani

l—Ar.vp=I fXX— Ix'^’—^X^, &C.

Thus I difcovered a general Method of reducing

Radicals into Infinite Series by the Rule * which Ifent

in my laji Letter^ before I obferved that thefame thini

might be obtained by the Extrailion of Roots.

But after I hadfound out that method, this other we.j

could not remain long unknown ; for in order to provi^

the Truth of thefe Operations, I multiplied i -^x

—-^-^x^, &c. into itfelf, and the produll^ is

I

—

XX, all the Terms after thefe in infinitum vanifi-

ingi andfo i^^xx—^x^—frx\ &c. twice drawn

into itfelfproduced i-^xx. As this was a certain

Demonjlration of the Truth of thefe Conclujions, fo 1

was thereby naturally led to try the Converfe of it,

viz. whether thefe Series that now were known to be

the Roots of the ^antity i—xx might not be extrdHei

thence by the Rulefor Extrallion ofRoots in Arithme-

tick and upon trial Ifound itfucceed to my Define.

« /fhall here fet down the form of the Procefs in

‘ ^adraticks.
• %

'

' JL
O—XX

&c.
,

‘ This beingfound Ilaid aftde the Method ofInter-'

( polation, and ajfumed thefe Operations as a more ge-
* He tneutt the famous Binmial Theorem, fince well known*

^nuine
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‘ miine Foundation to proceed upon. In the mean time

* I was not ignorant of the Way ofReduction by Divi-
* vifion^ which was fo much eafier.

‘ Proceeding upon this Foundation, the next thing I
* attempted, was the Refolution of affelfed Equations i

« wloich I alfo obtained, &c.

We have in this Account the Origin of the feveral

Imprcrvements the Author made in the new Way of
Notation by Infinite Series : the feveral Branches of
which are here difpofed in Order and 7nethodically di-

gefied. He firjl Jhews how to refolve by Divifion

Frallions with multinomial Denominators. Hoen He
proceeds to extrali the Roots of Pure Powers and

lafily exhibits the Methodfor extralling thofe likewife .

of affelted Equations. And whereas the Methods de-

livered before by Ykta., Oughtred, and others, for this

Operation in Numbers, were very intricate and tedious.

He here Jiipplies one much more eafy and free from
that Load of fuperfiuous Lerms with which theirs

were incumbred.

Lhe Foundation being thus laid, Hepaffeth on to the

Method of Fluxions. Lhis is the Body and principal

Part of theWirk. It is the diftinguijhing Charalter
ofour Author, thatfrom afew plain and obvious Prin-
ciples He deduceth the moflfurprifing Conchfions j and,

this Part of His Character no where appears to

greater Advantage than in the Invention of His Me-
thod ofFluxions. IheAncients had confidered the Area
of a R eblangle as produced by the Motion of one of
its Sides along the other. Our Author extends this

Principle to all Kinds of mathematical ^lantities.
Lhe Conception is very eafy and natural: We
fee by continual Experience that all Kinds of Figures
are aStually defcribed by the Motion of Bodies. But,
it is evident, that ^antities generated in this manner
in a given Time become greater or lefs, in'Proportion
as the Vdocity with which they aregenerated is greater
or lefs, Tbefe were the Confiderations that led the^

^ 2
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Author to apply himfelfto the finding out ofthe Magnu

tudes ofFinite^iantitie^hy
the Velocities oftheirgenera-

ting Motions^ whichgave rife to the Method offluxions,

Vhe whole Method is here reduced to thefe two Pro:

hlems :
'

i

.

The length of the Space delcribed being

continually given, to find the Velocity ofthe Motion

jit any time propofed. jind 2. the Converfe of this.

The Velocity of the Motion being continually gi-

yen, to find the Length of the Space deferibed at

any time propofed.

In the Solution of the firjl Problem^ as He is topni

the comparative Velocities of ^uantities-y every thing is

therefore fuppofed to he brought to an K/juation. Then

He (hews how to refolve it in its full extent,, by multi-

plying theTerms by any arithmetical P'rogreffton what-

foever hence, an infinite Variety ofSolutions may be oh-

Wined, fothat%v.e may dwaysfurnifhfuch as befi fmt

every particular Cafe. They hefhews how tofind t t

Relation of the Fluxions, when the Feiuation involves.

Curd,- Fhiantities, or even fuch as are Geometrically ir-

rational.
'

Lajily He demonfirates all by the Method of

Moments, which he here thus defines.
_

Moments

are the indefinitely fmall Parts of flowing ^anti-

ties, by the Acceffion of which in indefinitely fmall

Portions of Time, they are continually increafed.

Moments wefee then are the indefinitely little Parts oj

finite Quantities that is, are lejfer than any Quanti-

ty that can he ajfigned,
' The fame thing is meant,

when it is faid they bear no Proportion to finite Quan-

tities,
''

or in
'

Comparifon of them are nothing, and

therefore may be
'

rejected as fuch.
" This fVay of De-

'monjiration has been always received as jufi and

legitimate, being founded'upon this allowed Principle,

that Quantity may he diminifhed in infinitum, or fit

far, as to become lefs than anyfinite or affignahle Quan-

tity whatfoever. ' All this is clear and intelligible con-

cerning thefe Moments. ‘ And this is all that is necef-

firy for any life our Author makes ofthem 5 and there-
' ‘ Cors
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fore {we may prefume) this is the whole likewife of

what He would he underftood to mean by them. Doubt-

iefs many Difficulties will arife to fuch as hufy them-

felves in making Enquiries into the precife Magnitude

y

the exaSi Form and Nature of infinite ^lantities.

In all our Reafonings about Infinity, there are certain

Bounds fet to our finite and limited Capacities, be-

yond which all is Darknefs and Confufion. And it

is the difiinguijhing Mark of true Pbilofophy to know

where to flop. This is certain, we can know no-

thing of it but by Comparifon only. However, fuch

Conclufions as are fairly deduced from Principles

taken in a Senfe that we can comprehend, ought

not to be rejebled, on account of any Difficulties that

may arife for want of a complete and adequate Un-

derftandmg of the whole Extent and Nature of fuch

Principles. In the mean time I cannot but obfervcy

that our Author was greatly averfe to Difputes upon

any Account, and it was owing to his being unexpect-

edly drawn into one concerning his Opticks, that he laid

afide the Defign he had then of publijhing this very *

Treatife of the Method of Fluxions. But to return.

Ihe Author's next Problem is, an Equation being

propofed including the Fluxions ofQuantities, to find

the Relation of thefe Quantities to one another. And
here becaufe the Operation is'eafy and mayfometimes he

ofufe, he firjl gives the Solution in a particular Cafe.

Ihen he proceeds to thegeneralSolution wherein hecom-

prehends the whole Compafs of this moftdifficidt Pro-
blem Jhewing in all Cafes how to obtain the Fluent ei-

ther in finite Ferms, or when that' cannot be done, at

leaft in an infinite Series. He has contrivedmany curious

Proceffesfor thefe Solutions, and often fhews how the

Fluent may befound an infinite Variety of Ways. But
whereas in the fiuential Equation thus obtained, there

often comes out one or more Ferms that are infinite^

d
fich as he has alfo provided an Expedientfor this
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Difficulty -t
which is the ^ranfmutation of the flowing

^lantity into another compounded of the faid flowing

Quantity, and a given one, by which means fuch infi-

nite ^antity becomesfinite, though confifiing ofTerms

infinite in number.

In the latter Part, the Ufefulnefs and Excellence of

ibis Method is fhewn by a fuccefsfulApplication of it to

the making offeveral Improvements in the Geometry of

Curve-Lines. ButforJhefe, that Imay not repeat the

fame Things over again, IJhall refer the Reader to the

Contents. Ohferving only thus much in general \ that

as the Problemfor determining the Quality of the Cur-

vature of Curves is entirely new *, fo in fuch Specula-

tions as have been already confidered by others, the Rea-

der willfind all the Invefiigations and ConflruEiions con-

trived with that beautifulSimplicity andElegance which

was peculiar to our Author. Laftly, I mujl not omit to

take notice, that every thing is here performed without

having recourfe tofecond Fluxions : And He hath ad-

joined a Scholium to Pxoh. 9. wherein is delivered a

o Theorem, by the help of which they may he managed as
''

firfi Fluxions, and fo their Fluents may he found by

the Tables at that Problem.

; This is the Suhflance of the Work as we have it at

prefent. It mufl he acknowledged that Sirlhzc left it

unfinijhed, and the firfl Gccaflon of His laying it afide

I have already mentioned. The ingenious Dr. Pem-
berton * has acquainted us that he had once 'prevailed

with Him to complete his Defign and let it come a-

broad. But as Sir Ifaac’i Death unhappily put a flop
to that Uudertaking, IJhall efleem it none of the leafl

Advantages ofthe prefent Publication, if ‘it mayprove
a means ofexciting that Honorable Gentleman, who is

pojfejfed of his Papers, to think of communicating them,

to fome able Hand ; thatfo the Piece may at l^ come
out perfect and entire.

• r»W. Pxefice to His View of Sir Jjaac Ifewm't Philofophy.

the:
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Method of Fluxions
AND

' m

INFINITE SERIES.

IntroduElion : Or, the Refolutio?} of
Equations by Infinite Series

»

i

[

\

H aving obferv’d that moft of our mo-
dern Geometricians neglefting the fyn-

thetical Method of the Ancients, have

applied themfelves chiefly to the analy-

tical Art, and by the Help of it have overcome
fo many and fo great Difficulties, that all the Spe-
culations of Geometry feem to be exhaufted, ex-

cept the Quadrature of Curves, and fome other

things of a like Nature which are not yet brought
to Perfeftion': To this End I thought it not a“

mifs, for the fake of young Students in this Sci-

ence, to draw up the following Treatife ; where-
in I have endeavoured to enlarge the Boundaries of
Analyticks, and to make fome Improvements in

the Doftrine of Curve Lines.

The great Conformity there is between the fe-

veral Operations of the fame Kind in Species and
in common Numbers is obvious to every Body

;

indeed there feems to be no difference between
them, except only in the Marks or Charadlers
made ufe of in each. Upon this account I was ve-
ry much furpris’d that a Method of transferring
the lately invented Dodlrin? of Decimal Fradtiona

in hHc planner to Species, had not been thought of,

B unlefs
I
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unlcfs in the fingle inftance ofthe Qiiadrature of the

Hyperbola by Mercator^ and the rather fo, fince

by this means a Way would have been opened to

higher and more abftrufe Difcoveries, as will by

and by appear.

This Doflrine of Species in an Infinite Series,

bears the lame refpeft to common Algebra, that

the Method of decimal Fradlions does to vulgar

Arithmetick, and therefore the Operations of Ad-

dition, Subftradlion, Multiplication, Divifion and

Extradion of Roots here may be eafily learn’d

from thence, if the Learner, whom we fuppofe

pretty well (kill’d in decimal Arithmetick and

the vulgar Algebra, duly obferves the Correfpon-

dence that obtains between decimal Fradlions and

algebraick Terms infinitely continued; for as in

Numbers the Places towards the right Hand con-

tinually decreafe in a decuple or fubdecuple Pro-

portion, fo it is refpeitively in Species when the

Terms are difpos’d (as is often directed in what

follows) in an uniform Progreflion infinitely con-

tinued according to the Order of the Dimenfions

of any Numerator or Denominator: And as the

advantage ofDecimals is this, that all vulgar Frac-

tions and Radicals being reduced to them, in fome

meafure acquire the Nature of Integers, and maybe
manag’d as fuch, fo it is a Convenience attending

infinite Series in Species that all Kinds of compli-
cate Terms (fuch as Fradlions whofe Denominators
are compounded, the Roots of compound Quan-
tities or of affefted Equations, and the like) may
be reduced to the Clafs of fimple Quantities, i. e.

to an infinite Series ofFractions whole Numerators
and Denominators are fimple Terms, which will

thus be freed from thofe Difficulties that in their

original Form leem’d alnioft infuperable. In the
firlt place therefore I lhall Ihew how thefe Reduc-
tions are p be perform’d, or how any compound

Quan-
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Quantities may be reduc’d to fuch fimple Terms,

efpecially when the Methods of computing are

not obvious : After which I (hall apply this Ana-
lyfis to the Solution of Problems.

Redudlion by Divifion and Extraction of Roots

will be plain from the following Examples, if you

compare the like Methods of Operation in Deci-

mals and in fpecious Arithmetick.

Examples by Divifion,

The Fraction being propofed, divide a a

by b-\-x in the following Manner.

h-\-x) aa-]-o (-^
aax I aax^

I

aax^
gj

bi

aa'\^
aax

aax
,

-r-i-o
aax aax^

'~b~ ~b^

o 4- +°
a'^x^ I

+ b^

a^x^

+0
a^x*

~b^

4-^1" Sec.

aa afi-x

b^ hi
The Quotient therefore is

^
%mx^ 1 aax^ • j-
^--r^ Kc. which Senes infinitely continued is

B 2 equivalent



equivalent to j-r
.̂
Or making the fira Term

of the Divifor in this manner ^4"^) ^^4*®

a h
f

.V- x^

as in the foregoing Procefs.

In like manner the Fradlion

&c. the Quotient will be found

^
will be redu-

ced to4*,v--f.v’^

—

&c. or to a;*'—

;

v*'^4

1+

A*- —A*® &c. .and the Fradlion.-
2A*

.1

will be
J

i4-^^—3-v

3

reduced to

Here it mua be obferved that I make .ufe of

X'' x'"" A'^ A"^ &c. for — &c. as alfo
X rV-

•3

of A* A^ xj &:c. for ^X, y/x} x/xf ^A,
^ ’

"i 2 I » »

&c. and of a,' " x~J a,"^ &c. for ^a^a; >,which

way of Notation is drawn from the Rule of Analo-

gy, as may be apprehended frorh theie and fuch

like geometrical Progefllons, viz. 'x^^ xf a* aJ a,

I - 1 • • 2 o
x'^ A ° (or 1 ) A, A^ A^ V A. &C, .

In the fame manner for
a a aab +^ &c.

may be wrote tfi?A ~-a'^hx -l.a'^b^x &c. In-
o_-. * ___ i.

ftead of Y aa-rr^xx may be wrote aa—aaP » and

inftead 'of the Square of aa—aa ; and

loi —i—
• J and the like of others.

aa

ah^—-y- * inllead of ^ ^

by-^yy
Hence we may not improperly diftinguilh Powers
into affirmatiyfi, and negative, integral and frac-

tional.
* ' • •

Example
4 ^

k

j



Exatnples of Reduction by ExtraSiion ofRoots,

The Quantity aa-{-xx being propofed, you

may thus extrad its fquare Root.

aa-\-xx 8ai~^ i6«s'

5^ 7* 21X

1 28«7+a56^9 1024^**

o-\-xx
A'4

4
^^

j\.a^ 8fl4 64^^

x^ x^

rtf'-
'

+ 8«4

4- — .

8^24 P 1 6a^

6d^cfi

8

-f!! 4. J^IL.
64^^ 25622'®

5^* I

64^^
^x^

+
.11

6421* 25621'®

5^‘°
. t

5^'^

64^'^ 1 28<a^ (; 1 2«*o

+ i

7^10
7^II

2822* 51221'^

7^:'® I

See.

Sec.

4-—

+

^ I 28«8^ 7x'

256a10

2IA?*^

5122*'®
&c.

So that the Root is found to be a-L — 1 ;

‘ 2 a Saii

^ &c. Where it mSy be obferved, that, to-

wards the End of the Operation I negledb all thofe
Terms whofe Dimenfions would exceed the Di-
menfions of the laft Term, to .which only I intend

to continue the Root fuppofc to ~
\

> )
Here
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Here alfo the Order of the Terms may inverted

in this manner xx-l-aa in which Cafe the Root will

be
a a

2 X +•7
5^

6a^

Root of A*—AX is

3

T

I zSai

^ X

&c. likcwife the

2

6x
Root of aa4-hx^xx is a-l-

~~
*

' 2a za

&c. The

&c.

XT
XX

And hftly the Root of
7^^^ r

8«3

rd^x^

^irri which by dividing becomes
1 6^ ^

________

X —la^ >• x^-\~

^

—T 6^ T
6^^

X x% 6cc.

But thefe Operations may very often be abbre-

viated by a due Preparation, as in the foregoing

Example to find the Numerator and

Denominator bad^ hot been the fame, I might have

multiplied each by y^i

—

bxx which would have

A /I —abx^

produced ^ —b
.

'

and the reft of the Work
— Bxx ^

might have been perform’d by extrafting the Root

of the Numerator pnly, and then dividing by the

Denominator. ;

’

Hence I condeiye it will fufficiently appear by

•what means any other Roots may be extracted,

and how any compound Quantities, though ne-

ver fo much entangled with Radicals or com-

pound Denominators (fuch for inftance as this

here*

duced to infinite Series confiding of fiinple Terms,

Of the ReduBiofi of affeSied Equations.

As to affected Equations we muft be fomething
more particular in explaining how their Roots are

X +
\/X— I

—

XX ^X^^2X X

Y A 3 -4-a:^— 2x—x^
)
may
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to be reduced to fuch Series as thefe, becaufe their

Dodtrine in Numbers as hitherto deliver’d by Ma-
thematicians is very perplex’d, and incumber’d with

fuperfluous Operations, To as not to afford pro-

per Specimens for performing the work in Species.

I fhall therefore firfl: Ihew how the Refolution of
affedled Equations may be comppndioufly perform-
ed in Numbers, jthen I fliall apply the fanje to

Species. i

Let this Equation —ly—5=0 be propofed
to be refolv’d, anid let 2 be a Number (any how
found) which.differsfrom the true Root lefs thjtn by
a tenth part of itfelf, then I make 2-j.p=y, andfub-
ftitute 2-^p for y in the given Equation, by which
is produced a new Equation -i
=0 whofe Root is to be fought for that it may be
added to the Quote. Thus rejecting be-
caufe of its SmalJnefs, the remaining Equation

1=6 or will approach very near to
the Truth. Therefore I write this in the Quote,
and fuppofeo,i-f-5=p» and fubftitute this fidfidous
Value of/> as before, which produces y’-j-6,3y®-L
t 361=0, and fince i i,23y_[-o,o6i=o
is near the truth, or ^=0,0054 nearly {i. e. divi-
ding 0,061 by 11,23 till fo many Figures arife
as there are places between the firft fignificant Fi-
gure of this and of the principal Quote exclufive-
ly, as here there are two fuch Places between 2 and
0,005) I write 0,0054 in the lower part of the
Quote as being negative, and fuppofing —0,0054

j, I fubftitute this as before, and thus I
continue the Operation as far as I pleafe after the
manner exhibited in the following Table.



\>A

&

t V

‘.a

X

0,0000485

Z
'-

j^SZZZ



and Infinite Series?

But the Work may be much fnortned towards

the End, efpecially in Equations of many Dimen-

fions by this Method. Having firft determin’d

how far you intend to extradl the Root, count fo

many Places after the firft Figure of the Co-effici-

ent of the laft Term but one, of the Equations

that refult on the right Side of the Table, as there

remain places to be fill’d up in the Quote, and re-

jed the Decimals that follow. But in the laft

Term the Decimals may be negleded after fo ma-

ny more Places as there are decimal Places fill’d

up in the Quote, and in the antepenultimate Term
rejed all that are after fo many fewer places ; and

fo on by proceeding arithmetically according to

that Interval of Places : Or, which is the fame thing,

you may cut off every where fo many Figures as

in the penultimate Terrn, fo that their loweft Places

may be in arithmetical Progreffion according to

the Series of the Terms, or muft be conceiv’d to

be fill’d up with Cyphers when it happens other-

wife. Thus in the prefent Example, if I defired

to continue the Quote no farther than to the eighth

Place of Decimals, when I fubftituted 0,0054
~\-r for j, where four decimals are completed in the

Quote, and as many more remain to be found, I

might have omitted the Figures in the five infe-

rior Places j which therefore 1 have mark’d or

cancell’d by little lines drawn through them ; and
indeed I might have omitted the firft term , al-

though its Co-efficient be 0,99999 ; thofe Figures

therefore being expung’d, for the following opera-

tion there arifes the Sum 0,000541 6-|-i i,i bar,

which by Divifion continued as far as the Term
prefcrib’d, gives 0,00004852 for r, which com-
pletes the Quote to the Period requir’d ; then fub-

trading the negative Part of the Quote from the
affirmative Part there arifes 2,09455148 for the

Root of the propos’d Equation.

C It
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It may likewife be obferv’d that at the begin-

ning of the Work, if I had doubted whether o,i

were a fufficient Approximation to the Root,

inftead of lop— i—o, I might have fuppofed

(>p^^iop—1=0, and fo have wrote the firft

Figure of its Root in the Quote as being near to

nothing ; and in this manner it may be convenient

to find the fecond or even the third Figure of the

Root, when in the fecondary Equation, about

which you are converfant, the Square of the Co-

efficient of the penultimate Term is not ten times

greater than the Produdl: of the laft Term multi-

plied into the Co-efficient of the antepenultimate

Term : And indeed you will often fave fome Pains,

efpecially in Equations ofmany Dimenfions, if you

feek for all the Figures to be added to the Quote ic

this manner, that is, if you extraft the lefier Root

out of the three laft Terms of its fecondary Equa-

tion : For thus you will obtain at every time ai

many Figures again in the Quote.
And now from the Refolution of numeral Equa-

tions I proceed to explain the like Operations io

Species j concerning which it will be neceffary to

premife the following Obfervations.

Firft, That fome one of the Species or literal Co-

efficients, if there are more than one, ftiould be

diftinguilhed from the reft, which either is or may
be fuppofed to be much the leaft or greateft of all,

or neareft to a given Quantity : The Reafon of

which is that becaufe of its Dimenfions continual-
ly encreafing in the Numerators or the Denomina-
tors of the Terms of the Quote, thofe Terms may
grow lefs and left, and therefore the Quote may
conftantly approach to the Root required ; as may
appear from what is faid before of the Species
X m the Examples of Reduftion by Divifion and

of Roots, and hereafter for this Spe-
cies I fhall generally make ufe of or z, as alfo
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>» -fj radical Species to be

exirafted.

Secondly, When any complex Fradions or

furd Quantities happen to occur in the propofed

Equation, or to arife afterwards in the Procels,

they ought to be removed by fuch Methods as are

fufficiently known to Analyfts. As if we fliould

hb
have y*—x^=o, multiply by h-—x and

from the Product

extraifl the Rooty. Or we might fuppoleyx^=‘y,

and then writing for y, we fliould have v^-^-

whence ex-

trafting the Root -y, we might divide the Quote
by -X in order to obtain y : Alfo if the Equa-

• i, -i

tion^^—xy^-l-x^=o were propofed, we might

puty^=v, and x^rrz, and fo writing w for y
and 2 5 for x, there will arife —2^‘y-|-2''^=o ;

which Equation being refolved,
y and x may be

reftored, for the Root will be found v—z~{-z'^

62*, fife. and reftoring y and x, we havey’^=:x^*-f.-x

i. . • ^
-j-6x% fifr. then fquaring y=.x ^ ix ^

^

£i?c.

After the fame manner if there fliould be found
negative Dimenfions of x and y, they may be re-

mov’d by multiplying by the fame x and y, as if

we had the Equation x5-|-3x''y*—2x'*—i6y'*

—o, multiply by xand'y% and there will arife

—i6x=;o, and if the Equation

were xrry— 4-—

,

by multiplying both

parts intoy’ there would arife xy'^-=:a*y^-~-~2a^y
-|-3fl'’. And fo of others.

Thirdly, When the Equation is thus prepared,
the Work begins by finding the firfl: Term of the
Quote; concerning which, as alfo for finding the

following Terms, we have this general Rule, when
C a the
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the indefinite Species x or z is fuppofed to be fmali,

to which Cafe the other two are reducible ; i, e.

either when the /aid Species is very great or when tt

nearly approaches to a given
^

^antity.

Of all the Terms in which the radical Species

(v (7 or r-i
is not found, choofe the loweft in

reVped of the dimenfions of the indefinite Species,

(x, z, C?c.; then choofe any other Term in which

that radical Species is found, fuch as that the Pro-

greffionof the Dimenfions of each of the foremen-

tioned Species being continued from the Term firft

affumed to this Term, may defeend as much as

may be, or afeend as little as may, be •, and if

there are any other Terms whofe Dimenfions may

fall in with "this Progreflion continued at pleafure,

they mull be taken in likewife \ laftly, from thefe

Terms thus felefted, and made equal to nothing,

find the Value of the faid radical Species, and write

it in the Quote.

But that this Rule may be more clearly appre-

hended, I will explain’ it farther by help of the an-

nexed Diagram. Make the Right Angle BAC,
and divide its Sides

AB, AC into equal

Parts ; then by Per-

pendiculars rais’d

from every Point in

the Divifion, diftri-

bute the angular

Space into equal

Squares or Paralle-

lograms, which you
may conceive to be denominated from the Dimenfi*
ons of the Species x and y, as they are here inferib’d

:

hen when any Equation is propos’d, mark fuchm the Parallelograms as correfpond to all the
1 erms, and let a Ruler be apply’d to two or per-
haps more of the Parallelograms thus mark’df of

which

B
x4 x^y^ x^y’^ x^y^

x^y ]x'iyy X^c,y5 x'^y^

x^y x-^yy x'^y^ x^y^ x^y^ x^y^

X xy ^yy xyi xy‘^ X y'y X y^

1 y yy y6

A C
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which let one be the loweft in the If'^ Co-

lumn at AB, and the other touching the Ruler to-

wa”de he right Hand •. and let all the reft not

inching the Ruler lie above it : Then felea thofc

Terms of the Equation which are

the Parallelograms that touch the Ruler, and from

them find the Quantity to be put in the

Thus to extract the Root y
out of the Equation

I mark the Parallelograms belonging to the Terms

of this Equation

with the Mark *

as you fee here

done. Then I

apply the Ruler

DE to the lower

of the Parallelo-

grams mark’d in

the left Hand

B

O'

A

#
1J_1

* *
1

%
1

*
1

1

bJj--

Column, and turning it round upwards towards

the right Hand till it begins in like manner

to touch another or. perhaps more of the Pa-

rallelograms that are mark’d, I fee that the

Places fo touch’d belong to ;v*y%andy®.

Therefore from the Terms y®

—

ya'"x’-y*~\-6a^x^'

as if equal to nothing (and moreover if you j^afe

reduced to x;®—7‘y*-|-6=o by making «;«,) I

feek the Value ofy and find it to be fourfold -\.^ax,

^^ax^-\-A/ 2ax, and—^2ax of which I may take

any one for the initial Term of the Quote, accord-

ing as I defign to extrad this or that Root of the

given Equation. Thus having the Equation y*

—

hy^-{.gbx"‘—x^—0,
I chufe the Terms — ^y’^

and thence 1 obtain -4-3'^

tial Term of the Quote. And having y*

' axy-\-aay^ — ^3 — o, I make choice of
•

^
j

t/yrw ^ j
~ j

^ ^ J — '

y
3 +.*y—2a ^

, and its Root I write in the

Quote, Alfo having x'^y®—
=0

S

i
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5 /qI

z=zQ I feleft which gives -—y- for the
® X

firft Term of the Quote. And the like of others.

But when this Term is found, if its Power

fliould happen to be negative, I deprefs the Equa-

tion by the fame Power of the indefinite Species,

that there may be no need of deprcfling it in the

Refolution •, and befides that the Rule hereafter de-

livered for the Suppreffion of fuperfluous Terms

may be commodioufly apply’d. Thus the Equa-

tion whofe Root is to

begin by the Term|^, I deprefs by 2^, that it

may become —o, before

I attempt the Refolution.

The fubfequent Terms ofthe Quotes are deriv’d

by the fame Method, in the Progrefs of the Work,
from their feveral fecondary Equations, but com-

monly with lefs trouble. For the whole Affair is per-

form’d by dividing the loweft of the Terms affected

with the indefinitely fmall fpecies (pc, x'^, x^, ^c.)

without the radical Species (p, q, r, Csfr.), by the

Quantity with which that radical Species of one

Dimenfiononly is affefted without the other indefi-

nite Species, and by writing the refulc in the Quote.

So in the following Example the Terms

1

3

iiV^

, &c. are produced by dividing a^x,

•144^ ^ by 4^^-

Thefe things being premifed, it remains now to

exhibit the Praxis ofRefolution. Let then theE-
quation propos’d to
be refolv’d, and from itsTerms

y
^ 2=0 be-

ing a fiftitious Equation, by the third of the forego-
ing Premifes I obtain

y
—a=iO, and therefore I write

in the Quote, then becaufe -^-a is not the com-
plete Value m y, I p\iX.a-\-p=zy, and inftead of y in
the Terms of the Equation written in the Margin, I

fubititute
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fubftitute and the Terms refulting

2ap'^-\-axp, &c.) I again write in the Margin,

from which again, according to the third of the

Premifes, I feled the Terms for

a fidlitious Equation, which giving I

write —~x in the Quote. Then becaufe —‘^x is

not the accurate Value of />, I put—lx-\-q—py
and in the marginal Terms forp I fubftitute —ja?
~\.q^ and the refulting Terms {q^—\xq'^ J[-‘^aq^

y

dfc.) I again write in the Margin, out of which,

according to the foregoing Rule, I again feledb

the Terms 4a^q—-J^ax^=o for a fiftitiousEqua-
xoc

don, which giving I write g— in the Quote.

XX
Again finceg— is not the accurate Value of I

XX
ttiake g— -j-r=j, and fo inftead of j I fubftitute

XX
in the marginal Terms. And thus I conti-

nue the Procefs atpleafure, as the following Table
exhibits to view.
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If it were required to continue the Quote only

to a certain Period, that for inftance, (hould not

afcend beyond a given Dimenfion *, in fubftituting

the Terms, I omit fuch as I forefee will be of no

Ufe: For which this is the Rule, that after the firft

Term in the collateral Margin refulting from e-

very Quantity, no more are to be added on the

right Hand, than there are Degrees of Dimenfion
in the higheft Term required in the Quote, above
the Degrees of that firft refulting Term.

As
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As in the prefent Example, if I defir’d that

the Quote, (or the Species x in tlie Quote,) fhould

afcend no higher than to Four Dimeniions., 1 omic

all the Terms after x*'-, and put only one after :

Therefore the Terms after the Mark * may be con-

ceived to be expung’d. And thus the Work being

continued till at hit we come to the Terms

in which p, y, r, or Qc.

reprefenting the Supplement of the Root to be ex-

traded, are only of one Dimen fion j we may find as

many Terms (4-—

^

5^4 )

we lhall fee wanting to compleac the Quote. So

that at lafl: we fliaJJ have yr=:a

S°9-*

-X+
XX

J

I 3 I

64^? 1 5

1

16384^73’

For the fake of farther Illuftration I fhall pro-

pofe another Example to be refolv’d. From the

Equation —z=o, letthe^^

Quotient be found only to the fifth Dimenfion,
and the iuperfluous Terms be rejeded after the

Mark, Cffr.

L’ ^ I
‘

^ I-.

! 'U' 6
i'

' 9

s

,

D
^ry‘
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t

tj
’—ir +tj’—if *=°'

,

{
.y^lZ-j-YZ -|- 6'2 i^c.

rz-pi^=)| -b t>^

+
-if
+ 3’— 2;

4-izS tSTc.

—jz‘^—z^y>, fsfc.

-\-^z^ -\-z' , ^c.

—iz^—zp—ip^
-Lz

-'r?
2;

4-
— ip"'

1

—
*4* ^"P— ^P

+ p
-

1

-

— iz^

-f— iz'^

4-tz% C^c.—^z"^—fz^j, C^c.

—izS C^c.

—iz ^—zq
4-iz^-{-j

4-72;’

-72:-

4“i^^

^ 1

1

4-izUiz ^ ^4-^Vz ' (iz ^ - - zVz ^4-tTos
^

And thus if we propofe the Equation ' ‘

to be re-

folv’d only to the ninth Dimenfion of the Quote,

before the work begins we may rejeft the Term
zIt-5^)'

*
*

» then as we operate we may rejedl all the

Terms beyond z^, beyond we may admit but

one, and two only after z’ ; becaufe we may ob-,

ferve that the Quote ought always to afcend by
the interval of -two Units in this manner z, z%
z% ^c. Then at laft we fiiall have y=;z

—

“
1 ^ 5 o 4-0^ ^

“T't'S’z'T S"o^ ^ y

And hence an Artifice is difcover’d, by which
Equations, though affedted in infinitum^ and con-
filling of an infinite Number ofTerms, may how-
ever be refolved. And that is, before the Work be-
gins all the Terms are to be rejedted, in which the

Dimenfion
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Dimenfion of the indefinitely fmali Species not af-

fefted by the radical Species exceeds the greateft

Dimenfion required in the Quote ; or from which

by fubftituting, inftead of the radical Species, the

firft Term of the Quote found by the Parallelo-

gram as before, none but fuch exceeding Terms

can arife. Thus in the laft Example, I fliould

have omitted all the Terms beyond j?'’, tho’ they

went on ad infinitum. And fo in this Equation

®— 162:®,

in z’-'

^ in

in

•4Z

2Z
I i'

4 I

I

•
3z -- 42

I 3
*^

2;

t2
8

&c.
&c.

that the Cubic Root may be extracted only to

four Dimen fions of z, I omit all the Terms in in^

finitum beyond
beyond —

y

^ in z^

y’ in —4r2'^-4-7z'^, and all

—z'^-[-z°, and all beyond -{-y

in z**—2z^, and beyond —B-j-z'^—4Z*. Ana
therefore I aflTume this Equation only to be refol-

-z
2,

T

ved —4r^‘^y’-^z’’y»—z®y’’-j-z‘^y’'

2.z*y~j-z^y—42‘^-|-z’'—8=0 becaufc 2Z—^ (the

firft Term of the Quote) being fubftituted inftead

of
y in the reft of the Equation depreffed by

gives every where more than four Dimenfions.
What I have faid of higher Equations may al-

fo be applied to Quadraticks. As if 1 defir’d the
Root of this Equation

o=J—y

as far as the Period x®. I omit all the Terms in in-

finitum beyond —y in iz-j-x-j- —, and aflume only

this Equation y
- ^^ ^his I

r.cfQlvw ciwh'wT in the ufual manner by makin^ y
—

D 2 °
4-;x

a a‘ S.
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+ ’ nioreex-

pr.efsly by the Method of affected Equations deli-

vered before, by which we fhall havey—

—

—

X^ *—
*, where the lafl: required Term vanifhes or

4^4 ^

becomes equal to nothing.

Now after that Roots are extrafled to a conve-

nient Period, they may fometimes be continued

at pleafure only by obferving the Analogy of

the Series. So you •may for ever continue this

+ (which is the'T' - f^
I

'j

Root of the infinite Equation zrry -[-fy*' fy’

rJ-^y"^, (ffc.) by dividing the laft Term by thefe

Numbers in order, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, And
^c..x-y 3 I

I 2. o
I ‘>'7 L I

5040*^ 3 bTTTo'^ •this

may be continued by dividing by thefe Numbers

2x3, 4x5, 6x7, 8x9, ^^c. Again the Series

8^ T* 7^’ TTs^’

nued at pleafure, by multiplying.

may be conti-
\

the Terms re-

3
,fpedfively by thefe Fradions, f,.—F>“

KSc. And fo of others.

But in difeovering the firfl; Term of the (Quotient,

or fometimes the fecond or third, there may Itiil

remain a difficulty to be overcome; for its Value

fought for as before, may happen to befurd, or the

inextricable Root of an high affeded Equation.
Which when it happens, provided it be not alfo

impoffible, you may reprefent it by fome Letter,

and then proceed as if it were known, as in the

Example y^^^rjfy -b — 2^3^ — o, if the

Root of this Equation f-L-a^y— la'- had been
fjrd or unknown, I fiaould have put any Letter b

for it, and then have perform’d the Refolution as

follows; fuppofe the Quote found only to the
third Dimenfion,

^
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j

—

x^=o, make
.« 5 I y-j^axy—2a
^ a^bx"^

I
x^

,

aib^x^ a'^bx'i ,
a^b^xi

1- ^ -t-
“
7
?"~

^ CIO \
abx

b^p-y + }
axy

4-— x^— 2a‘^

ahx .

1

pz

4- axp

4- c^p

— x^

"
1

' abx

+b^ p-^Zbp^-rf
—j ‘•dhx ~'

\^

-‘Cixp

—
—la^

5 ^C.

c^

a^hx'^

6ab^x ‘ ^— h

—ahx-\-c ^ ^—

’

*'1 ^abx

c —
1 aX'

bafXx\ a‘^hx^

ci- ' c4 f*'4
a^b^x^ f'a'^hx^ . x^

\ c^ "h 7r+
a^h^x^

S 5 ^c.

« •

• Here writing h in the Quote, I fuppofe h-X--p

—y^ and then fpr y I fubftitute as you fee, whence
proceeds ^c. rejedling the Terms 4-
a'^b—la'^ as being equal to nothing : for b is. fup-
pofed to be a Root of this Equation^ 242 ^

=0 . Then the Terms ^b^p -\- a'^p abx give—ahx

pq:^ to be fet in the Quote, and 4- ^
to be fubftituted {or p. But for brevity’s fake I
write cc for aa-\--^bb, yet with this caution, that^a-L
3b^ may be rellored whenfoever I perceive that the
1 erms may be abbreviated by it. When the
Work is finifla’d I affume fome Number for a
and refolve this Equation y^~^a^y—2a^—Oy as is

.^^^'^'l^^f^cerning numeral Equations*; and
I lubftitute for b any one of its Roots if it has three
Roots

i or rather 1 free fuch Equations from Spe-

cies
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cies as far as I can, efpecially from the indefinite

Species, and that after the manner before iufinuated •

and for the reft only, ifany remain that cannot be

expung’d, 1 put Numbet^. Thus

=0 will be freed from a by dividing the Root by

and it will become y’-j-y

—

2=0 , which Root

being found, and multiply’d by muft be fubfti-

tuted inftead of

Hitherto I have fuppos’d the indefinite Species to

be little ; but if it be fuppos’d to approach nearly

to a given Quantity, for that indefinitely fmall Dif-

ference 1 put fome Species, and that being fubfti-

luted I folve the Equation as before. Thus in the

Ecjuation —^y4-_p^y3,—iy^_I_y_|-i?—jc—o, it

being known or fuppos’d that x is nearly of the

fame Quantity as <3, I fuppofe 2: to be their Dif-

ference and then writing a~\-% or a—2: for y,

there will arife^y^— 2: •= 0,

which may be refolv’d as before.

But if that Species be fuppos’d to be indefinite-

ly great, for its reciprocal which will therefore be

indefinitely little, I put fome Species, which be-

ing fubftituted, I proceed in the Refolution as be-

fore. Thus having y3_|_y2^_|_y

—

x^=:o where x is

known or fuppos’d to be very great, for the reci-

procally little Quantity — I put Zy and fubftituting
X

— for there will arife y3_j_y^_l_y— o, whofe

Root is y=:Y— where

X being reftored, if you pleafe, it will be '^~x—

4

QatT
If it fhould happen that none of thefe Expedi-

ents (hould fucceed to your defire, you may have
recourfe to another. Thus in the Equation y‘^-x'"y*
-j_vy3^-|_2y^— 2y.^i— o, whereas the firft Term
ought to be obtain’d from the Suppofition that y'^
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F 2'y' 2y-Li=o, which yet admits of no poffible

Root; you may try what can be done another way.

As you may fuppofe that x is but little different:

from 4-2, or that 2’\-z:=zX ; then fubftituting 2-j-z

for if, there will arife y'^-z^y^-3zy*-2y-|-i=:o,

andthe.Quote will begin from 4-1 » o*"

I

pofe X to be indefinitely great, or — =2, you will

havey^— ^ + 231^— 2y-j-i=:o, and + z

for the initial Term of the Quote. And thus by

proceeding according to feveral Suppofitions, you

may extracl and exprefs Roots after various ways.

If you fhould defirc to find how many feve-

ral ways this may be done, you muft try whaC

Quantities, when fubftituted for the indefinite Spe-

cies in the propos’d Equation will make it divifi-

ble by y, -p or — fome Quantity, or by y alone;

which for Exarhple fake will happen in the Equa-
tion -\-axy-\-a'^y—x^— by fubftituting

I

inftead of x :

y fuppofe the Quan-
a, or 2 a,

or— or

—

2a, or—2^3

and thus you may convenient

tity X to differ little from -1-a, or

or — ; and thence you may extrafl the Root
of the Equation propofed after fo many ways ; and
perhaps alfo after as many other wavs, fuppo-
fing thefe differences to be indefinitely great. Be-
fidesif you take for the indefinite Quantity this or
that of the Species which exprefs the Root, you
may, perhaps obtain your defire after fome other
different ways; and farther ft ill by fubftituting any
fiditious Value for the indefinite Species, fuch as

az-4-hz^ -

^ a~{~cz
az-r-oz and then proceeding
as before in the Equations that will refult

be
Conclufions may

a ifeft, 1. 1. that the Quotes thus extrafted

and
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and produced ad libitum approach fo near to the

Root of the Equation, as at laft to differ from lit

by lefs than any affignable Quantity, and therefore

when infinitely continued do not at all differ from

it : You are to confider that the Quantities in the

left Hand Column of the right Hand Side of the

Tables are the laft Terms of the Equations whofe

Roots are f, q, r, j, &c. and that as they vanifa,

the Roots p, q, r, J, ^c. i. e. the Differences^ be-

tween the C^uote and the Root fought, do like-

wife vanifh at the fame time \ fo that the Quote

will not then differ from the true Root : Where-

fore at the beginning of the Work if you fee that

the Terms in the faid Column will all deftroy one

another, you may conclude that the Qiiote fo far

extrafled is the perfeft Root of the Equation. But

if it be otherwife, you will fee however that the

Terms in which the indefinitely fmall Species is of

few Dimenfions, that is, the greateft Terms, are

continually taken out of that Column, and that at

laft none will remain there, unlefs fuch as are lefs

than any given Quantity, and therefore not greater

than nothing when the Work is continued ad infi-

fiitum. So that the Quote, when infinitely extrad-

ed, will at laft be the true Root.

Laftly, Although the Species which for the fake

of Perfpicuity I have hitherto fuppos’d to be in-

definitely little, ftiould however be (oppos’d to be

as great as you pleafe, yet the Quotes will ftill be

true, though they may not converge fo faft to

the true Root ; this is manifeft from the Analogy
ofthe thing. But here the Limits of the Roots or

the greateft and leaft Quantities come to be confi-
der’d *, for thefe Properties are in common both to

finite and infinite Equations. The Root in thefe
is then greateft or leaft, when there is the greateft
or leaft Difference between the Sums of the affir-

mative Terms and of the negative Terms j and is

limited
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limited when'the indefinite Quantity, (which there-

fore not improperly I fuppos’d to be fmall,) can-

not be taken greater, but that the Magnitude or the

Root will immediately become infinite, that is, will

become impolTible.

To illuftrate this, let ACD be a Semicircle

defcrib’d on the diameter AD and BC an or-

dinate. Make AB
BC=y, AT>—a. Then

^ux ^ ^ as

before. Therefore BC or

y
then becomes greateft,

when i\\^^ax molt ex-

X X ^

ceeds all the terms — <^ax-\^ — Cfc. that is,

when x—\a^ but it will be terminated when x—a

:

for ifwe take x greater chan the fum ofall the terms

c c

^2— 8^ ax

^

Cfc. will be infinite. There

is another limit alfo when x—o-, ‘by reafon of the
impoffibility of the radical to which terms
or limits the limits of the femicircle A, B, and
D, are correfpondent.

T!ranjttion to the Method ^Fluxions.
And thus much for the Methods of Computa-

tion, of which I fhall make frequent ufe in What
follows.. Now it remains, that for an illuftration of
the Analytic Art, I fhould give fome fpeeimens
of Problems, efpecially fuch as the nature of
Curves will fupply. Now in order to this, I fhall ob-
ferve tnat all the difficulties hereof may be reduc-
ed to thefe two Problems only, which I ffiall pro-
pofe, concerning a Space defcrib’d by local Motion,
any how accelerated or retarded

E I. The
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I. the length vf the Space defcriFd being continu-

ally (that at all times) given \ to find the velocity

‘of the motion at 'any time propos d,

\\. The velocity of the motion being continually givens

to find the length of the Space defcrih d at any time

'propos'd.

Thus in the Equation xt^my^ if y
reprefents the

length of the Space at any time defcrib’d, which

(time) another Space x, by increafing with an uni-

form celerity x^ meafures and exhibits as defcrib d

:

then 2XX will reprefent'the celerity, by which the

Space
y at the fame moment of time proceeds to

be defcrib’d, and contrariwife. And hence it is,

that in what follows 1 confider things as generated

by continual Incrcafe,"after the manner of a Space,

which a thing or point in motion deferibes.

But fince we do not confider the' time here,

„any farther than as it is expounded and mea-

fured by an equable local motion •, and befides

whereas things only"'of the fame kind can be com-

'par’d together, and alfo their velocities of increafe

ariddecreafe : therefore in what follows I lhall have

no regard to time formally confider’d, but lhall

fuppole fome one of the quantities propos’d, being
of the fame kind, to -be increas’d by an equable
Fluxion, to which the reft may be refer’d,' as it were
to time*, and therefore by way of analogy it may
not improperly receive the name of Time. "When- i

ever therefore the word ‘Timey occurs in what fol-

lows, (which for the fake of perfpicuity and diftin-
ftion I have fometimes ufed,) by that word I would
not have it underftood as if I meant Time in its

‘lornial acceptation, but only that other quantity,
|,by the equable increafe or fluxion whereof. Time

IS expounded and meafured.

Now
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Now thofe quantities which I confider as gradu-

ally and indefinitely increafing, I lhall hereaft^

call Fluents, or pwing ^antities, and fhall reprS^

fenc them by the final letters of the alpha-

bet V, X, y, and 2: *, that I rnay diftmguifh them

from other quantities, which in equations may be

confidered as known and determinate, and which

therefore are reprelented by the initial letters a,

c, &c. iind the velocities by which every Fluent is

increafed by its generating motion (which I may call

Fluxions, or Amply Velocities, or Celerities,) I fhall

reprefent by the fame letters pointed thus, v, x,

y, and z •, that is, for the-celerity of the quantity

V I fhall put V, and fo for the celerities of the o-

ther Quantities x, y, and z, I fhall put x, y, and

2, refpedively. Thefe things being premis’d, I

fhall now forthwith proceed to the matter in hand ;

and firft I fhall give the folution of the two Pro-

blems juft now propos’d.

Problem I.

The Relation of the flowing ^antities to one anotJoer.

being given, to determine the Relation of their Ve-

locities.

/

Solution. Difpofe the equation, by which the
given Relation is exprefs’d, according to the di-

menfions of fome one of its flowing Quantities,

fuppofe X, and multiply its terms by any arith^

metical progreflion, and then by — ; and perform

this operation feparately for every one of the
flowing Quantities. Then make the fum of all the
produds equal to nothing, and you will have the
equation required.

E 2 Example
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Example i. If the relation of the flowing quan-

tities X and jy
be X *— = o j

firft: dif-

pofe the terms according to the dimenfions of

and then according to y, and multiply them in the

following manner.

Mult. X 5—ax * -\-ax)—y ^

%X 2X
by ^ -

X

X— • o
X '

« • •

makes '^xx'^—zaxx^-^axy ^

. ,

—ax*
'f +^^3

'

1?

y

£
y

-O

• ^

'Zyy^'\^y^ *

m • •

the fum of the produdls is ^xx*—2axx>-{-axy”^

2yy^J^ayx—0, .which equation gives the relation

between the Fluxions x and y. For if you take x at

pleafure, the equation x^—ax^-^-axy^-^y^^o will

give
y i which being determin’d, it will be ^ : y ;

:

2y*—ax : ^x*—2ax-\~ay.

\

Ex. 2. If the relation of the quantities a?,

y, and z, be exprefs’d by the equation ly'^J^x^y
—aryz-j-^yz^—z^ —o.

Mult. -z3 yx^-\rzji -^zeyz-^x^y— zcz,
• —zeyz ^2ji

#

'2y
by — . O . -

2X—
. O

• 0

3K 2Z
•

z— Oy y X % •

•

makes ^
y^
y

•

Zxxy ^
J • •

-rr^ZZ^-\-6z^ ZCZJf «

or
Wherefore the relation of the celerities offlowing,

of the Fluxions x; y, and s, is4}y?_J_if_L2xxy.-

^zz * -j-6z;?:y—2^zy—0,

But
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But fince there are here three

« V and z, another equation ought alio to be

oW?n, by which the relation among them, as alfo

Long their Fluxions, may be entirely^etermmed

As if it were fuppos’d that x-l-y—z—o.
^ ^

hence another relation among the Fluxions x-|-y

—2=0 would be found by this rule. Now com-

pare thefe with the foregoing equations, by ex-

punging any one of the three Quantities, and a o

anyone of the Fluxions, and then you will obtain

an equation which will entirely determine the re-

lation of the reft.

In the equation propos’d, whenever there are

complex fractions or furd quantities, I put fo ma-

ny letters for each, and fuppofing them to repre-

fent flowing quantities, I work as before. After-

wards I fupprefs and exterminate the aflum’d let-

ters, as you fee done here.

Ex. 3. If the relation of the quantities x

and
y

be yy
—aa—

x

= o, for x I

write z, and thence I have the two equations

yy
—aa—z=o, and a^x"^—x*—z’'=;0, of which

the firft will give 2yy
—2=0 as before, for the re-

lation of the celerities
y and z, and the latter will

• 2.

* *

give 2a XX—4Xx^-.222=:o, or
a^xx—zxx

X
=s, foi

the relation of the celerities x and z. Now z being
• •

~’a'^xx-\-2XX^
! =: o, ancexpunged, it will be 2yy Z

thenreftoring for z, we fhall have 2yy

== 0, for the relation between x and y
as was required.

Ex. 4.
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Ex; 4. If -f-

exprelles the relation that is between x and I

make^ =z, and from whence

I fhall have the three equations x'^-af-^z-vz^Oy

az-^-'^jZ-bj^ —O^ and ax^‘^-'j-\-x^ -‘VV:=0‘ The nrtt

gives '^xx'^—•2<j^|y-|--z—“'y =0, the feeond gives <32

and the third gives ^cixx y

^6xx^-{^dyx^—2vv—o, for the relations of the.

velocities v, x^ y,,
and z j but the values of z and

1;, found by the fecond and third equations, (?. e>

and for Ifub-
a-^jl * 2<u

ftitute in the firft equation, and there arifes ^xx'^
m t • • •

^byy-^—yz /j^axx^y—(ixx^—ayx‘' ^

-y

inftead of z and ‘y> reftoring their values and

xx<i/~ay~\^d-> there will arife the equation fought
I • • • • •

• • /Laxxy—Gxx^-^ayxx
2^xx^—zayy—:—;

—

^
—

=

0 ,
-

;
aa^zay^yy ay-^^xx

•2ayy-{-

« •

by which the relation of the velocities x- and y will

be ex prefled.

After what manner the operation is to be per-

form’d in other cafes, I believe is manifeft from
hence •, as when in the equation propos’d there are'

found furd denominators, cubic radicals, radicals

within radicals as *\/ax-\-^a—xxi or any other
complicate terms of the like kind.

Furthermore, although in the equation pro-
pos’d there fhould be quantities involv’d, which
cannot be determin’d or exprefs’d by any geome-
trical method, fuch as curvilinear areas, or (the

lengths
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.lenaths of curve-lines, yet the relations of their

Flexions may be found, as will appear from t e

following example. •

Preparationfor Exat^^PLE 5*

Suppofe BD b' be an ordinate at right angles to

AB, and that ADH be any curve which is defin d

by the relation between'

A

,B and BD exhibited by an

equation. LetAB be called ' y^v.
Xj and the area of the curve

'

ADB, apply’d to unity, be

called z. Then ere6t the

perpendicular AC equal to

unity, and through C draw

CE parallel to AB and meeting BD in E. Then con-

ceiving thefe two fuperficies ADB and ACEB
to be generated by the motion of the right line

BED *, it is manifeft that their Fluxions (i. e. the

Fluxions of the quantities i x z and i x x, or of
the quantities z and x) are to each other as the

generating lines BD and BE. Therefore z: x : :

BD : BE or i, and therefore z=a;xBD. And
hence it is that z maylse involv’d in- any equation
exprefllng the relation between a: and any other
Bowing quantity y ; and yet the relation of the

Fluxions X and y may however be difcover’d.
»

• •
* -

Ex. 5. As if the equation zz-^^axz— v*
r^o were propos’d to exprefs the relation between
X and y, as alfo ^ax—jrjcmBD for/determinino- a
curve, which theretbre will be a Circle. Th^e-
quation zzJi,axz—y^:t:o, as before,' will give 2zz
-j-^tzx'-l-axz—431^3 =0 for the relation "df the cele-
rities Xy y, and z. And therefore fince it is z
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r=x X BD, or -zz-x tjax—xx', fubftitute this value

inftead of it, and there will arife the equation

which deter-=0.
zxx-\^'xx i/ax—xx-^-ilXZ 4^)

mines the- relation of the celerities x and 3/.

Demonstration of the Solution.
I

The Moments of Bowing quantities {i.e. their

indefinitely fmall parts, by the acceflion ot which,

in indefinitely fmall portions of time they are conti-

nually increas’d) are as the velocities of their How-

ing or increafing. Wherefore if the rnornent ot

any one, as x^ be reprefented by the product or us

celerity x into an indefinitely fmall quantity 0,

(i. e. by xo-,) the - moments of the others y,

and z, will be reprefented by w, yo, zo •, becaufe

VO, xo, yo, and %<?, .are to each other as v, x, y,

and z. Now fince the moments, as xo and yo,

are the indefinitely little acceflions of the flowing

quantities x and y, by which thofe quantities are

increafed through the feyeral indefinitely fmall in-

tervals of time it follows that thofe quantities x •

and y
after any indefinitely fmall interval of time,

become x-\-xo and y-\-yo ; and therefore the equa-

tion which at all times indifferently expreffes the re-
(

lation of the flowing quantities, will as well ex-
• •

prefs the relation between x-\-xo and
y-f-y<?,

as be- -

• •

tween X and y: fo that x-\-xo and y-j-yo, may be
i

fubftituted in the fame equation for thofe quantf-
|

ties, inftead of x and y.
|

Therefore let any equation x^-^r^f*-j-<rxy-y^=o 1

be given, and fubftitute for x, and y-4-yo

for y, and there will arife

x
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x^J[-{xox^-^fx^ooxJ^x^o^

* —flx*

—

laxox—^x^oo

j^axy-\-^xoy -{-ayox-{^axyoo

—yj—3 )<?)’*

—

Now by fuppofition x'^ — ax^-^r^xy >’ —? »

wLh tLrefore being expung’d, and the remain-

ing terms divided by o, there will remain SArx'-j-

2’x^ox-{j(^oo—2axx-ax'"o ^-axy-{-ayx-^axyo - 3>y

*

^2foy—foo—o. But whereas o is fuppos’d to

be indefinitely little, that it may rcprefent the mo-

ments of quantities, confequently the terms that

are multiplied by it, will be nothing in refpedt of the

• therefore I rcjc(5t them, and there remains

—2axx-i-axy-l-ayx—^yy’=:o, as above in Ex-

ample I. '

Here it may be obferved, that the terms which

are not multiplied by o will always vanifh ’, as al-

fo thofe terms that are multiplied by more than

one dimenfion of o', and that the reft of the terms

being divided by o, will always acquire the form
that they ought to have by the foregoing rule. Q.
E. D.

This being done the other things inculcated in

the rule will eafily follow. As that in the propos’d
equation, feveral flowing quantities may be in-
volv’d; and that the terms may be multiply’d, not
only by the number of the dimenfions of the flow-
ing quantities, but alfo by any other arithmetick
progreflion, fo that in the operation there may be
tne fame difference of the terms according to any
of the flowing quantities, and the progreflion be
cli^Tpos d according.to fome order ofIhe dimenfions
of each of them. Thefe things being aiiow™what IS taught bcfides in Examdes a, 4 and 7
wiii be plain enough of itfelf.

^ 3 . 4 > and 5 ,

Problem
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P R O B L E M II.
% »

4n Et^iMtion being propos'd including the Fluxions of

^antities, to find the Relation of thofe Fluantil'm

Ip one another,

A particular Solution.

As this problem is the converfe of the foregor

ing, it muft be folv’d by proceeding in a conr

trary manner; that is, the terms multiply’d by x

being difposM according to the dimenfions

oc

of Xy they mufl: be divided by r-, and then
X

by the number of their dimenfions, or by fome q-

ther arithmetical progrefTion. Then the fame

work muft be repeated with the terms multiplied

by Vy y, and z, and the funv refulting muft be

put equal to nothing, rejedling the terms that are

redundant.

Example. Let the equation propos’d be ^xx'
• • • * ,

r^2axx-\-axy—^yy'^^ayx—Oy the operation will

be after this manner.

Divide
«

•

Sxx^~
• •

--2axx-\-axy Divide -
#

CO
1

•

by- =
X

-3x^-—lax'^-Fayx by
y

_3y3 * ~\~ax]

div. by 3 2 . 1 div. bv 3

Quote —ax * ~\-ayx Quote •—y5 •* ‘\-axy

Therefore the fum x^—ax^-\-axy—y^.~o will be
the required relation of the Quantities at and y.
>Vhere tis to be obferv’d, that tho’ the term axy
occurs twice, yet I do not put it twice in the funi
x^rrrax^-f-axy but 1 rejedl the redun-

dant
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dant term. And fo whenever any term occurs

twice, or oftner, (as in cafes when there are feve-

ral flowing quantities concerned^) it mufl. be wrote

only once in the fum of the terms.

. There are fome other circumftances to be ob-

ferv’d, which I fliall leave to the fagacity of the

Artift ; for it would be needlcfs to dwell long up-

on this matter, fince the Problem cannot always

be folved by this artifice. 1 lhall add however, -

that after the relation of the Fluents is obtained by

this method, if we can return,- by Prob. I. to the

propos’d equation involving the Fluxions, then the

work is right, otherwifc nor. Thus, in the ex-

ample propos’d, after! have found the equation

—ax'^~\-axy’—y^ —O', if from thence 1 feek the

relation of the Fluxions x and y by the firft Pro-

blem, I Iball arrive to the propos’d equation ^xx*

-^2axx-{-axy-\-ayx— '^yy'^—o: whence it is plain

that the equation x’-

—

ax'^ -{-axy-^y^ —O is right-

ly found. But if the equation xx—xy-\-ay±=.o

were propos’d, by the preferib’d method 1 Ihould

obtain this —xy-\-ay—0 for the relation be-

tween X and y j which conclufion would be erro-

neous, fince by Prob. I. the equation xx— xy-

—

• •

yx~\-ayr=o would be produced, which is different

from the former equation. Having therefore pro-
pos’d this in a perfundory manner, I (hall now Un-
dertake the general Solution.

/

Preparationfor the general Ruki

Firft it mufl: be obferved, that in the propos’d
equation, the fymbolsof the Fluxions (fince they
are quantities of a different kind from the quanti-
ties of which they are the Fluxions) ought to af-

cend in every term to the fame number of dimen-
F 2 Ijons i
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fions ; and when ic happens otherwife, another Flux-

ion oF Fome flowing quantity muft be underftood

to be unity, by which the lower terms are continu-

ally to be multiplied, till the Fymbols of the Flux-

ions arife to the Fame number oFdimenfions in all the

terms. As if the equation —axx—O were

propos’d, the Fluxion 2; oF fome third flowing

quantity 2: muft be underftood to be unity, by

which the firfl term x muft be multiplied once,

and the laft axx twice; that the Fluxions in them

may afcend to as many dimenfions, as in the fe-

cond term xyx'y as iF the propos’d equation had

been deriv’d from this xz~\-xyx—azzx'^—O by

putting zmi. And thus in the equation yx—yji I

ought to imagine x to be unity, by which the

term yy is to be multiplied.
' Now equations, which have only two flowing

quantities, that every where rife to the fame
number of dimenfions, may always be reduced

to fuch a form, as that on one fide may be
• • •

had the ratio of the Fluxions, (as^, or 4, or 4’

t?r.)and on the other fide the value of that ra-

tio expreffcd by fimple algebraic terms : as you

may fee here 4 =2-j-2x-y : and when the fore

ing particular folution will not take place, it is

requir’d that I fhould bring the equation to this

form.

When in the value of that Fluxion any term is

denominated by a compound equation, or a radical,
or it that F luxion be the root of an affected equa-
tion, the reduction muft be perform’d either by di-
vifion or by extraction of roots, or by the refolution
Q an affefted equation as has been before (hewn.

So

(

i

I

It

ti

go-
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So if the equation xa-f-xx— were

propos’d. Firll by rediidion, this becomes *

ii. — - ; And in the firft cafe, if

a—x-\“y
_L

» or

I reduce the term — »
denominated by the com-

£l»
"X

pound quantity x, to an infinite feries of fimpic

terms L ^ ^ ju
, ^c, by dividing the

numerator y by the denominator a I lhall

^ 4.*4'-^, 6?.. by thehave 4=i + i+ ?.+

help of which the relation between x and y may be
• • • • •

determined. So the equation y y=xy-|-xxxx be-
• • •

ing given, or = -=7- -|-xx, and by a farther re-

XX X

duftion 4- r= v'i-j-Arx, I extradi: the fquare
X

root out of the terms i+xx, and obtain the infi-

nite feries -l-^x*—x'’-[-2x®-|-5x®-|-i4x*

y
'

X
which if I fubftitute for ,J^j^xxi I lhall have —

•X x'^4-^x®—5x*, ^c. or -4——x*4-x*
* X *

2x®-l-5x% (^c. according as the ^/^~^xx is either

added to or fubftradted from it. And thus if
• • • • • • •

the equation y'^ J\^axx'^y-\~a'^x^y—x’x’

—

2x^a^

v3 y
r=o were propo.s’d, or — -1- ~

X^ X X
2fl^=:o, I extradl the root of this affedled cubick

y y
X 3-

cquation, and there arifes — — a
X

X XX

+ 6i«
+
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as may be feen before.
cizfli ' i6384«3’

^

But here it may be obferv’d, that I look upon

thofe terms only as compounded, which are com-

pounded in refpedl of flowing quantities ; for I e-

fteem thofe as fimple quantities which are com-

pounded only in refpedt of given quantities, fince

they may be reduced to fimple quantities by

fuppofing them equal to other quantities. Thus
. , ax-i-^x X bcc

I confider the quantities —
i^c. as fimple quantities, be-

CEufc they may all be reduced to the fimple ejuanti-

»JeXt (or )
tSc. byex X

ties —7
c e ex ex‘

fuppofing a-^b=ze.

Moreover, that the flowing quantities may the

more eafily be diftinguifhed from one another, the

Fluxion that is put in the numerator of the frac-

tion or the Antecedent of the ratio may not im-

properly be called the Relate ^antit'^., and the o-

iher in the denominator, to which it is compared.

Correlate. Alfo the Flowing Quantities may be

diftinguifhed by the fame names refpedively. And
for the better underftanding of what follows, you
may conceive that the correlate quantity is tliney

or rather any other quantity that flows equably,

'by which time is expounded and meafured ; and
•that other, or the relate quantity, is /pace., which
the moving thing or point any how accelerated or
retarded deferibes in that time ; and that ic is the

intention of the Problem, that from the velocity
of the motion being given at every inftant of
/fme, the [pace deferib’d in the whole time may
be determin’d.

But in refpe<fl. of -this Problem, equations may
be diftinguifhed into three orders.

I. Thofe
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!. Thofe in which two Fluxions of quantities

andonly one oftheir flowing quantities are involv’d.
^

II. Thofe in which the two flowing quantities

are involv’d together with their Fluxions.

III. Thofe in which the Fluxions of more than

t\yo quantities are involv’d. ———With thefe

premifes I fhall attempt the Iblution of the Pro-

blem according to thefe three cafes.

Solution of Cafe I. •

ff

Suppofe the flowing quantity, which alone iscon^

tain’d in the equation, to be the correlate : and the

equation being accordingly difpofed, {t. e. by mak-
ing on one fide to be only the ratio of the Fluxions ;

and on the other fide the value of this ratio in

fimple terms,j firft multiply the value of the ratioof

the Fluxions by the correlate quantity, then divide

each of its terms by the number ofdimenfiohs with
which that quantity is there afFeftcd, and what a-

rifes will be equivalent to the other flowing quantity.

So propofing the equation I fup-

pofe X to be the correlate quantity, and the equa-

tion being accordingly reduced, we fhalj have=T-=r:
' X—x*-^2 x , now rhultiply the value of

4 intox, and there arifes ^c.

which terms I divide fcverally by their number of
dimenfions, and the refill

t

I put -rzzy, and by this equation will be defined the
relation between x and

y as was required.

Let the equation^be " — a
X

i^c. there will arife y—ax^

X XX

4 64a + V75 1 2a’^

131^^

2048^^^

&c.
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for determining the relation between and y.

y * *
I ^ I ^

• Thus the equation ^

gives y=ix*+T i^c.

for multiplying the value of 4 into * it be-

comes 1^ or ii

XX X
X
‘—I i

^

by the number of dimenfions, the value of y
will

arife as before. .

y zh'^c

' After the fame manner the equation -r =
‘ • *

X V'«J’

y'^

u

+ 3pi. -W^^' + a-qa +

.^hp^i i for the value of 4 multiplied by y,3

there arifes ^—=zz~\~ v6'^-i'9’^» o'* '2.h'^ca

jyB T i
“Ty ^

y3 X y'^, and thence the value of

X refults by dividing by the number of the dimen-

lions of each term.

The equation — = gives
y=4

-2^. And 4
X

ab

= “I, gives y
cx*

y

X

^abx

2C

But the equation — z=—
,
gives y

—
; for — x x

makes «, which being divided by the number of

dimenfions which is o, there arifes —
, an infinite

quantity, for the value of y.

When
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Whenever a like trtm fliaU occur in the value of

L whofe denominator
involves the Correlate Quan-

,ky ofone dimenfion only, inftead of the Correlate

Quantity fubftitute the fum or the difference be-

tween the fame and feme other given quantity

be affumed at pleafure ; for there will be the fame

relation of the Fluxions of the Fluents in the equa-

tion fo produced, as of the other equation at nrlt

propos’d ; and the infinite Relate Quantity by this

means will be diminifhed by an infinite part of it-

felf, and will become finite, but yet confifting of

terms infinite in number.

Therefore the equation = — being propofed^
‘ X ^

if for X I write affuming the quantity b at

. y ^ • •

pleafure, there will a|ife -r = ^7 oivi-

' r - A "I t~ pc. And now ther y ^

X

ax dx'

^ •
I *11 " ^ dx^ . ^x^

foregoing rule will give y
—

_

-fy
for the relation between x and y.

» •

So in the equation 4 = - 4- 3— xx, if, be-
A- ^

2
caufe of the term — , I write i-Lx for x, there

, y 2
will arife -[-2—2x—xx : then reducing

the term into an infinite feries 2—2x-]-2x*-^

2x^+2x% iic. we fhall have 4 =4^4x-{^x^^
zx^^ 2x*^c. arid then according to the rule yr=

4X-.
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4x— for the relation

of X and y.

And thus if the equation -
I # ^X

were propofed, becaulc I here obferve the, term

(or-) to be found,* I tranfmute x by fubftU

2.

^ tuting' I

y
•X for it, and there arifes -r

X

I

-X

v'l-S

y'Tir^. Now the term produces i-f-

and the term y'l

—

a: is equ

to I- and therefore -

ivalent

I

or

^

2
, is the fame as i

‘

+

&c. fo that when thefe values are fubflitu-
10 ^

ted we (hall have ~ z=:i-\-2X-^\x^ ^ ^c.
X

and then by the, rule

And'fo of others. -

Alfi? in other cafes the equation may fometimes

be'conveniencly reduced by fuch a tranfmutation

of the flowing quantity. As if this equation were

propofed
c'^x

'X'
4:3 —x^

inftead of x I

write <r— and then I fliall have
X

.1

5

and then by the rule y =

c'^x

X^

C3

2XX

or

But the ufe of fuch tranfmutations will appear
more plainly in what follows.

«

,
^

Solution of Cafe IL
Pf^eparation, And fo much for ccjuations that

iavolvc only one Fluent, but when each of them
'

. are
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are found in the equation ; .firftjthey muft be re-

duced to the form prefcrib^d, by making the ratio

of the Fluxion? on one fide equal to any aggre-

gate of fimple terms on the other« And further,

if in the equation fo reduced, there .be any frac-

tions denominated by the flowing quantity, they

muft be Freed from thole denominators by the a-

bovementiohed tranfmutation of.the flowing quan-
• «

.4 - • t -

titles.
. _

. .
•

Thus the equation yax—,xxy— aax — o
.

.propofed, or 4- = -j T ’

* ^
.j, I aflume b at pleafure, and for x I write either

h-\-x^ b-x or x-b. As if for inftance I Ihould write

b’\-X’, it will become ~ A-irr >

X ^ AT

the term 7-7— being converted by divifion into
< •

y
an infinite feries, we mail have —

X

a

b

ax

i Lo Z,, 5

In like manner the equation »

X
2 y— being propos’d ; if, by reafon of the termsXX

— and — , I write i-—

'

y XX

x\ there will arife 4- = i

X

for v, and i X 1

1 X

~y:+
7.y—

2

But the term by infinite divi-

Xy -j-y
3—

5

^

I 2X-\^X^^ I y
fion, gives —xy-\-y'^

And the term 7:^^^ by a like divifion gives

G 2 2\’—
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2y-2+4y)’— y
— r

y
^iox*^i^c. therefore -r

+y’ —
3^+ 3^3'+f

-6;#* -f

;^3i»

lox'^y

l^c, -[-6x*y-

Rule. The' equation being thus prepared,

when the cafe requires it, difpofe the terms ac-

cording to the dimenfions of the flowing quanti-

ties, in the following manner. Firfl: feledt thofe

that are not affedted with the Relate Quantity *,

then thofe that areaffedled by itsleafl: dimenfions

;

arid fo oh. In the next place difpofe the terms of

each feries thus feledled, into their feveral partitions,

according to the dimenfions of the Correlate Quan-

tity, writing thofe in the firfl: partition (i. e. fuch as

are not affeClcd by the Relate Quantity^ in a collate-

ral order, proceeding towards the right hand, and

the reft in defcending feries on the left hand column, '

as you fee in the following Tables. The work be- ;

ing thus prepared, multiply the firfl: or the lead

of the terms in the firfl: partition by the Correlate

Quantity; then dividing that produdt by the number
of its dimenfions, put the refult in the quote for the

'

initial term of the value of the Relate Quantity,
j

Then fubftitute this value inftead of the Relate
Quantity into the terms of the equation that are

placed in the left hand column ; and from the next
leaft term you will obtain the fecond term of the

quote, by the fame procefs that you obtained the

firft. Thus repeating the operation, you may
continue the quote as far as you pleafe. But this

will be plainer by an example or two.

Example i. Let the equation -4- = i — ax
X ^

+ be propofcd, whofe terms
(Which are hot afTtaed by the Relate (Juantiry yj
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you fee difpofed collaterally in the, upper moft par-

tition; and the reft, y, and xy, in the left hand

column. This done, firft I multiply the initial

-{-I—3x-j-xx

-\'y

-j-xy

—XXr|-tX^'^X‘*'-[--3-VxS

. r

Sum I—2X-j-XX &c.

.y
X—XX-j-^X ^ -iX -^^X ^ -^yX\ l^C.

term, i, into the Correlate Quantity, x,. and it

makes x ; which being divided by the number of

dimenfions i, I place in the quote above written ;

then fubftituting thefe terms inftead of y in the

marginal terms y
and -|-:vy, I have -^-x and -^xx, •

which I write overagainft them to’ the right hand.

After which from the reft I take the leaft terms

—^x and -4-x’, whole aggregate —2x multiplied

into X becotiies —ixx, this divided by the num-

ber of its dimenfions 2, - gives —-xx for the fecond

term of the value of y in the quote. In proceed-

ing this term being likewife affumed to complete

the value of the marginals -j-y and -\-xy-, there will

arife —xx and —x^ to be added to the terms -\.x

and -J-xx, that were before inferred: which being

done, 1 again afifume the next leaft terms, ^xx^

7-xx, and which 1 colledl into one fum
and thence I derive (as before^ the third

term -f-fx^ to be put into the value of y. A-
gain, taking this term -rx^ into the place of the

marginals ; from the next leaft terms, -j-yx*

and —x^ added together, I obtain fx'^. for the
' “

‘ fourth
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fourth term of the value of y.. And Co ,on infi. It

Mum. « * *

2. In like manner if it were.requir’d to de-

termine the relation of x and y in this equation t
4

w I
^-2 which feries is

. fuppofed to proceed ad infinitum, • I put i in the

.beginning,- and the other terms in the left hand

column, and then purfue the work according to

the following table, . .

V ?

a

xy

+ I

a1 .

4-
x'^y

I

4

The Sum

y~

—^ zH""a ' 2a^ ‘

x^

% ^

j?-,'

f V t
.

X‘

a

2a^

x^

X^ IM-— C2c.
^ ‘ 2a^2^4

x^

%

% % %

-¥

xi x^ x^ „4—k4—<»^ 2/z4 t 2a^

x^

* 2^^

,
x^

2a^
\

x^

X
,

'XX^

a~^2a^

X

/Z^ * 2^4

,

« .v3 v-4

X—1— -q— q
* 2.0. i 20^ * 2a^ 5^4+;^'

k

As I have propofed to extradl the value of y
far as fix dimenfions only of at, for that realbn I

niitall the terms in the operation which I forefee v

concribt
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contribute nothing to my purpofe, as is intimated

by the mark, Csfc. fubjoined to the feries that are

cut off.

Ex. 3 . In like manner, if this equation were

propofed, -4 =-SX-\~^xy-\-y''-xy'^-\-y
'^

—

X
'

—

xy* *', ^c. -i-6Ar*y

—

6x'^-{-Sx‘^y—

—

and it is intended to extraft the value of

y as far as feven dimenfions of x. I place the terms

in order according to the following table j
and

1
Oo

1

1•fix*-1 00 — lOX'*' 1 2X* — 14X®, (^c.

- —6x* — yx* — (^c.

—^X‘*' —

I

2X^ =—Vx®, ^c.

-l-Sx^y —

I

2X* •—

i

6x®, C^c.

-i-

1

o.^ *y

\

iff . 955 •— 15X®, Csfc.

i^c.
y

-r)" ,
.&C.

—xy^ * —
4" —6x®, ^c.

—Vx®, &c.

The Sum —3x ~ - -=x 3 9 I V +_ 3 3 3 vS.
2. 4 T ^

11 - 5 V. +
2, 0 ^

. r r r .^6—VVxy (j^c.
c

T ^

' ' *' mm ..ii , .n .ii.Mi#

work as before, only with this exception, that
fince in the left hand column

y is not only of one,
but alfo of two and of three dimenfions, (or of

• more than three, if I intended to produce the value
• of y

beyond the degree of ;) I fubjoin the fquare
and cube of the value ofy fofar gradually produ-
ced, that when they are fubftiiuted by degrees to

the
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the right hand in the values of the marginals on the

left terms may arife of fo many dimenfions as I

obfervetobe required for the following operation;

And bv this method there is produced at length

which is the equation

reouired. feut whereas this value is negativcj it

anoears that one of thefe quantities x or "j decrea-

fes while the other increafes. And the fame thing

is alfo to be concluded, when one of the Fluxions

is affirmative and the other negative.

A You may proceed in like rhanner to re-

folve the equation, when the Relate Quantity isaf*

fedled with fradlional dimenfions. As if it were

propofed to extradt the value of x from this equa-

tion +
y

which X in the term lyx'^ (or 2y^x') is afFedled with

the fractional dimenfion From the value of

I derive by degrees the value of (i* €• by ex-

trafting its fquare root) as may be obferved in the

lower part of the table, that it may be inferted

4-iy
-4.

73
,

-

4.2^5

I

2yx'^ *
7—2y5 44y^--2y*,

# * * * — Ofr.

Sum * —3y^+7y" * 443'^*—liv
7. oj

_7—
7
^— * +73'’^—-A-r 5

1 0 0/
-I-

X‘^=: -\-iy “-y
*

x""
—

and
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and transferred by degrees into the value of the

mar<^inal term 2yx^f and fo at lift I (hall have
^ 7 9

the equation.^—i)/*—

—

tV-o-^S

by which x is exprefled indefinitely in refped of y.

And thus you may operate in any other cafe what-

foever.

1 faid before that thefe operations may be per-

formed an infinite variety of ways *, this may be

done if you aflTume at pleafure, not only the ini-

tial quantity of the upper feries, but any other gi-

ven quantity, for the firft term of the quote, and
then proceed as before. Thus in the firft of the

propofed examples, if you aflTume i for the firft

term of the value of y, and fubftitute it for the

value ofy into the marginal terms -j-V and ~\-xy,

and purfue the reft of the operation as before, (a

fpecimen of which I havehere given) another value

«

-j-I

—

^x-\~xx

# -^X*, ^c.

The Sum -\-2 *

y— 1 -
1
- 2^ * ^c.

ofy willarife, viz. i^2x-{.x^-h-^x*, ^c. And
thus another and another value may be produced,
by aflfuming 2, or 3, or any other number for its

H '
firft
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firft term. Or if you make ufe of any fymbol, as

to reprefent the firft term indefinitely, by the

fiime method of operation (which I (hall here ex-

hibitj you will find y=a-\^[x-^ax— xx-^axx

1

—
1

1 " ""
3

+y

^ay

-\-a-\-x —XX -[-4^% (^c.

.-^rtx -^ax'^ J^Xax'^ , &c.

*-\-ax -|-x* —xS

Ixhe Sum -|-i—2x -|-x^ —
-\^a-\-2ax-[~2ax'^>-\~\ax^,

1 —y a-\-x —fx^, (£c.

1 ~\~ax ' -\-^ax ’ 4- ax*, C^c.
_ - -

, ^c. which being found fora, I may
fubftitute I, 2, o, -f-, or any other number, and
thereby obtain the relation between x and y an in-

finite variety of ways.

And it is to be obferved, that when the quan-
tity to be extrafled is affeded with a fradional
dimenfion, (as you fee in the fourth of the fore-
going examples^ then it is convenient to take uni-
ty or fome other proper number for its firft term

:

And indeed this is ablblutely neceflary, when to ob-
tain the value of that fradional dimenfion the root
cannot otherwife be extraded, becaufe of the nepa-
tive %n, as alio when there arfe no terms to be
difpoftd m the firft or uppermoft partition, from

J t>e deduced.

V completed this moft rrou-
bltfome, and of all others moft difficult Problem,

when

'V
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when only two Flowing Quantities, together with

their Fluxions, are comprehended in an equation.

But befides this general method into which I have

taken all the difficulties, there are others much
' fhorter by which the work may often be eafed in

particular cafes: to give fome fpecimens of which

ex abundanti, will not perhaps be difagreeable to

the Reader.

If it happens that the quantity to be relolved

has in fome places negative dimenfions, it is not

therefore abfolutely necellary that the equation

ffiould be reduced to another form. For thus the

equation y— ——xx being propofed, where y is of

one, negative dimenfion ; I might indeed reduce

it to another form, as by writing i-\-y for y : But

the refolution will be more expedite, as you have it

in the following table.

Tf? vT yV

I

y
I X-\-\;XX, &c.

The' Sum —x-j-ixx,

1

y
—

fife.

li I— fife.

I. Hereaffuming i for the initial term ofthe va-
lue ofy, I extradt the reft of the terms as before, and
in the mean time from thence, by degrees, I de-

H 2 duce
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duce the value of — by divifion, and infert it into

the value of the marginal term.
_

2. Neither is it neceflary that the dimcnfion®

of the other flowing quantity Ihould be always af-F

, n I
firmativc. For from the equation y=3-[-2y— -

without the prefcribed redu6lion of the term

there will arirey=i3X

—

i£c. And from

the equation yrr—

^

value of y
will

be found 31= — , if the operation be performed af-

ter the manner of the following fpecimen.

X

E
X

-- -4--
XX X

1
1

I

X

The Sum XX ^

y— T

Here we may obferve by the way, that among
the infinite manners by which any infinite equation

may be refolved, it often happens that there are

I'ome that terminate at a finite value of the quan-

tity to be extradled, as in the foregoing example.
And thefe are not difficult to find if fome fymbol
be afllimed for the firft term ; for after the refo*

lution is performed, then fome proper value of

that fymbol may be given, which may render
the whole finite.

3. Again, if the value of y is to be extracted

from this equation y— i ^ 2x-\-^xx^ it may
be done conveniently enough without any reduc-

tion
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tion of the term - ; by fuppofing (after the man-
• •

ner of Analyfts) that to be given, which is requi-

red. Thus for the firft term of the value of y, I

put lex, taking le for the numeral co-efficienc

which is yet unknown *, and fubftituting lex inftead

of y into the marginal term, there arifes e, which I

write on the right hand, and the fum i~\-e, will give

for the fame firft term ofthe value ofy, which

I had firft reprefented by the term lex ; there-

fore I make 2ex-=x-\~ex^ and thence deduce e—i ’

So that the firft fiflitious term lex of the value of

y, is really ix. After the fame manner I make
ufe of the fiflitious term 2fx~, to reprefent the fe-

cond term of the value of y, and thence at laft de-

rive —4 for the value off ; therefore that fe-

cond term is really —^x. And fo the fidicious

co-efficient
i;

in the third term will give -j-V« And
h in the fourth term will be o. Therefore fince

there are no other terms remaining, I conclude the
work is finifhed, and that the value is exadly 2x

See the operation in the following
table.

j
1—2X -\--^XX

y—
2X e-\~fx ~\-gxx ~\-bx'^

The Sum -P I 2X ~]--ixx

J^e-[-fx ~\^gxx ~\~hx^

Hypothetically y— 2eX-^2fx'^ -l-lgX^ -Llhx'^

Confequentially y— X^ ~^-^hx*

-\.ex-\.^^fx^J^\gxl _ _ _

Real value .y

—

2X ^ ,

>
I in III ! M rnm^mmi .

Much
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Much after the fame manner if it were
j
—

— Suppofe)— where <? denotes the unknown

co-efficient, and $ the number of dimenfions,

which is alfo unknown : then ex^ being fubfti-

tuted fory, there will arife )’=-”7— > and thence

again compare thefe two values of 3;, and
4J

you will find therefore and e will be

indefinite.
,

4. Sometimes alfo the operation may be begun

from the higheft dimenfion of the equable quanti-

ty, and continually proceed to the lower powers.

As if this Equation were given y=£- -f- 34

2X and we would begin from the higheft

term ax*, by difpofing the capital Series in any or-

der contrary to the foregoing, there will arife at laft

may be feen in the form

of working here fee down.

t*

.

^ XX

The Sum

y~

-4~2X+3 -

X XX

*
, 4
1 —

I
1 >

&c.t— ?(»

• X x^

I I _l_L &c.^ Hr
• XX x^ * 2^*4’

X
I

1^ ^'4-
X ^

1

2X'^

1

3̂
’ i^p.

Here it may be obferved by the way, that as
the operation proceeded, I might have inferred

any
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any given quantity between the terms 4^ and

i_ for the intermediate term that is deficient,

and fo the value of y
might have been extracted

an infinite variety of ways.

If there are befides any fraftional indices of

the dimenfions of the Relate Quantity, they may
be reduced to Integers, by fuppofing the faid

quantity fo affedled by its fractional dimenfion

to be equal to any third Fluent, and thence by
fubftitution of that quantity, as alfoof its Fluxion

arifing from the fiditious equation, inftead of the

Relate Quantity and its Fluxion.
2l

As if the equation were propofed,
where the Relate Quantity is affeeded with the
fradional index 4* A Fluent z being affumed at

X

pleafure, fuppofe or 31— ; then the rela-

tion of the Fluxions by Prob. I. will be ^=322*

:

Therefore fubftituting 3ZZ* for y, as alfo z’ for y,

andz^fory"^, there will arife3z*z*=3;cz^4.z5 0^^
fz 5 where z performs the office of the Relate

Quantity. But after the value of z is extraefted as

Z=ix ^c. inftead of z re-

1

ftore and you will have the defired relation be-

tween X and y. That is

(ffc. and by cubing each fide

In like manner if the equation were
given, or 3;=2y’’-|-Ar’^y^ • Imakez=y% or zz^zy^
and thence by Prob, I. 2zzz=.y, and by confe-

quence 2zz=2z_[.x»2:, or z— There-
fore by the firft cafe of this, it is z=.x-\.^\ or
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then by fquaring each fide y~xx

,
! . ^ 3

. And if I (hould defire to have the

^lue Sibited an infinite number of ways, make

affuming any initial term c. and it t

will be zz, that is, ,

But perhaps I may feem too minute in

t^eating of fuch things as will but feldom come -

into pradlice.

Solution of Cafe III.

The refolution will foon be difpatched, when

the equation involves three or more Fluxions of

quantities. For between any two of thefe quanti’

ties any relation may be affumed, when it is not

determined by the ftate of the Queftion, and the

relation of the Fluxions may be found from thence;

fo that either of them together with its Fluxion

may be exterminated. For which reafon, if there

‘ be found the Fluxions of three quantities, on-

ly one equation need be affumed ; two, if there

be four; and fo on: that the equation may final-

ly be transformed into another equation, in which

two Fluxions only may be found ; and then this

equation being refolved as before, the relation of r

the other quantities may be difcovered.'

Let the equation propofed be 2x-z-\-yx=.o ; that
'

I may obtain the relation ofthe quantities x, y, and
;

2, whofe Fluxions Xy y, and z, are contained in

the equation ; I form a relation at pleafure be-

tween any two of them, as x and y, fuppofing

that x^ry, or 2yz=:«-[-z, or x=yy, asfuppofe
• • •

at prefent x=;yy, and thence xr=:2yy. Therefore
• 0

writing 2yy for x, and yyforx, the equation propo- I

fed will be transformed into this 4yy

—

z-{-yy'"=Oi
|

iience |

I

!
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hence the rdarion between y
and z will arife 2yy

in which if x be written for yy,
and x"

for y S we fhall have So that among

the infinite ways, in which x, y, and z, may

related to each other, one of them is here found,

which is reprefcnted by thefe equations, x— y}’»

2y*—|--yy ^ and 2X" | "jX —.z,

DemonJlration»

And thus we have refolved the Problem, but

the Demonftraiion is- ftill behind. And in fo

great a variety of matters, that we may not de-

rive it fynthetically, and with too great perplexity,

from its genuine foundation j it may be fufficient

to point it out (hort by way of analyfis, that is,

when any equation is propofed after you have fi-

nifhed the work, you may try whether from the

derived equation you can turn back to the equa-

uon propofed by Pros. 1 ; and therefore the rela-

tion of the quantities in the derived equation re-

quires the relation of the Fluxions in the propofed
equation ; and conirariwife, ^ E. D.

So if the equation propofed were y=x, the de-

rived equation will be yrrfx* ; and on the contra-

ry by PROB. I. we have y—xx^ that is yrrjf, be-

caufe X is fuppofed == 1 . And thus fromy=i
-3A:-l-y-l-xx-{-.xy, is derived y—x—x

* -|--jX ^ --|x

And thence again by Pr. I.

y=i—2x-j-x*— —-i^x®, which two
values of

y agree with each other, as appears by
fubftituiingx—xx-|--^x^— Cffr. inftead

of y in the firft value.

But in the reduftion of equations, I made ufe
of an operation, of which alfo it will be proper to

1 give
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give fome account, and that is the tranfmutatioh

of a flowing quantity by its connexion with a given

quantity. Let AE and ae be two lines indefi*

\ B C D
'A---i \ 1

)

h c
' e

,
1 i

1

nitely extended each way, along which two

moving things or points pafling from afar, at the

fame time touch the places A and a, B and

-C and c, D and i^c. and let B be the point,

by itsdiftance from which, the motion of the mov-

ing thing or point in AE is eftimated •, fo that

-BA, BC, BD, BE, fucceflively may be the

flowing quantities, when the thing moving is in the

places A, C, D, E. Likewife let b be a like

point in the other line. Then will —BA and —ba
be contemporaneous Fluents, as alfo BC and bcy

BD and bd^ BE and be^ i^c. Now if, inftead of the

points B and b, be fubftituted A and c, to which
as at reft the motions are referred**, then o and

AB and —cb^ AC and o, AD and cJ, AE
and ce, will be contemporaneous flowing quanti-
ties. Therefore the flowing quantities are changed
by the addition and fubtraclion of the given quan-
tities AB and ac: But they are not changed as to
the celerity of their motion and the mutual re-
fpeds of their Fluxions ; for the contemporaneous
parts AB and ab, BC and be, CD and cd, DE
and de, are of the fame length in both cafes. And
in equations in which thefe quantities are reprefent-
ed, the contemporaneous parts of quantities are
not therefore changed, notwithftanding their ab-
loiute magnitude may be increafed or diminifli-
ed by fome given quantity. Hence the thing pro-
J>oicd js manifeft ; for the only fcope of this Pro,

bleni
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blem is to determine the contemporaneous parts

or the contemporaneous differences of theabfolute

quanntiesc;. At,’ 51,
or z, defcribed by a given rate

of flowing; and it is all one of what abfolute mag-

nitude thofe quantities are, fo their contempora-

neous or cprrefpondent differences may agree wjth

the propofed relation of the Fluxions.

The reafon of this matter may alfo be thus ex-
.

• . ». • • • I

plained algebraically. Let the equation y=xxy
be propofed, and fuppofe x— Then by Pr.I.
• • • •

xzziZf fo that for y—xxy may be wrote y=:xy

-\-xzy. Now fince it is plain that though
the quantities, x, and z, be not of the fame length,

yet that they flow alike in refpeft of y, and that

they have equal contemporaneous parts ;r,why may
1 not therefore reprefent by the fame fymbols,
quantities that agree in their rate of flowing.^ and
to determine their contemporaneous differences,

1 • • • • ^
'

why may not I ufe y=zxyr^xzy inftead of y=:xxy?
' '

' .

’

Laftly, It appears plainly in what manner the
contemporary parts may be found from an equation
• • J *

involving flowing quantities: thus if y— ~ ju x

be the equation ; when x~2, then y=2-f‘, but when
x=3, then y—3^ ^ therefore while x flows from
2 to 3, y

will flow from 2^ to 3i ; fo that the parts
defcribed in this time are 3

—

2 —o, and 3-j— 2-|'

.. .. . .This foundation being thus laid for
what follows, I (hall now proceed to more parti**

cular Problems.

I 2
^ .1 -4

Pros.
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^

Problem III.

Jo detei'mirie the Maxima and Minima of

Gluantities.

When a quantity is the greateft or the lead that it

can, be at that moment it neither flows backwards

nor forwards : for if it flows forwards or increafes

then it was lefs, and will prefently be greater than

kis )
and on the- contrary if it flosvs backwards

or decreafes, then it was greater, and will prcr

fently be lefs than it is. Wherefore .find its Flux-

ion by PpOB.- 1, and fuppofe it to be' equal to

nothing. .

-S ' \ 'M

Example^ i-.
,

If in the equation

'axy— r±o 'the greateft value of^ be required,' find

the relation of the'Fluxibnsofx ancfy, and you will

have ^xx^~~- 2 axx~\-axy-'^yy‘^ ~\-ayx=:.6, then make
- ^

A***

x=.o there will remain ^yy^~\~a'^x—Oi or^y^-=r(!X,

by the help of which you niay exterminate either

,x or y out of the primary equation •, and by the

refulting equation you niay determine the other,

and then both of them by ~\-^y^-\-ax—o. Thiso*

iperation is the fame as if I had multiplied the terms

of the propofed equation by the number of dimen-
fionsof the other flowing quantity y,,from whence

we may derive that famous Rule of Huddenius^ viz-

that in order to obtain the greateft.orJeaft Relate

Quantity, the equation muft be difpofed according

to the dimenfions of the Correlate Quantity, and

then the terms are to be multiplied into any arith-

metical progreffion : but fince neither this rule,

nor any other that I know yet publilhed extends
to equations afFeded with furd quantities without
a previous reducfion, I will give the following ex-
ample for that purpofe.

Ex. 2 .
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Ex. 2. If the greateft value of y
in the equation

mined, feek the Fluxions of x and y, and there will

arife the equation gxx*— 2tfyy+

4axxy—6xxi—ayx^
^ ^ fuppofition

2^^ay^~jf^xx
'

yrro, omit the terms multiplied by y, (whichj to

fhorten the labour, might have been done in the
» •

operation,) and divide the reft by xx, then there will

remain 2x— o, and when the reduction is

V ay^xx
made there will arife 4i2y-|-3xx=;o, by the help of
which you may exterminate either of the quanti-

ties X or y out of the'propofed equation ; and then
from the refulting equation, which will be cubical,

you mayextraft the value of the other.'
'

,
From this Problem, may be had the folution of

thefe following.
‘

,
j

\

\. In a given triangle^ or in thefegment of any gu
ven curve

^ to infcribe the greateft reliangle. .

2. To draw the greateft or the leaft right line,
which can lye between a given point and a curve gi-
ven in pofiiion, or to draw a perpendicular to a curve
from a given point.

3. To draw the greateft or the leaft right line
which paffthg throu^ a given point can lye between
two others, either right lines or curves.

4. From a given point within a parabola, to. draw
a right line which fhall cut the parabola more ob-
Itquely than any other, and to do the fame in other
curves.

5. determine the vertices of curves, their great-
eft or leaft breadths, the points in which revolving
parts cut each other, Uc. ^

6. To
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6. To find the points in curves where they have the

greateji or leaji curvature.

7 . To find the leaji angle in a given etlipfis, in

which the ordinates can cut their diameters.

8 . Of ellipfes that pafs through four given points

^

to determine the greatfi, or that which approaches

nearejl to a circle.

Q. To determine the amplitude of afpherkal fuper-

ficiesj] which cari be illuminated in its pofterior party

by light coming from a great diftahce-, and which is

refraSied by the anterior hemifpher^.
'

•

And many other Problems of like nature may

more eafily be propofed than refolved, becaufe of

the labour of the Computation.

, i .

Problem IV.

To draw Tangents to Curves.

The Firft manner. *

«

Tangents may be varioufly drawn according
to the various relation of curves to right lines:

and firft, let BD be a right line or ordinate in a gi-
• ' ven angle to another

right line AB, as a

bafe or abfcifs, and
terminated at the

curve ED ; let this

ordinate move thro*

an indefinite fmall

fpace to the place bdy

fo that.it may be in-

,
creafed by the mo-

ment cdy while AB is increafed by the moment Bb
to which DC is equal and parallel, let Od be produ-
ced till it meet with AB in T, and this line will touch

the curve in D or d, and the triangles JrD, DBT
* will
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^illbefimtoifothatTB. BDxDf, orBi
:

j-rf.

Lee therefore the relation of BD to AB is exht-

ted by the equation by which the nature or the

curve is determined, feek for the relation of

the Fluxion by Prob. I. Then take TB to BD
in the ratio of the Fluxion of AB to the Fluxion

ofBD, andTD will touch the curve in the point D.

Example i. Calling AB^rx and BD=y, let

their relations be —ax^~l~axy—y^=o, and the

relation of the Fluxion will be 3xx?

—

laxx-j-axy

“—3yy^-j-ayx=o, fo that y : x : : ^xx-^zax-^axy

‘-{-ay: 3^—ax : : BD or (y) : BT. Therefore BT

= 3^-2^+^ ’ therefore the point D being given,

and thence DB and AB, or y and x, the length
will be given by which the tangent TD is deter-
mined.

But this method of operation may be thus con-
cinnaied i make the terms of the propofed equa-
tion equal to nothing, then multiply by the proper
number of the dimcnfion of the ordinate, and put
t^he refulc in the numerator •, then multiply the
fame equation by the proper number of the di-
menfions ot the abfeifs, and put the produdl di-
VI ed by the abfeifs in the denominator of the

towards A if this va-
Jue be affirmative, but the contrary way if the va-
lue be negative.

Tffus the equation x^—ax^-j^axy^f=o, being

multiplied by the upper numbers gives ^xv— lyi for

be'rs'^TdT’
lower num-bers, and then divided by x, gives qx^9^2ax-\-^v

for the denonainator of the value of BT ^

/ J u
equation f-^by^—cdy~Lbcd~Ldxv-o

(which denotes a parabola of the le?ondlind!“by
help
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help of which Des Cartes conftruded equations of

fix dimenfions. See his Geom.pag. 42.) by infpec-

lion gives ' ^ 9^ j d
' T

—BT. And thus the equation tf*— — x^—y^=:o

(which denotes an ellipfis whofe center is A) gives

or — =:BT. And fo in others.
zr _ rx . _

• * •

And .you may take notice, that it niatters not.or

what quantity the angle of ordination ABD may

be. But as this rule does not extend to equations

affefled by furd quantities or to mechanical curves,

in this cafe we muft have recourfe to the funda-

mental method, ' -
'

t
—— u ’

Ex. 2. Let X*—ay -p —xxy/ay-^xx—o be

the equation expreffing the relation between AB
and BD, and by Prob. I. the relat ion of the Flux-

ions will be
. 3XX* 2ayy~Y aa-f-zay-f^

4axxy 6xx^ ayx^
rr o, therefore it will be ^xx

Aaxy V- 6x5

2\/tay--^xx

:: y
: X :

:

BD : BT.

'^abyy‘-\-2ty'^- -L
axx

aa~-\^zayy-';y * 2^ayy-:;x

Ex. 3. Let ED be the Conchoid of Nicomedes

deferibed with the pole G, the AfyrnptotefAT,

and the diftance LD*, and let GAr= 5 , LD—.e,

AB=x, and BD=)’. Then becaufe of the fimilar

triangles DBL and DMG, it will be LB . BD : t

DM : MG : that is, : y : : x : and

therefore s'ce—yy—jx. Having this equation, 1

fuppofe and thus f fliall have two
equations l?z -[-yz rriy.v, and zz-=cc—yj, by the

help
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help of thefe 1 find the Fluxions of the quantities

Xy
y,

and z, by Pros. 1. from the firft arifes bz -j-yz

1>

B

H

A
G

* * * • •

-^yz=:yx-\-xyy and from the fecond 222;=:—lyy
• •

or 2z^-yy=;o, out of thefe if we exterminate z
A

there will arife —^^\.yz—yx-{.xyy which be-

ing refolved it will beyiz — —— — xZ
9 •

(y:x::) BD : BT. But as BD is y, therefore BT
iji—jy

that is, —BT=AL-|-
BD X GM-z—x-

« ’ ' ~r bl
where the fign — being prefixed to BT denotes
that the point T muft be taken the contrary way
to the point A.

Scholium. And hence it appears by the way,
how that point of the Conchoid muft be found
which fegregates the concave from the convex
part *, for when AT is the leaft poftible D will be
the point. Therefore make AT^iiv, and finceBT=

—2-}-^+ then v=i—^2-4-2?^+ here

to ftiorten the work, for x I fubftitute
y

K (which

\
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(which value is derived from what goes before,) and

it will be^ +^-1- ='!'» whence the Flux-

ions V, y, and z, being found by Prob. I. and

fuppofing vz=iOi by Prob. III. there will arife

• • • • • •

zbx ihyx
I

•
I

t)xy—%yy-7—— .
Z=:‘z;=:0. Laft-

yy
zz

ly fubftituting in this for z and cc—yyforzz,

(which values of z and zz are had from what goes

before,) and making a due redudion, we lhall

have —ihc^—O j by the cdnftrudion of

which equation y or AM will be given : then

through M drawing MD parallel to AB it will

fall upon the point D of contrary flexure.

Now if the curve be mechanical whofe tangent

is to be drawn, the Fluxions of the quantities

are to be found as in Ex. 5. Prob. I. and then the

reft is to be perform’d as before.
* •

Ex. 4. Let AC and AD be two curves which

are cut in the points C and D by the right line

BCD . applied to

the abfcifs AB in

a given angle ; let

AB=x, BDrzy,
and area ACB=:Z,
then by Prob. 1 .

Preparation to

Ex. 5. it will be z= j(’xBC,

Now let AC be a circle or any known curve,

and to determine the other curve AD let an equa-

tion be propofed, in which z is involvned zz-j-axz

then by Prob. I. 2zz-\-ax.z-\-axz=4yfy

jind writing ic x BC for z it wi|l be 2xz x

BC
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BC axx X BC+ axz — therefore 2z x

BC -f- tfx X BC -|- az : 4)’ : : (y : x ::

)

BD : BT ;

fothat if the nature of the curve AC be given the

ordinate BC and the area ACB or 2, the point D
will be given, through wliich the TangentDT will

pafs.

After the fame manner if ^z—iy be the equa-

of the curve AD, it will be 32 (or 3X x BC) —^.y^

fo that 3BC : 2 :: (y : X BD ; BT. And fo

in others.

Now for determinine the ocher curve AD whofe
tangent is to be drawn, let there be given an
equation in which 2 is involved, fuppofe 2z=:;y,

then it will be z=:zy, and C/ : B/ :
: (y : :

: )
BD :

BT, but the point T being found, the Tangent
DT may be drawn.

Ex. 5. Let AB=:x, BD=y, as before, and let
the length of any curve AC be and drawing a

tangent to it, as C/, it wiJ] be B/ : Ct i t x : z or
• X X O
^—~

Bt
' -As fuppofe xz-=zyy,- it will be X2-{-2X'

=2)1)’, and for 2 writing - p
—

, there will arife xz

XX Ct • X ^ Ct
"] therefore : : 2y : BD:
BT.

Ex. 6. Let AC be a circle or any other known
curve whofe tangent
is Ct, and let AD ^
be any other curve
whofe Tangent DT
is to be drawn, and
let that be defined ^ ^ ^ B
by aflliming AB equal to the arch AC •, and CE,

K 2 BD
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BD being ordinates to AB in a given angle, let

the relation of BD to CE or AE be exprefled by

any equation. So call AB or ACrrjc, BD=;y,

AE=2:, and CErnt;, and it is plain that x,

and z, the Fluxions ofCE, AC, AE, are to each

other, as CE, Ct and Et *, therefore x x

• E<
and ;i;

— X =:2:.

Now let any equation be given to define the

curve AD, as ^=:Z, then y=z, and therefore E/ ; Q

: : r V . X : O BD : BT. Or let the equation be 'j-z

ixCE-{-E/—C/

ai^d it will be
51
—ij-I-z-—

and therefore CE—J—E/—C^ : Ct i i y i x i )BD .

BT. Or finally let the equation be ayy=::v\ and

it will be 2ayy 3x'u* x— , fo that 3^)*

X CE : 2^) X C/ :

:

BD ; BT.

Ex. 7. Let FC be a circle which is touched by

CS in C, and let -FD be a curve which is defined by

afifuming any rela-

tion of the ordi-

nate DB to the arch

FC, which is in-

tercepted by DA
drawn to the cen-

ter. Then letting

fall CE, the ordi-

nate in the circle,

call ACorAF=:i,
AB=:x, BDz^y, AErrz, CEz^-y, CF-—/, and it

will be /z= ( / X ^ =) Vy and— {t x

here I put z negatively becaufe AE is diminiflied
while EC is increafed j and befides AE : EC :

:

ab
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AB : BD, To that and thence by Prob. I

z^-f-yzrruv+x'y, then exterminating v, 2 ,
and v,

it is
Now let the curve DF be

defined by an equatibn, from which the value ot.

/'may be derived to be fubftituted here : fuppofe

let /—Vj
equation to the firft quadratrix,) and

by Prob. I. it will be t—y, fo that yx—yy^-^yx\

—Xy» whence y • xx-^yy x : : (y t —x . .) BD

(y) : BT, therefore BT=:;«^-{-y^--x, and AT
—y}f_[-yyr= ——After the fame manner if

V m

kis ti—by, there will arife 2tt=by, and thence AT
b ADj'

— 77
^ And fo of others.

I

Ex. 8. Now ifAD be taken equal to the arch FC,
(the curve ADH being then the fpiral oiArchimedes)

the fame names of the

lines ftill remaining as

. were put afore ; becaufe

of the right angle ABD
it is xx-^yy — tt, and
therefore by Prob. I.
• • •

xx-\~yy—tt’, it is alfo

AD : AC ; : DB : CE,
fo that tv—y, and thence

by Prob. I. }v-]-W=y:
lallly the Flux ion of the

arch FC is to the Flux-
ion of the right line

CE : : AC : AE, or as AD : AB, that is, i :v :
• •

t : X, and thence tx—vt ^ compare the equations

now found, and you will have tv-\-tx—yy and

thence — • Therefore com-

pleating
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pleating the parallelogram ABDQ, if you make

OP : QP : : ( BD : BT :
: y :

: y
—™

that is, if you take AP= PD will be per-

pendicular to the fpiral.

And from hence I imagine it will be fufficient-

ly manifeft by what method the tangents of all

forts of curves may be drawn ; however it may

not be foreign to the purpofe, if .1 alfo (how how

the Problem may be perform’d when the curves

.are referred fo right lines after any other manner

whatever, fo that here being the choice of feveral

'methods, the eafieft and moft fimple may al-

,
ways be ufed.

The Second manner.

Let D be a point in the curve, from whence

the fubtenfe DG is drawn to a given point G, and

let DB be an ordi-

nate in any given

angle to the abfcifs

AB. Now let the

point D flow thro’

an infinitely fmall

fpace T>d in the

curve, and in GD
'let G^ be taken e-

qual to Gi, and let the parallelogram dc'^hy be

completed, then'D/^ and Dc will be the contem-

porary moments ofGDandBDby which they are

diminifhed, while D is transferred to d. Now let

the right line FT be produced, till it meet with AB
in T, and from the pointT to the fubtenfe GD, let

fall the perpendicular TF, and then the trapezia

"Dcdk and DBTF will be alike ; and therefore

DB : DF ; : Dr : D^. Since then the relation of

BD to GD is exhibited by the equation for deter-

mining the curve, find the relation of the Flux-
ion,
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ions, and take FD to DB in the fatio of the Flux-

100 of GD to the Fluxion of BD, then from F
raife the perpendicular FT which may meet with

ABin T, and drawing DT it will touch the curve

in D, butDT muft be taken towards G, if it be

affirmative, and the contrary way, if it be nega-

tive.

Ex. I. Call GD=x, and BD=y, and let their

relation be x^-^ax^~j^axy—y^=o

;

then the relation

ofthe Fluxions will be ^xx^-~2axx-^axy^\-ayx—^yy*

==0. Therefore ^^^‘^^axJ^ay
: ^yy~-^ax.:

: (y :

jf :
:

)

DB Gj DF, fo that DF —
Then any point D in the curve being given, and
thence BD and GD or y and x, the point will be
given alfo, from whence if the perpendicular FT
be raifed, from itsconcourfe with the abfcifs AB in
T, the Tangent DT muft be drawn.
And hence it appears, that a rule may be de-i'

rived here, as well as in the former cafe. For ha-
ving difpofed all the terms of the given equation
on one fide, multiply its terms feverally by the di-
men fions of the ordinate y, and place the refult in
the numerator of the fradtion; then multiply by
the dimenfioas of the fubtenfe and dividing the
refult by that fubtenfe x, place the quote in the
denominator of the value of DF ; and take the
lame line DP towards G, if it be affirmative, o-
ffierwife the contrary way. Where you may’ob-
ftrve that it is no matter, how far diftant the point
e. IS from the abfcifs AB ; or if it be at ail diftant

:

or what is the angle of ordination ABD.
Let the equation be as before —ax^-L^xy^y^— oj It gives immediately axy~^oy^ for the

numerator, and ^x^-2,^j^ay for the denomina-
tor or the value of Dp".

Let
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Let alfo a-j- — x—y=o, (which equation is to

a Conick. Seftion,) it gives—3; for the numerator,

and for the denominator of the value of DF,
a

which therefore will be

And thus in the Conchoid, (in which the matter

will be performed more expeditioufly than before)

putting GA“^, LL—c, and BD“)',.

[See Fig. pag. 6 ^.] it will be BD (y) : DL (c):

:

GA (b) : GL (x— r), therefore xy

—

cyr=zcb, or:xy

ch—o. This equation according to the rule

gives Yo that x—tr—DF. Therefore pro-

long GD to F, fo that DF=LG, and at F raife

the perpendicular FT, meeting the afymptote AB
in T, then DT being drawn which touch the

Conhoid.

But when compound or furd quantities are found

• in the equation, you muft have recourfe to the

general method, except you fhould choofe rather

to reduce the equation.

Ex. 2. If the equation b-\-yy/cc—yy—yXy were given

for the relation between GD and BDj [See Fig.pag.

70.] find the relation of the Fluxions by Prob, I. as

fuppofe ^cc_j^=2:, and you will have the equa-

tions hz-\-yz—yx and cc—yy—zz^ and thence the
• • • • •

relation of the Fluxions bz-\-yz~\-yz^yx-\-yx^ and
• • *—2\)’=:22z. Now z and z being exterminated,

there will arife y tjcc—yy
f

'

therefore
y : ^a—yy—

BD ()-; : DF.

hy—yy'^

•J^c—yy
by—yy

CC—
a;

• •

= yx xy
;

:
: (y : X :

:

)
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’Third manner.

Moreover if the Curve be referred to two fub-

tenfes AD and BD, which being drawn from two

given points A and

B, may meet at the

Curve : Conceive

that point D to

flow on thro’ an in-

finitely little fpace

T>d in the curve,

and in AD and BD
take Ak=Ad and
Bc—Bd, and then

and cD will be

contemporaneous moments of the lines AD and
BD. Take therefore DF to BD in the ratio of
the moment D/^ to the moment Dc, (chat is in the
ratio of the Fluxion of the line AD to the Flux-
ion of the line BD,) and eredt the perpendiculars
BT FT meeting in T, then the trapezia DFTB
and Dkdc will be fimilar, and therefore the dia-
gonal DT will touch the Curve.

Therefore froni the equation by which the re-
lation is defined between AD and BD, find the
relation of the Fluxions by Pros. I. and take FD
to BD in the fame ratio.

relation be a-^ ~
Ex. Suppofing AD~^ and BDrr:^, let their

-y=rOj (this equation is to the

cllipfes of the fecond order, whofe properties for
refradling light are fltewn by Des Cartes in the fe-
cond book of his Geometry.) Then the relation of

the Fluxions will be Thus therefore

e . d i : y : X : : BD : DF ; and for the fame rea-
CX

fon if — ~j — y =o, it will be e ; —J : : BD :

L DF.
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DF. In the firft cafe take DF towards A, andihe

:

contrary wav in the other cafe.

Carol. I. Hence if d—e., (in which cafe the curve

becomes a Conick Sedion,) it will be DF=:DB.

And the triangles DFT and DBT being equal,

the angle FDB will be bifeded by the tangent.

Corol. 2. Hence thoi'e things will be manifeft

of themfelves, which are demonftrated by Dfi

Cartes^ concerning the Refradion of this curve, in a

very prolix manner. Forafmuch as DF and DB,

(which are in the given ratio d to d-J in refped of

the radius DT, are the fines of the angles DTf
and DTB, that is of the ray of incidence AD up-

on the furface of the Curve, and pfjts Reflexion

or Refradion DB. And there is a like reafoning

concerning the Refradions of the Conic Sedions,

fuppofe that either of th'e points. A, or B, be

conceived to be at an infinite diftance.

It would be eafy to modify this rifie in the man-

ner c)f the foregoing, and to give more examples

of it; as alfo when curves are referred after anj^

other manner, and cannot commodioufly be re-

duced to the foregoing, it v/ill be very eafy to find

out other methods in imitation of this, as occafi*

on fhall require. I

The Fourth manner.

As if the right line BCD fhould revolve about i

given point B, and one of its points D fhould de-

feribe
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fcribe a Curve, and another point C fliould be the

interfedion of the right line BCD with another

right line AC given in pofition. Then the relation

of BC and BD. being exprefled by any equation ;

draw BF .parallel to AC, I'o as to meet DF per-
pendicular to BD in F. Alfo eredl FT perpendi-
cular to DF, and take it in the fame ratio to BC,
as the Fluxion of BD has to the Fluxion of BC,
Then drawing DT it will touch the Curve.

r *

'The Fifth manner.

But if the point A being given, the equation
fliould exprefs the relation between AC and BD ;

draw CG parallel to DF, and take FT in the' fame
ratio toBG, as the Fluxion ofBD has to the Flux-
ion of AC.

The Sixth manner.

Or again, if the equation exprefles the relation
between AC and CD -, let AC,and FT meet in H,
and take. HT ,in the .fame ratio to BG, as the
Fluxion of CD has to the Fluxion of AC.

;
And

the like in others.
*

The Seventh manner. For Spirals.

The Problem is not different when the Curves
flre referred not to Right Fines,- but to other Curve

L 2 Lines,
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Lines, as is ufual in Mechanical Curves. Let BG

be the Circumference

of a Circle, in whofe

femi-diameter A G,

while it revolves a-

bout the center A, let

the point D be con-

ceived to move any

how, fo as to defcribe

the Spiral ADE ; and

fuppofe Y)d to be an

infinitely little part of

the Curve thro’ which

D flows ; then in AD
take Ac equal to Ai,

and cD and will be

the contemporary moments of the right line AD
and the periphery BG. Therefore draw At pa-

rallel to cdy that is, perpendicular to AD, and let

the tangent DT meet it in T. Then it will be CD
: cd : i AD : AT. Alfo let G/ be parallel to the

tangent DT, and it will be cd ; G^ : ; Ad^ or AD
: AG : : AT : At.

Therefore any equation being propofed, by

which the relation isexprefled between BG andAD i

find the relation of their Fluxions by Prob, I.

and take At in the fame ratio to AD ; then Gt will

be parallel to the Tangent.

Ex. I. Calling BG=x and AD=y, let their

relations be^^ ux — and by Prob. I*

: ^f—ax : : Cy:x::) AD : At::
AP : AG. The point t being thus found, draw
Gt, and DT parallel to it, which will touch the

Curve.

Ex.
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Ex. 2. If it is -r —y >
(which is the equation

to the Spiral of Archimedes) it will be^rry.
• •

Therefore a : b : : {y : x :")' AD : A/. Where-
fore, by the way, if TA be produced to P, that

it may be AP : AD : : a: b, then PD is Perpen-
dicular to the Curve.

Ex. 3 . lrxxz=by, then 2xx:=: by, and 2x : b : :

AD ; Ai. And tnus Tangents may beeafily drawn
to any Spirals whatfoever.

the Eighth manner. Thr Qua nRa t r i ces.

Now if a Curve be fuch, that any line AGD,
being drawn from the center A, meets the Circle

I

i

in G,and the Curve in D: and if the relation be-
tween the arch BG and the right line DH, which
is an ordinate to the bafe or abfcifs AH in a given
angle, be determined by any equation whatever:
Conceive the point D to move in the Carve for
an infinitely little interval to d, and the parallelo-
gram dhWk being compleated, p'oduce Ad to
fo that A^:=AD. Then Gg and will be con-

temporaneous
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temporaneous moments of the arch BG and the

ordinate DH. Now produce T)d to T, where it

may meet with AB, and from thence let fall the per-

pendicular TF on D^F. Then the trapezia "Dkde

and DHTF will be fimilar ; therefore ; de :

:

DH : DF. And befides if G/ be raifed perpendi-

cular to AG meeting AF in /, becaufe of the

parallels DF and G/, it will be D<? : G^ : : DF
: G/ i therefore ex aqiio T>k - Gg:: DH : Gf, that

is- as the moments or Fluxions ot the lines DH
and B G.' Therefore by the equation which ex-

preffes the relation of BG to DH, find the rela-

tion of the Fluxions by Prob. 1. and in that ratio

take Gf (the tangent ot the circle BG) to DH ;

draw DF parallel toG/, which may meet A/ pro-

duced in F, and at F erecft the perpendicular FT
meeting AB in T, then the right line DT being

drawn will touch the Quadratrix.

Example I. Making BG=x, and DH=zy ;

let it be xx=hy. Then by Prob. I. ixx—byi
• •

therefore 2x : h : : (y : x : DH : G/, but the

point F being found, the reft will be determined as

above. -But perhaps this rule may be made
• •

fomething neater. Makex
: y

:: AB : AL. Then
AL : AD ; : AD : AT ; and DT will touch the

curve For becaufe of the equal triangles AFD
and ATD, it is ADxDF~AT xDH, and there-

fore AT : AD :
:
(DF : DH or 4 G/ : : ) AD :

X

4- AG or AL.
*

Ex. 2 . Let x=y ; (which is the equation to

the Quadratrix ot the Antientsj) then xz=y»
therefore AB : AD : : AD : AT,

Ex.

f
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Ex. 3. Let^zxx=f. Then 2axx=33i)*: there-

fore make 3/ : 'i.ax :
:
(a; : y : :) AB : AL then

AL : ad : : AD : AT. And thus you may de-

termine expeditioufly the Tangents of any Qua-

dratrices whatever.

^rhe Ninth manner.

Laftly. If ABF be any given Curve, which is

touched by the right line B/j' and a part BD of

the right line BC (being an ordinate in any given
angle to the abfcifs AC) intercepted between this

and another Curve DE, has a relation to the Flux-
ion of the curve AB, which is exprefled by any
eqyation

j
you may draw a Tangent DT to the

other Curve, by taking (in the Tangent of
this curved BT in the fame ratio to BD, as the
Fluxion of the Curve AB has to the Fluxion of
the Right Line BD.

Example i. Calling AB = at,

let It be ax:=.yy: therefore ^,vrr2j)/y.

:: (y : X BD : BT.

and BD = y.

Then a : 2y

(The equation to the Tro-

choid, if ABF be a circle.) Then x—y, and a

: ^ : ED : BT.
And with the fame eafemay Tangents be drawn,

when the relation of BD to AC or to BC is expref-
fed
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fed by any equation. Or when the Curves are re-

ferred to Right Lines-, or to any other Curves after

any other manner whatfoever.

There are alfo many other Problems, whofe

folutions are to be derived from the fame princi-

ples. ——Such as thefe following.

I. To find a point of a curve^ where a tangent is

parallel to the bafe ; or to any right line given in pofi-

tion -, or is perpendicular to it or inclined' to it in any

given angle.

*2. ^ofind the point., where the Tangent is mojt or

leaf inclined to the hafe ; or any other right linegiven 'in

pofit'ton -, that is tofind the Confine of contrary Flexure.

Of this I have given a fpecimen in the Conchoid.

3. From any given point tvithout the Perimeter of a

curve to draw a right line, which with the Perimeter

fhall make an angle of contact ; or a right angle ; or

any other given angle : that is, from a given paint to

draw Tangents or perpendiculars, or light lines, that

fhall have any other inclination to a curve Vine.

4. From any given po'int within a Parabola to draw

a right I'lne., which fhall make, with the Perimeter, the

greateji or leajt angle pcffihle. And fo of all curves

whatjoever.

5. To draw a right line whichfhall touch two curves

given in pofition ; or the fame curve in two po'ints.

when that can be done.

6 . To draw any curve with given conditions, which
' fhall touch another curve given in pofit'ion in a given

po'int.

j. To determine the refraBion of any ray of light,

that falls upon any curve fuperfic'ies.

The refolution of thefe, or of any the like Pro-
blems, will not be fo difficult, abating the tediouf-

nefs of computation, that there is any occafion to
enlarge upon them here. And I imagine it will

be more agreeable to Geometricians barely to have
mentioned them. Pros.
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V

Problem V.

At any given ^oint 6f
a given Curve^ tofind

the quantity oj Curvaturei

There are few Problems concerning Curves mofei

elegant thanThis, or that give a greater infight into

their nature. In order to its refolution, I miift

premife the following general confiderations.

1. The fame Circle has every where the fame
Curvature, and in different Circles the Curvature
is reciprocally proportional to their diameters:

If the diameter of any Circle be as little again as

that of another Circle, the Curvature of its Peri-

phery will be as great again, if the diameter be
a third of the other, the Curvature will be thrice
as much, i^c.

2. If a Circle touches any CurVe on its concave
fide in a given point, and its magnitude be fuch
that no other Tangent Circle can be inierfcribed
in the Angle of contad nearer that point, that Cir-
cle will be of the fame Curvature as the Curve is of
in that point of contad. For that circle which,
comes between the curve and another Circle at the
point of contad, varies lefs from the Curve and
makes a nearer approach to its Curvature, than
that other Circle does ; and therefore that Circle

approaches neareft to its Curvature, between which
and the Curve no other Circle can intervene.

3* Therefore the Center ofCurvature at any point
of a curve, is the Center ofa Circle equally curved,
and thus the Radius or Semi-diameter ofCurvature
is part of the perpendicular which is terminated at
that Center.

4. And the proportion of Curvature at different

points will be known from the proportion of Cur-
yaturs
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.vatureof Equi-curved Circles, or from the recipro-

cal proportion pf tl^ Radii of Curvature.

The Problem then is reduced to this, viz. To
find the Radius,or Center of Curvature.

Imagine therefore that at three points of the

Curved, D, d, perperldiculars are drawn, of which

thofe that are at D, meet

in H, and thOfe that are in

D, 'd^ meet in h, and the

point d being in^the middle,

if there be a greater curvi-

tude at the part than at

DJ, then DH will be lefs

'
' than dh ; but by how much

' the* perpendiculars J'H and

dh are nearer to the incerme-

' diate perpendicular, fomuch
the lefs will the diftance be

of the points H and and

at laft, when the pefpendi-
’ culars meet, the points will

- coindde. Let them coin-

cide in the point C, and C will be the Center of

Curvature, at the point of the Curve D on which

the angles ftaiad ; which is manifeft of itfelf.

But there are feveral fyrnptoms or properties of

this point C, which may be of ufe for its deter-

mination.

Asi i. That it is the concourfe of Perpendicu-

lars, that are on each fide at an infinitely little dif-

tance from DC.
2. That the interfedtion of Perpendiculars at

any little finite diftance on each fide, ate fepa-
rated and divided by it; fo that thofe that are
on the more curved fide DJ', fooner meet at H,
and thofe that are on the other lels curved fide

Ddf meet more remotely at h.
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3. If DC be conceived to move, while it infifts

perpendicularly on the Curve, that point of it C
(if you except the motion of its approaching or

receding from the point of infiftance C) will be

Jeaft of all moved, but will be as it were the Cen-
ter of motion.

4. If a Circle be defcribed with the center C
and the diftance DC, no other circle can be de-
fcribed, that can lie between at the contadl.

5. If the center H or ^6 of any other touching
Circle approaches by degrees to C the center of
this, till at iaft it coincides with if, than any of
the points in which chat circle will cut the Curve,
will coincide with the point of contad D.
Each of thefe properties may fupply means for

refolving the Problem different ways ; but we fhall
here make choice of the Firft, as being the moft
fimple.

^

At any point D of the Curve AD, let DT be
a Tangent, DC a Perpendicular, and C the Cen-
ter of Curvature, as before. And let AB be the
Abfcils, to which let DB be applied at right angles,
which DC meets in P. Draw DG parallel to AB,
and CG perpendicular to it, in which take Cg of
any given magnitude, and draw gi' perpendicular
to It, which meets DC in Then it will be Cg
• gi".: (TB : BD :

:)
as the Fluxion of the Abfeifs

to the Fluxion of the Ordinate. Likewife imagine
the point D to move in the Curve an infinitely
little diftance DJ, and drawing de perpendicu-
lar to DG, and Cd perpendicular to the Curve,
let Qd meet DG in F, and in/. Then will D<? .

e the momentum of the Ablcifs, de the momentum
or the Ordinate, and the contemporaneous mo-
mentum of the Right Line a. Therefore DF=D^

^

de ^ de T T . .

°

1 d7~' Having therefore the ratios of thefe

momenta^ or which is the fame thing, of their ge-

M 2 nerating
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ncrating Fluxions, you will have the ratio of GC
to che given line which is the fame as that of

PF to And tlience che point C will be .deter?

mined.

Therefore let AB=:x, BD=y, Cg=ij and gi

J,
Then it will be i :z : y, or 2=-:

X
•9

Now let the momentum of2 bp 2 x <?» (that is the

produ<ft pf the velocity and of an infinitely fmall

quantity p,) therefore the momentum Vie—xxo^ di

:y x 4nd thence
'~r

Therefore it is

• •

Cj; (
I )

•* GG I
; (^f- DF :

; ) zo.:
X

CG:=^^-~^. And whereas we arc at liberty to

XX,

aferibe whatever velocity we pleafe to che Fluxion

of the Abfeifs, towhjeh as to an equable Fluxion the

reft may be referredj make and theny=:Z»

andCG=:~^i wheiice GP=: and DC'
X

I ~j-^zzv I —F** Therefore
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Therefore any equation being propofed in which

the relation of BD to AB is expreffcd for defining

the Curve, find the relation between x and y by

Prob. I. and at the fame time fubftitute i for x,

and z for y. Then from the equation that arifes

by the fame Prob. I. find the relation between x,

y, and z, and at the fame time fubfiitute i for x

and 2 for y, as before. By the former operation

you will obtain the value of z, and by the latter

that of 2, which being obtain’d produce DB to H,
towards the concave part of the Curve, that it may

I ~
1

'

be DH=—:— , and draw HC parallel to AB
Z

meeting the perpendicular DC in C; then will C
be the Center of Curvature at the point of the Curve

PT PT^
p. Or fince it is i-j-22=—,^ake DHrr-—

»

aKBT

or
zxDB)*

Example i. Thus the equation ax-^hx^ y*

=0 being propofed, (which is an equation ro the
Parabola whofe Latus ReSium is and Tranfverfum

y,) there will arifeby.PROB. I. a-\-zhx—22y=o,

writing i for Xt and 2 for y, in the refulting equa-
tion .• (which otherwife fhould have been ax-\~^b‘xx
r—2yy=ro), Hence there arifes 2^—

-

222~2zy=ro,

I and 2 being again written for x and y. By the

firft we have z——~—, and by the latter2=:—^*
Therefore any point D of the Curve being given,

and confequently x and y, from thence 2 and z
I

^
-

will be given, which being known, make —7^
f=GC or DH, and draw HC,

Or
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Or if definitely you make az=2 anciJ— j fg

that 3xx-|-x;;=/, may be the condition of \he
Hyperbola: if you afllime a;=i; then 31=2, 2=5

z=—^ and DH=—9-^. The point H be-

ing found, raife the perpendicular HC meeting

the perpendicular DC before, drawn, or, which is

the fame thing, make HD : HC :
:
( i : 2 :

;)
i : ^ j

then draw DC. the Radius of Curvature.

When you think the computation will not be too

prolix, you may fubftitute the indefinite values of
• I ^

2 and 2 into —:— the value of CG. Thus in the

prefent example, by a dueredu<5lion you will have

Yet the value of DH by cal-
'' ' aa ^

culation comes out negative as may be feen in the

numeral example : but this only Ihews, that DH
muft be taken towards B ; for if it had come out
affirmative, it ou^t. to have been drawn the con-

trary way.

Cor. Hence let the fign prefixed to the fymbol
be changed, that it may be^7x

—

hxx—yy—o.
fan equation to the Ellypfis.) Then DHr=y-j-
4y3

—

But fuppofing o, that the e-

quation may become ax—yy—o (an equation to

the Parabola.) Then DHzn'v-L^ ; and thence
‘ aa

DG~Y'3-|-2Af.

From thefe feyeral expreffions it may eafily be
concluded, that , the Radius of Curvature of any

Conick Seftion is always

Ex. 2. x'^—ay xy , be propoled \ fwhich is

the equation to the Ciflbid of Diodes) by Pros. I.

it will bfe, firfi 3x^= 2 ^?2y— y*/and then

6x=
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4x-^iazy-l-2azz—2zyi^2xzy—2xzz^2zy \ that

and There-
^^^iay—2xy' ay—xy

fore any point of the Ciflbid being given, . and

thenqe x and y, there, will be given alfo z and Zi^

which' being knowhj make •=—:—=GG^- '

Ex. '3. If i-fy{/cc-^yy=xy Were given, (wRieK
is the equation to' chS.Conchoid .as before pag. 64,)
make <Jcc—-yy—V^ and there will be hv-\-yv—xy.
Now 'the hr It- of thefc.cr~yy=£^‘i;, will give (by

Pros. I.
)
—lyz—ivv

( writing 2: for y,) and

the latter will give hv-^yv~\-zvtzy-^xz. From

thefe equations rightly .difpofed v and 2: will bd

determined. But that z^ may alfo be found ; out

of the laft equation exterminate the Fluxion v by

fubftituting — ^ in its (lead, and there will arile

byx yyz ,

V — V an equation that com-
prehends the flowing quantities without any of
their Fluxions; as the refolution of the firft Pro-
blem requires. Hence therefore by Pros. I,

byfi: byzv 2yzi^ yyz

‘U <v J cu+.
tyxru . .~

-f-zx’-l-Z'ymz-fxz ;
this equation being redu-

ced, and difpofed in order will give z. But when
2 and 2 are known, make :r= CG.

we fhall have

If we had divided the laft equation but one by

z, then by Prob. I. we fhould have had —-—
<Z/

rh
t yy^

,

• ^

<1^ + jy'^ • t ji

have
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h*ive been ^ mo e fimplc equation than the former

* •

for de ermining *.

I hive given this examplCj that it may appear,

h(>w ttie operation is to be performed in lurd.e-

quaiions. But the curvature of the Conchoid may
be thus found a fhorter way. The. parts of' the

equation cc—^—xy being fquared and divided

zbc*-

by.yy, there arifes

'and thence by Prqb. I.

2^y

—

:2Xy or

O'* y
—^b^c'^ bc^

^
X

again by Prob. I.

-ibz‘~2yt

and hence
z

j;4 I
Jl^

^

the firft refult z is determined, and z by the latter;

.Ex. 4. Let ADF be a Trochoid or Cycloid

belonging to the circle
.

ALE,' whofe diameter is

AE, and making the ordinate BD to cut the circle

in L, call AE=a, AB=x, BD^y* BL=‘Z', and
the
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the arch AL=/, and the Fluxion of the fame arch

—/ Firft (drawing the Semi-diameter PL) the

Fluxion of the Bafe or Abfcifs AB, will be to

the Fluxion of the arch AL asBLto PLj that

• €l
^

is X or I ti ' v : and therefore Then

from the nature of the circle ax-~xxz=.Wi and

therefore by Prob. I. a—‘2x=2vv or

Moreover from the nature of the Trochoid it is

LDrr arch A L, and therefore and thence
• •

by Prob. I. v-\-i—z. Laftly, inflead of the

Fluxions V and /, let their values be fubftituted,
«

€L—^X
and there will arife —z, whence by Prob. I.

a—zx

is derived
czjq;

I • ^

4- thefe being found
i cncn ^ ^

make r=—DH, and raife the perpendicu-

lar HC.
1. Now it follows from hence thatDH^zBL,

and CH=2BE, or that EF bife(51:s the radius of
curvature CD in N, This will appear by fubftitu--

ting the values ofz and z now found, in the equa-

tion-T-:— =DFI, and by a proper redudion -of
Z

the refult.

2. Hence the Curve FCK defcribed indefinite-
ly by the center of curvature of ADF is another
Trochoid equal to this, whofe vertices at I and F
adjoin at the cufpids of this. For let the circle Fa
equal and like policed to ALE be defcribed, and
let CB be drawn parallel to EF meeting the cir-

cle in A, then will the arch FA=:ELr=:NFs=CA.
3. The line CD which is at right angles to the

Trochoid lAF will touch the Trochoid IKF in

the point C.

N 4. Hence
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4. Hence in the inverted Trochoids, if at the I
cufpid K of the upper Trochoid, a weight be 1
hung by a thread at the diftance KA or 2EA, i
and while the weight vibrates, the thread be I
fuppofed to apply itfelf to the parts of the Tro- I
choid KF and KI, which refills it on each fide, K
that it may not be extended linto a right line,

but compel it (as it departs from the perpendicu- V
lar) to be by degrees infledled above into the fi-

gure of the Trochoid, while the lower part CD
from the lowed point of contadl ftill remains a b
I’
ight line: the weight will move in the perimeter

of the lower Trochoid, becaufe the thread CD will B
always be perpendicular to it.

. .

y. Therefore the whole length KA is equal to

the Perimeter of the Trochoid KCF., and its part

CD is equal to the part of the Perimeter CF.
6. Since the thread by its ofcillating motion re- I

volves about the moveable point C as a center, there-

ore the fuperfices through which the whole line CD I
continually paffes, will be to the fuperfices through I
which the part CN above the right line IF pafles I
at the fame time, as CDy to CNy, that is, as 4 to I
I. Therefore the area CFN is a fourth part of I
the area CFD, and the area KCNE is a fourth of I
the area AKCD. I

7. Alfofince the fubtenfe EL is equal and parallel I
to CN, and is turned about the immoveable cen- I
ter E, juft as CN is moved about the moveable I
center C, the fuperfices will be equal thro’ which I
they pafs in the fame time ; that is, the area CFN> I
and the fegnnent of the circle EL : and thence the I
area NFD will be the triple ofthat fegment ; and the I

whole area ADF will be the triple ofthefemicircle.l I

8. Laftly, When the weight D arrives at the I

point F, the whole thread will be wound about the I

Trochoid KCF, and the Radius of Curvature will I

there be nothing. Wherefore the Trochoid IAF I

at the cufpid F is more curved than any circle,

and
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and with the Tangent BF produced makes an Angle

ofContad infinitely greater than a circle can make

with a right line.

There are alfo Angles of Contad, that are infi-

nitely greater than thofe of Trochoids, and others

infinitely greater than them, and fo on in infinitum ;

and yet the greateft of them are infinitely lefs than

Right Lined Angles.

Thus xx—U'j^ ific,

denote a feries of curves, ofwhich every fucceeding
one makes an angle with its abfcifs, which is in-

finitely greater than the preceding one^ can make
with its abfcifs: The Angle of Contad which
the firft XX — ay makes, is of the fame kind
with that of Circles ; and that which the fecond
x^—hy^ makes, is of the fame kind with Trochoids.
And tho* the Angles of the fucceeding Curves do
infinitely exceed the Ang^sof the preceding ones,
yet they can never arrive at the magnitude ofRight
Lined Angles.

After the fame manner x=y, xxz=ay^ x'‘—V'%
x^=.c^y, denote a feries of Lines, of which the
Angles of the fubfequents made with their abfcifles
at their vertices, are always infinitely lefs than the
Angles of the preceding ones. Moreover between
the Angles of Contad of any two of this kind may
other Angles of Contad be found ad infinltumy
that will infinitely exceed each other.
Now it appears that one kind of Angles of Con-

tad are infinitely greater than another kind ; fince
a Curve of one kind, however great it may be,
cannot be interpofed at the Point of Contad of a-
nother kind between the Curve and its Tangent,
however fmall that Curve may be ; or an Angle of
Contad of one kind camiot neceflarily contain an
Angle of Contad of another kind, as the whole
Contains a part. Thus the Angle of Contad of the

curve or the Anale which it makes with its

.

“
^ N 2 Abfcifs,
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Abfcifs, neceffarily includes the Angle of Contaft

of the curve x^z=by*y and can never be contained

by it. For Angles that mutually exceed each other

are of the fame kind, as it happens with the afore*

faid Angles of the Trochoid, and of this Curve

=zhf.
Hence it appears that curves in fome points

may be infinitely more ftreight, or infinitely more

curved, than any circle, and yet for that reafon

do not lofe the form of curve lines. But all this

by the way only.

Ex. 5. Let ED be thequadratrix to the circle,

deferibed from the center A, and letting fall DB per-

pendicular to AE, make AB—x, BD=:y, and AE
• • • •— I. Then it will be yx—yy^—yx^~xy as before,

(pag.6g.) Then writing i for x^ and 2; for y, the equa-

tion becomes zx—zy*

—

’zx^=:y, thence by Prob. I.

• • • • • •

zx—zy^—zx'^-\-zx—izxx-^izyy—y^ then reducing

and again writing i for x and z for
y there arifes

But z and z being found makez XX—-yy

•Li——DH, and draw HC as before.
z
If you defire a confirudion of the Problem,

ypu will find it very fliort. p'or draw DP perpen-

dicular to DT meeting AT in P, and make 2A
.y BD

an(
:AE ; : PT : CH. For Zz=.

K
'

X~:XX—yy ,—

B
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BDf
BP. — AP,

93

and
2) — __BT

"

zBD
into zj+^-AEliBfi into AP = 2.

Moreover it is

DTj

PT ^ ,
BDj?

(becaufez= i +BT
l-j-ZZ PT X AE X BT

= —2BD X AP

BTj""

=DH.
PT X AE
—zAP

'

and therefore

Laftly, It is BT : BD : DH : CH =
Here the negative value only Ihews that CH muft

be taken the fame way from DH as AB.
In the fame manner the Curvature of Spirals,

'or of any other Curves whatever, may be deter-

mined by a very Ihort calculation.

Furthermore, to determine the Curvature with-

out any previous redudion, when the Curves are

referred to Right Lines in any other manner, this

method might have been applied, as has been done
already for drawing Tangents. But as all Geo-
metrical Curves, and alfo Mechanical ones (efpe-

cially when defining conditions are reduced to in-

finite equations as I lhall Ihew hereafter J may be
referred to redangular Ordinates, I have done e-

nough in this matter. He that dcfires more, may
eafily fupply it by his own induftry ; efpecially if

for a further illuftration 1 lhall add the method for
Spirals. Let BK be a Circle, A its center, B a given
point in its circumference. Let ADi be a Spiral,

DC its perpendicular, and C the Center of Curva-
ture at the point D. Then drawing the Right
Line ADK, and CG parallel and equal to AK

;

as alfo the perpendicular GF meeting CD in F,
make AB orAK—

I

:=:CG, BK:rrx', ADrxy, and
GF^z. Then conceive the point D to move in

the Spiral for an infinitely little fpace D^, and thro*

draw thefenal-diameter Ak, and C^ parallel and
equal to it, gf its perpendicular meeting CJ in/,

which
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which alfo GF meets in P. Produce GF to ®
that G<p-gf, and to AK let fall the perpendicu‘
de^ and produce it till it meets CD at I. Then the

contemporaneous moments of BK, AD, and GF
will be Ki^:, De^ and Fep, which therefore may be

called xdy yo^ and zo.

Now it is AK : Ae (AD) :

:

de :eY)—oyz, there-

fore yz — y. Befides CG : CF : : de : dD = ey

X CF : : dV) : d\ — oy x Moreover becaufe

the Angle PC(|> — the Angle GC^ = DA and the

Angle CPcprr: the Angle C<il=: the Angle edD-\~

a Right Angle z=ADd, therefore the Triangles

CP(|) and AD^;? are fimilar. And thence AD :

Dd : : CP (CF) : P4)=i'CF^; from whence take

F<p, and there will remain PF= c? x CF^—c x z.

Laftly, letting fall CH perpendicular to AD, it

is PF : : : CG : eH or Or fub-
CFj

—

z

flituting i-|-zz for fc* it will be DH =
I H— —

«

Here it may be obferved that in thefe kind ofcom-
putations, I take thofe quantities AD and Ae for

equal, the ratio of which differs but infinitely lit-

tle from the ratio of equality.

Now
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Now from hence arifes the following rule. The

relation of .v and 31 being exhibited by any equa-

tion
' find the relation of the Fluxions x and y by

^ • • ___

Prob. I. and fubftitute i for x and yz for y. Then

from the refulting equation find again, by Prob. I.

the relation between x, y, and z, and again fub-
• «

ftitutc I for X and yz for y ; the firft refult by due

redudion will give
y
and z, and the latter will give

z ; which being known make —r=:DH, and
I—j—zz—

z

raife the perpendicular HC, meeting the perpen-

dicular to the Spiral DC, before drawn, in C

:

then C will be the center of Curvature. Or which
comes to the fame thing, take CH : HD ; : 2 : i,

and draw CD.

Ex. I.’ If the Equation be ax=y, ("which will

belong to the Spiral of Archimedes) then by
Prob. I. ax—y^ (or writing i for 'x and yz for ’y)

a—yz. Hence again by Prob. I. o=yz-\^yz.
Wherefore any point D of the Spiral being aiven,
and thence the length AD or y, there will "be gi-

a
ven 2;=;

y

I
* "

' ciy%
and Z'=z—^ which being

known make i-\-zz—z : i-j-zz : : DA (y) : DH,
and I : z : ; DH : CH. Hence you will eafily
deduce the following conftrudlion. Produce AB
to Q, fo that AB : arch BK : ; arch BK : BQ, and
make ABfAQ^: AQ : : DA : DH : : HC.

Ex. 2. If ax^=y^ be the equation that deter-
mines the relation between BK and AD. By
Prob. I. you will have zaxx—^yy^^ or 2ax~^zy^

:

Thence zax=^zy^^gzyy^.

,

It is therefore z=
2ax 2a—gzzyi

IP •
This being known make

i-pzz
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i-j-zz—z : i^zz:: : DA : DH, or the work
being reduced to a better form make 9Ar;r4-io:

gxx-{-4. :

:

DiV : DH.

Ex. 3. After the fame manner, if flx*

—

hxy=y\
determines the relation of BK to AD, there will

. _ 2ax—By
and

2a—zbzy—bz^xy—c)z^y^

^ bxy‘-]^2>y^
^

from which DH, and thence the point C is deter-

mined as before. -And thus you will eafily

determine the Curvature of any other Spirals, or

invent Rules for any other kinds ofCurves in imi-

tation of thefe already given.

Now I have finifhed ; but having made ufe of

a method, which is pretty different from the com-

mon ways of operation ; and as the Problem itfelf

is of the number of thofe which are not very fre-

quent among Geometricians; for the illuftration

and confirmation of the Solutions here given, I

lhall not think much to give a hint of another,

which is more obvious, and has a nearer relation

to the ufual methods ofdrawing Tangents. Thus
if from any center and with any radius a Circle be

conceived to be defcribed, which may cut any
Curve in feveral points: If that Circle be fuppofed

to be contradled or enlarged, till two of the points

of interfedion coincide, it will there touch the

Curve: and befides if this center be fuppofed to

approach towards, or recede from the point of con-
tad, till the third point of interfedion (hall meet
with the former in the point of contact *, then will

that circle be equi-curve with the Curve in that
point of contad. In like manner as infinuated be-
fore in the laft of the parts of the center of Cur-
vature, by the help of which I affirmed the Pro-
blem might be refolvcd in a different manner.

Therefore
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Therefore with center C and radius CD let a

circle be defcribed that cuts the Curve in the points

d, D, and and’ letting fall the perpendiculars

DB, dh^ and CF to the Abfcifs AB •, call A'B
BD=

3;,
AF=:-y, FC^/, and DC=:j. Then

BF— 1;—A", arid’DB-|-FCnr)f-{-;/
; the fum of thefe

Squares is equal to the fquare ofDC; thatis, -u*

—

. Ifyou would abbrieviate

this make —$*=?% (^^7 fymbol' at pleafure)

and* it becomes —'2vx~\-f-\-2ty-\-^—.o, After
you have found Vy and you will have s—

Now let any equation be propofed for defining

the Curve, the quantity of whofe Curvature is to

be found *, by the help of this equation you may
expunge either of the quantities x or y, and there

will arife an equation, the roots of which, (db, DB,
J/B, (^c. if you exterminate x', or Ab, AB, A/3,

(^c. if you exterminate
y)

are at the points of
interfedtion d, D, ^c. Wherefore fince three

of them become equal, the circle both touches the

Curve, and will alfo be of the fame degree of Cur-
Q vaiurc
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vature as the Curve in the point of contaft. But

they will become equal by comparing the equation

•with another fiditious equation of the fame num-

ber of dimenfions, which has three equal roots 5'(as

Des Cartes has done) or more expeditioufly* by

multiplying its terms twice by an arithmetical pror

grcflion.

Ex. Let the equation be ax—yy ( which is an

equation to the Parabola) and expunging x (that

is fubftituting its value — in the foregoing cqua-
^ —

tion) there will arife

aa

multiply by 4
and then by 3

y.

2 I

o

0

1

and there will arife
aa

* +2/ * -o

or V— -\-\a ; whence it is eafily inferred, that

as before.

i^Vyhcrciute any point D of the Parabola being gir

yen, draw the Perpendicular DP, and- in the Axis

take PF—zAB, and ered the Perpendicular FC,
meeting DP in C*, then will C be the Center of

Curvature defired. The fame may be performed

in the Ellypfis and Hyperbola, but the calculus

is troublefome enough, and in other Curves gene*

rally very tedious.

Of ^ejiions that have fome Affinity to thefe.

From the refolution of this Problem fome o*

thers may be performed , fuch are
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^0find the Point where the Curve has a given

. Degree of Curvature.

Thus in the Parabola ax-=:yy^ if the point be

required, whofe Radius of Curvature is of a given

length/i from the Center of Curvature found as

befor.C} you will determine the radius to be — .
—

^ 2Z

idzz-h.uzxi which muft be equal to f. Then by
< i 3 J

redudtion there arifes xss:

—

\a-\~y

1 4 « -• - >

II. To find the Point of Re^itude.

I call that the Point of Redlitude, in which the

Radius of Flexure becomes infinite, or’ics center

at an infinite diftance. Such it is at the Vertex of
the Parabola a}x—y*. And the fame Point is

commonly the Limit of Contrary Flexure, whofe
determination I have exhibited before. But an-

other determination, and that not inelegant, may
be derived from thil Problem ; which is, the lon-

ger the Radius of Flexure is, fo much the lefs the

Angle DCd becomes *, [See fig. pag. 83.] and alfo

the moment fo that the Fluxion of the quan-
tity z is diminilhed along with it, and by the infi-

nitude of that Radius altogether vanilhes. There-
• .

fore find the Fluxion z, and fuppofe it to become
nothing.

As if you would determine the limit of contraV

ry Flexure in the Parabola of the fecond kind,

by the help of which Cartefius conftrudled Equa-
tions of fix Dimenfions. The Equation to that

« *

Curve is x*

—

—cdx-^hcd-\-dxy—o.t hence by
• • • • •

Pros. !• there arifes '^xx^-^ibxx—-cd)c-\-dxy-\-dxy

Now writing i for x, and z for y, and o
O 2 for

=0.
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forz, it becomes 3;^*

—

ibx—cd-^-dy^-l-dxzzzO’y

• '

• • • •

whence again by Prob. 1 , oxx—2l;x-\-dy-^d»

JLdxzz=o : here again writing i for' at, z for y,
• .

and o for z, it becomes 6x— 2h-\- idz == o> and

there will arife —cd-^-dy—Oy or y—c.
Wherefore at the Point

A eredt the Perpendicular

AEmc,- and through E
draw ED parallel to AB,

then the Point D, where it

cuts the Concavo-Convex

part of the Parabola, will

be in the confine of Con-

trary Flexure.

By a like method you

may determine the Points

of Redlitude, which do

not come between parts of Contrary Flexure, As

if the Equation —b^y=Oy expref-

fed the nature of a Curve
;

you have firft by

Prob. I. 4^’— i2<2X^d-i2<**'x—l>’Z3=:o, and hence

again i2x‘

—

i/^ax-\-i2a^~^b^z—o: here fuppofe

2;—o, and by reduction there will arife x — a.

Wherefore take AB— [See fg. pag. 102.] and

credt the Perpendicular BD ; this will meet the

Curve in the Point of Redtitude D, as was required.

III. ^0 find the infinite Flexure.

Find the Radius of Curvature, and fuppofe it

to be equal to nothing. Thus to the Parabola of

the fecond Kind, whofe Equation \s x^j=.afi‘ \ ti.at

} which be-radius will be CD=
conv;s nothing, when x=.o.
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IV. To determine the "Point of the greateft or leafi

Flexure,

At thefe Points the Radius of Curvature becomes

either the greateft or leaft *, wherefore the Center

of Curvature, at that moment of time, neither

moves towards the Point of Contadl, nor the con-

trary way, but is entirely at Reft. Therefore let

the Fluxion of the Radius CD be found, or more
expeditioufly, let the Fluxion of either of the Lines

AH, BH, BD, be'found, and let it be made c-

qual to nothing. •

As if the Queftion ’ were propofed concern-
ing the Parabola of the fecond kind

j

firft to determine
' ^

.

the Center of Curva-

ture, you will find DH
= ) and therefore

BH= Mate
O.V

BH=x;, then ^ + 4 y.

~v\ hencebyPROB.I.

W = Now .

fu ppofe V or the Fluxion ofBH to be nothing ; and
befides fincc by Hypothefisx’— and thence (by

Pr. I.) then putting X— I fubftitute—
for y, and there will arife Take therefore

AB=aV^=^-, and raifing the Perpendicular
5 *

BD, it will meet the Curve in the Point of great-
eft Curvature v or, which is the fame thing, make
AB : BD ;

: 3V5 : 1.

: After

V
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After the fame man*
ner the Hyperbola of the

fecond kind reprefented by

the Equation xy^=a\ will be

moft infleded in the Points D
and d ; which you may deter-

mine by taking in the Abfcifs

AQ=i, and eredingthe Per-

pendicularQP—^5, and Q;
equal to it on the other fide;

then drawing AP and Ay),

,they will meet the Curve

in the Points D and^ requi-

_red.

V. 7b determine the Locus of the Center of Curva-

ture-, or to defcribe the Curves in which that Cen^

ter is alwaysfound. .

We have already (hewn, that the Center of

Curvature of a Trochoid is always found in ano-

ther Trochoid. And thus the Center of Curva-

ture in the Parabola is found in another Parabola

of the fecond kind, reprefented by the Equation

axx—y^ 9 as will eafily appear from Calculation.

f

VI. Light falling upon any Curve^ to find its Focuu

or the Concourfe of the Rays that are refracted at

any ofthe Points.

'x

Find the Curvature of that Point of the Curve,

and defcribe a Circle, from the Center, and with

the Radius, of Curvature. Then find the Con-
courfe of the Rays, when they. are refraded by a

Circle about that Point; for the fame is the Con-
courfe of the refraded Rays in the propofed Curve,
To this may be added a particular invention of

the Curvature of the of Curves, where

thty
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they cut their Bafes at Right Angles. For the

Point in which the Perpendicular to the Curve

meeting with the Bafe cuts it ultimately, is the

Center of its Curvature. So that having the rela-

tion between the Bafe onAbfeifs x, and the R eft-

angular Ordinate y, and thence (by Prob. I.) the

relation between'the Fluxions x and y, the value yy,
* •

(if you fubftitute i for x into it, and make y—o)
will be the Radius of Curvature.

Thus in the Fllypfis ax— -j xx — yy, it is —

«r-^=yy’, which value of yy, if we fuppofe y
•

3=0, and confequently x=o, writing 1 for x, be-

comes ~a for the Radius of Curvature. And fo

at the Vertices of the Hyperbola and Parabola,
the Radius of Curvature will be always half of the
Latus Re£ium.
\

^ In like manner for the Conchoid defined by the
. b'^c^ zbcc ^I^CC

Equation —xx=zyy, the va-

lue of yf found by Prob. I. will be

l—x. Now fuppofe y=o, and thence x—c or—r,

we fhall have 2^—<r, or for the

Radius of Curvature. Therefore make AE EG
; : EG : EC, [See fig, pag. 65 ] and : : eO
1 ff, and you will have the Centers of Curvature
C and c at the Vertices of the Conjugate Conchoids
Eandtf,

. .
t

V

PROBLEAT
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Problem VI.

To determine the §luaUty of the Curvature at &

given Toint any Curve.

By the Quality of Curvature, I mean its Form
as it is more or lefs inequable, or as it is more or

lefs varied in its progrefs through different parts of

the Curve. So if it were demanded, what is the

Quality of the Curvature of the Circle? It

might be anfwered, that it is uniform or invaria-

ble. And thus if it were demanded what is the

Quality of the Curvature of the Spiral, which is

defcribed by the motion of the point D, \See fig.

fag. 94.] proceeding from A in AD with an ac-

celerated Velocity, while the line AK moves with

an uniform Rotation about the Center A ; the ac-

celeration of which velocity is fuch, that the Right
Line AD has the fame ratio to the Arch BK, de-

fcribed by a given point K, as a Number has to its

Logarithm. I fay , if it be afked what is the Qua-
lity of the Curvature of this Spiral? It may be

anfwered, that it is uniformly varied, or that it is

equably inequable. And thus other Curves in

their feveral- points may be denominated inequably
inequable, acccording to the variation of their

Curvature.-' > , Therefore the Inequability (or

Variation) of Curvature is required at any point of
a Curve. Concerning which it may be obferved.

1. That at the Points which in fimilar Curves
are alike pofited, there is a like inequability or
variation of Curvature.

2. That the moments of the Radii of Curva-
ture at thefe Points are proportional to the con-
temporaneous moments of the Curves, and the
Fluxions to the Fluxions,

*

3. And
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3 And therefore that when thefe Fluxions are

hofproportional, the Inequabiliey of the Curvature

willbedilfimilar for there will be a greater inequa*

bility where there is a greater ratio of the Fluxion

of the Radius of Curvature to the Fluxion of the

Curve. And therefore that Ratio of the Fluxion

may not improperly be called the Index of the In-

equability, or of the Variation, of Curvature.

At the Points D, and d^ infinitely near to each

other in the Curve

ADf/, let there be

drawn the Radii of

Curvature .DC and

theft "Dd being
the moment of the

Curve, Cc will be the

contemporaneous

moment of the Ra-
dius of Curvature,

and^ will be the

Index of the Inequa-

bility of that Curva-
vature •, for the Inequability may be called fuch;

and fo great, as the quantiy of that Ratio (hews

It to be. Or the Curvature may be faid to be fb
much more unlike to the uniform Curve of a Circle,
Now letting fall the redlangular ordinate DB

and db to any Line AB, meeting DC in P, make
ABzzx, BDr=:y, DPrr^i DCrr*!;, thence it will

be hb~xo, and Ccz=,ioy and BD : DP : : : Dd
• •

xt . Cc *z;y *vy ,
•

and —1= -7 making x=i. Wherefore

the relation between x and
y being exhibited by

any Equation, and thence according to Prob. IV.
and V. the Perpendicular DP or t being found,

and the Radius of Curvature t;, and the Fluxion v
P of
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of that Radius by Prob. I. the Index ^ oftheln-

equability of Curvature will be given alfo.

Example I. Let the Equation to the Parabo-

la 2ax~yy be given. Then by Prob. IV. BP=(},
and therefore . Alfo by Prob. V.

BF=^+2 Af, and BP : DP : : BF : DC=
T=.v. Thefe Equations by Prob. I. g\ve‘,2ax=2yvy

« • • '

and 2yy— 2 tt, and which being

reduced to order, and putting a?=:i,' there will

and v=.

• •

at-\-Ztx\2t
Thus

a

y, /, and v being found, there will be had —

;

t

the Index of the Inequability of Curvature.

As if in Numbers it were determined that<j=i,

or 2x—yy\ and x—-^. Then y=^2x=:i, y—~

rrzij /— ^nd V~
* ^

• • •

^ ^ i-H 1 t • t

( =) 2\/2. So that —=3 ; which there-a f

lore is the Index ofinequability. But if it were de-

termined that ;fr=2, then }’=2,

and ‘z;=3.y^5j that is, ^=6 will be here

the Index of Inequability.

Therefore the inequability of Curvature at that

point of the Curve, from whence letting fall an

Ordinate it will be equal to the Latus Return of
the Parabola, will be double to the Inequability
at that point from whence the Ordinate is i of
the Latus Re5Iutn j that is, the Curvature in that
Point is as unlike again to the Curvature ot the
Circle, as the Curvature at the fecond Point.

Let
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Let the Equation be 2ax—hxx:=yy. By Prob.

IV. it will be a^bx—B?, and thence

or aa^byy-{-yy—tt> Alio by

Prob. V. it is DH=y+^-^^ J
where If For yy

'~~hyy you fubftitute tt—aa^ there arifes DH=
It is alfo BD : DP : : DH : DC~-V. Now

by Prob. I. the Equations lax-bxx—yy^ aa-hyy-\-yy

=//, and ^= -i;, give a— hx—yy-, ^nd yy—hyy

and —v thus v being found, —

the Index of the Inequability of Curvature will al-

fo be known. •’

. .

Thus in the Ellypfis 2X—^xx=yy j
where it is

(1= 1 , » ^fwe make x=L y—i, y
—

—

/='/2, ‘i;=3V't'» therefore ^ —I, which

is the Index of the Inequability of Curvature.

Hence it appears that the Curvature of this El-

lypfis, at the point D here affumed, is Two times

lefs inequable, (or Two times more like to the Cur-

vature of the Circle) than the Curvature of the Pa-

rabola at that Point of its Curve, from whence an

Ordinate let fall upon the Axis is equal to half the

Latus Return.

If we have a mind to compare the feveral con-

clufions obtained in thefe examples. In the Para-

bola 2ax—\\ arifes ^ ^ for the Index of Ine-
^ t CL

quability 5 in the Ellypfis, 2ax—bx—yy-, arifes

- X BP, and fo in the Hyperbola lax
t aa ^

-{•bx=yy, (the analogy being obferved) there arifes

the Index —= x BP. Hence it is found,
t aa

.

that at the different points of any Conick Section

P 2 con-
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confidered apart, the Inequability -of Curvature is

as the redangle BD x BP: And that at the feveral

Points of the Parabola it is as the Ordinate BD.
Now as the Parabola is the moft fimple Figure

of thofc, that are curved with an Inequable Curva-

ture, and as the Inequability of its Curvature isfo

ri j • 1 yr • T 1 • (> Ordinate
^

calily determined ; (for its Index is -r—r-—

)

therefore the Curvature of other Curves may not

improperly be compared to the Curvature of this.

As if it were inquired what may be the Curva-

ture of the Ellypfis 2x—^xx=yy, at that Point of

the perimeter, which is determined by aflumingx

=1 ; becaufe its Index is I- as before, it might be

anfwered, that it is like the Curvature of the Para-

bola 6x=yy, at that Point of the Curve, between

which and the Axis the Ordinate js equal to i.

Thus as the Fluxion of the Spiral ADE before

defcribed is p the Fluxion of the fubtenfe AD in

a certain given ratio,

fuppofe as r/ to e. On

its concave fide ered

AP— X AD
V dd—ee

perpendicular to AD,
then P will be the Cen^

ter of Curvature ; and

TT^or will beAD
the Index of Inequa-

bilityi So that this

Spiral has every where

- its Curvature alike In-

equable, in the fame
form as the Parabola 6x=yy in that point of its

Curve, from whence to its Abfcifs or Bale a per*
ptndicular Ordinate is Jet tall, which is eqtal to

the quantity
^

^dd~te And
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And thus the Index of Inequability at any Point

D of the Trochoid 88 .] is found to

Wherefore its Curvature at the fame
BLj *

Point D is as inequable, or as unlike to that of the

Circle, as the Curvature of any Parabola ax=yy

^ • AB .

is, at the Point where the Ordinate is

From thefe confiderations the fenfe of the Pro-

blem (I conceive) muft be plain enough ; which

being well underftood it will not be difficult for any

one, who obferves the Series of the things above

delivered, to furnilh himfelf with more examples

;

and to contrive many other methods of operation,

as occafion may require. So that he will be a-

ble to manage Problems of a like nature (where

he is not difeouraged by a tedious and perplexed

calculation) with little or no difficulty. Such are

thefe following.

•

I. ’To find the Point where there is either no Inequa- •

lity of Curvature i or infinite 5 or the greatejl » or the

leaf. Ihus at the Vertices of the Conick Sections

there is no Inequability of Curvature. At the Cufpid

of the Trochoid it is infinite. And it is greatejl at

that Point of the Ellypfis, where the Re^angle BD
xBd [See fig pag. \os.'] is greateft •, that is., where
the Diagonal Lines of the circum cribed Parallelogram

cut the EllypfiS) whofe fides touch it in the Principal

Vertices

II. To determine a Curve of fome Definite Species',,

(fuppofe a Coniik Seliion.) whoje Curvature at any

Point may be Equal and Similar to the Curvature of
any other Curve at a given Point of it.

III. To determine a Conick Sehion, at any point

cf which the Curvature and Pofition of the Tangent in

refpell of the Axis, may be like to the Curvature and

Pofition of the %angent at a Point fotind of any
other
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other Curve, ^he Ufe of this Problem is this., that

ifijlead of Ellypfes of the fecond .
Kind, whofe proper-

ties of refra£ling light are explained ^)f.Des Cartes

in his Geometry^ Conick Sections may be fubjiitu-

iedt which willperform thefame thing very near as to

their refra£iion. And the fame may be underjiood

of other Curves.

Problem VII.

To find as many Curves as you pleafe, whofe

Areas may be exhibited by finite Equations.
' k

Let AB be the Abfcifs of a Curve, at whofe

Vertex A, let the Perpendicular AC=i be raifed,

and let CE be'drawn parallel to

AB. Let alfo DB be a Reft*
angular Ordinate, meeting the

Right Line CE in E, and the

Curve AD in D. And con-
ceive thefe Areas ACEB and
ADB to be generated by the

Right Lines BE and BD, as

they move along the line AB.
Then their Increments or Fluxions will be alfo as

the defcribed lines BE and BD. Wherefore make
the Parallelogram ACEB or AB x i=x', and the

Area of the Curve ADB call z ; then the Fluxions

X and z will be as BE and BD, fo that make x

=i“BE, then z=rBD.
Now if any equation be aflumed at pleafure for

determining the relation between 2 and at, from
thence by Prob. I. may z be derived. Thus there
will be two Equations 5 the latter of which will

determine the Curve 5 and the former its Area.
m

Examples,
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Examples. -

* • •

A/Tume xx=z, thence by Prob, I. 2xx=z, Ot
' - V . ,

'

bcc^ufc I • ^ ‘

^
-

Affume ^:^,-thence will arife^.=r:z, an E-

quation to the Parabola.

Affutne ax^—zz or aV^z, and there arifes|'

It. . .

d^x^=Zy or |-<7x=2z, an Equation again to the

Parabola.

Aflume or a^x’-^=z^ and there arifes

—a^x~^=z, or a^-\~zxxz=zo. Here the negative va-

lue of z only infinuares that BD is to be taken the

contrary way from BE.
Again if you aflume you will

have 2fV=2zz, and z being exterminated there

will arife
CX

—Z.
\/aa*-\-*xx

aci'^^xx
I

Or ifyOU afliUITlC
^ \ aa-’^xx — Hl^kC

<v^

ijaa-^xx—Vy and it will be y=z, then by Prob. I.

^^zzz. ' Alfo the equation aa-\-xxz=:.vVi gives

2x-=.ivVt by the help of which, if you expunge
'^X - - -

aa-^xx.V, it will become

Or if you aflume 8-3Xz-j-4z=zz} you will ob-

tain —gz—

3

xz-|-4^z=2zz. Wherefore by the af-

fumed equation firft feek the Area z » and the

Ordinate 2 by the refulting equation.

And thus from the Areas which way ' foever

found, you may always determine the Ordinate

to which they belong.

'

'
" PROBLEAf
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\

Problem VIIL
«

Tofind as many Cur'ves as you pleafey whofe

Areas will have a relation to the Area of
’ any give^ Circle, ajfignable :by finite equa-

tions.

«

' f %

Let FDH be a given Curve,' and GEI a Curve

required,
.
and conceive their Ordinates to move

at
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at right angles upon their Abfciffes or Bafes AB
and AC; then the Increment or Fluxions of the

Areas which they defcribe, will be as thofe Or-

dinates drawn into their velocities of moving, that

is, into the Fluxions of their Abfcifles. * There-

fore make AB=x, BD^v, A.C=2:, and CE=y..

The Area AFDB=j, and the Area AGEC=/, and

let the Fluxions of the Areas be s and t ; then it

will b& XV : zy : : s : t. Therefore if we fuppole

;f=:i,and‘i;=:j as before, it will be zy—t, and thence

Therefore let any two Equations be aflumedj

one of which may exprefs the relation of the Areas

jand ti and the other the relation of their Abfcifles

X and z, and thence by Prob. I. let the Fluxions

X and z be found, and then make — =^y>

Example i. Let the given Curve AFDbe a

Circle exprefled by the equation ax—xx—v^U,

and let other Curves be fought, whofe Areas may
be equal to that of the Circle: therefore by Hy-

pothefis s=zt, and thence s—t, and 31= — = -r-.

z z

It remains to determine z by aflliming fome rela-

tion between the Abfcifles x and z.

As if you fuppofe ax—zz‘, then by Prob. I, a

=:2zz; fo that fubftituting — for z, then y

2VZ T, . • / , . ^ t .= . But It IS V— \»^ax—xx-=^ -—•Jaa—zzy
CL

therefore — ^aa—zz=^y is the Equation to the

Curve whofe Area is equal to that of the Circle.

After
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After the fame manner, if you fuppofe

there will arife 2x—Zf and thence y— (-^rz) — *,

whence v and x vbeing exterminated, it will be

•z

22

If you fuppofe cc—xz^ .there arifes o—24-jfz,

and thence
•cDx

Z }’=Tra 3

s

cc*

Again fuppofe by Pros. I. it is a

• • e-r* ert

which de-U-j=:2, and thence r =

notes a Mechanical Curve.

^

3
'

Ex. 2. Let the Circle ax~^xx=:vv, be given

again, and let Curves be fought, whofe Areas

may have any other aflumed relation to the Area

of the Circle. As if you affume and

fuppofe alfo ax.szzz i by Pros I. it is r-f-jzr/,

* , •
t r* ^ 2CzA-2SZ

and ^==222 i therefore y=—=—
^

;

and fub-

ftituting s/ax’—xx lor j, and — for x. it is v
a •'

2C%

a

aa
‘ZZ*

But if you affume s-

2‘Vi

3«
and ;v=r2, you

will have s
a

.t, and I —2 ; therefore y=:

t • 2^‘Z;^ 2^;^^

'Z
'^ orzz.v—^—^. Now for expunging Vt

the Equation ax-xxz=vv gives by Prob. I. a—2X

z^zwt and therefore y=^i Where if you ex-

punge
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punge V and x by fubftituting rheir values y/ax—xxy
2.x

and z, there will arife y=— ^az—zx.

But if you affume ss=i, and x—zz, there will

arife 2w=/, and i—izz, and therefore y=
Z

then for s and x fubftituting v/ax—XX and zzt

it will become y—4szz.^a—zzi which is an equa-
tion to a Mechanical Curve;

Ex. 3. After the fame manner Figures may
be found, which have any affumed relation to any
other given Figures. Let the Hyperbola cc-\^xx

=zvv be given j then if you affume j=:/, and xx
=:fz, you will have and 2x~cz-, and thence

• •

t • CS •

y=~=—• Then fubftituting for /, and

I I

f^z^ for Xi it will be y=.— .i/cz-^zz.

And thus ifyou affume xv-s=tt and xx=zcz ; you
will have v-\-vx—sz=.t and 2x—cz\ but-j/zir/ and

thence vx—t ; therefore yz=~-—~. But now by

Prob. I. cc-\-xx—vv*Q\ves x=:w, and it is
y
—

i then fubftituting for and for

CX

2V

XX
—V were

V

X it becomes
' 2^cz-<[^zz

Ex. 4. Moreover if the CMToid -

y ax—XX
given, to which other related Figures are to

be found ; and for that purpofe you affume —
3

i fuppofe —.^ax—xx-zzhi and its

O a Fluxion
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Fluxion to be h\ .therefore but the e-

. ax '^

—

quation
y y

^ax—t\.xx

hh gives -— ; where
9 '' 9

if you exterminate b, it will be and
ax—XX

/^X
befides fince it is ts—Vu it will be

•XX

ax
„ , _/. Now to determine 2: and 2, affume
2i^ax—'XX

Jaa—xx—Zi and then by Prob. I. —a-=z 2zz, or

tax

^
2ZX

^ ^ax—XX ^

^

—^ax=<^aa—2:2: ; and as this equation belqngs to

the Circle, we lhall have the relation of the Areas

of the Circle and the Ciffoid.

z
•a

2Z
Wherefore it is y=4

2X
Thus if you had aflumed ~ t^/ax—xx s

-^-U

and x—z, there would have been derived

t^az—zzi an Equation again to the Circle.

In like manner, if any Mechanical Curve were

given, other Mechanical Curves related to it might

have been found. But to derive Geometrical

Curves, it will be convenient, that of Right Lines

depending geometrically on each other, fome one

may be taken for the Bafe or Abfcifs ; and that the

Area, which compleats the parallellogram, be

fought, by fuppofing its Fluxion to be equiva-

lent to the Abfcifs drawn into the Fluxion of the

Ordinate.
*

Ex. 5. Thus Trochoid ADF being pro*

ppfed, I refer it to the Abfcifs AB, and the pa-

rallellogram ABDG being compleated, I feek for

the complemental Superficies ADG, by fuppofing
It CO be defcribed by the motion of the ri^ht line

pD drawn into the velocity of the motion, that

is .Y XV, Now whereas AL is parallel to the Tan-

gent
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cent DT : Therefore AB will be to BLj as the

Fluxion of the fame AB to the Fluxion of the

BL ’

Ordinate BD, that is, as i to a; ; fo that

and therefore xvz=BL. Therefore the Area ADG
is defcribed by the Fluxion BLj and fince the

Circular Area ALB is defcribed by the fame Flux-
ion they will be equal.

In like manner if you conceive ADF to be a
Figure ofArches, orofverfed fines, that is, whofe
Ordinate BD is equal to the Arch AL. Since the

Fluxion of. the Arch AL is to the Fluxion of the

Abfcifs AB, as PL to BL, that is v: i I'.fa :
% M

ax—XX

i

then vz=.— ^ : and vx the Flux-
2^ax—XX

ion of the Area ADG will be
ax

2^ax—XX
Where-

CLX •

be conceived to
-XX

fore if a Right Line = —
° 1<>Jax—

be applied as a redlangular Ordinate at B, a point

of the line AB, it will be terminated at a certain

Geo-
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Geometrical Curve, whofe Area adjoining to the

Abfcifs AB isequal to tte Area ADG.
And thus Geometrical Figures may be found,

equal to other Figures made by the application

(in any angle) of arches of a Circle, of an Hyper-
bola, or of any other Curve, to the Sines, right or

verfed, of thofe arches; or to any other Right

Lines, that may be geometrically determined.

As to Spirals the matter will be very fhort.

For from the Center of Rotation A the arch DG
that meets AF in G, and

the Spiral in D ; fince

that arch like a line

moving upon the Ab-
fcifs AG defcribes the

Area of the Spiral AH
DG, fo that the Flux-
ion of that Area is to

the Fluxion of the Redt-
angle i x AG, as the

Arch GD to t ; if you
raife the perpendicular

right line GL equal to

that arch, this by mov-
ing in like manner upon the fame AG, will defcribe
the Area ALG equal to the Area of the Spiral
AHDG, the Curve A/L being a Geometrical
Curve. And further, if the Subtenfe AL be
.drawn, then the Triangle ALG~^AG x GL
~“AGxGD—Sector AGD. Therefore the com-
plemental fegmentsAL/, ADH, will alfo be equal.
-And this agrees not only to the Spiral of Archime-
des^ (in which cafe A/L becomes the Parabola of
Apollonius -,) but to any ocher whatfoever ; that is,

all of them may be converted into equal Geome-
trical Curves with the fame eafe.

I might have produced more Specimens of the
Conftrudion of this Problem, but thefe may fuf-

fice.
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ficc, AS being fo general, that whatever has yet

been found out concerning the Areas of Curves, or

(I believe) can be found out, is in fomc naanner

contained herein, and is here determined withlefs

trouble, and without the ufual perplexities.

But the chief ufe of this, and the foregoing

Problems is^ that affuming the Conick. Sedtions,

or any other Curves of any known magnitude,

other Curves may be found out that may be com-*

pared with thefe *, and that their defining equa-

tions may be difpo'fed orderly in a’ Catalogue of

Table. That after fueb a Table is conftrudted,

when the Area ofany Curve is to be found ; if its de-

fining equation, may either be found in the Table,

or may be transformed into another, that is con-

tained in the Table ; then the Area may be known.
Moreover fuch a Catalogue or Table may be appli-

ed to the determining of the Lengths ofCurves ;
‘ to

the finding of their Centers of Gravity ; their So--
lids by their Rotation ; the Superficies of thofe

Solids ; or to the finding of any other Flowing
Quantities produced by a Fluxion analogous to it.

\

Problem IX.
\ .

i
To determine the Area of any Curve propofed.

The Refolution of the Problem depends upon
this that from the relation

of the Fluxions being given,

the relation of the Fluents may
be found, as in Prob. II.

Firft if the Right Line BD, by
the motion of which the Area
required AFDB is diferibed,

move upright upon an Ab-
feifs or Bafe AB given in pofitlon, conceive (as

before) the parallelogram ABEC to be deferibed

in the mean time on the other fide BE by a Line
equal
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equal to i, and BE being fuppofed equal to the

Fluxion of the Parallelogram, BD will be the

Fluxion of the Area required.

Therefore make AB=;i(r, then ABECx 12=1 x*

=rx, and BE=a?, call AFDB=z, and it will be

BDrrz, asalfo 4 , becaufe > therefore by

the equation exprefling BD, at the fame time the

ratio* of the Fluxion is expreffed, and thence
X

('by Prob. II. Cafe I.) may be found the relation

of the Flowing (^antities x and z.

Example I. When BD ov z is equivalent to

fomefim^le ^antity.

XX • X/

Let there be given —=2, or -r, the equation

to the Parabola j and (by Prob. II.) there will arife

—=2:5 therefore —, or^ AB x BD is equal to the
3^ T* n
Area of the Parabola AFDB.

Let there be given — =2:, an equation to the

Parabola of the fecond kind, and there will arife

x‘^

4«
-—z i that is ^ AB xBD= area AFDB.

,
•

Let there be given —=2;, or an

quation to an Hyperbola of the fecond kind, and

there will arife

—

a^x'~^z=zz^ or— =2:; that is-a^x‘~^z=zZi or—

:

X

AB XBD= Area HDBH [See Fig. of

an infinite length on the other fide the Ordinate, as

its negative value intimates.

Thus if there were given ^=4 there will arife

'—a‘>'=2 .

nxx ^
Moreoverr
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l^orcovcfj let cii( zZy or u^x —z y («in c-

quation again to the Parabola,) and there will a-

rife V=:2 ; that is 4ABxBD= Area AFDB.
3 3 i

Let -=22 i then is or zABxBD

=AFDH.
5

Let ^=22 ; then — or 2ABxBD=

HDBH.

Let ax*

=

2’ i then

j

or ^ABxBD=:
AFDH. And fo in others.

Ex. 2. Where z is equal to an' aggregate of fuch

quantities.

^ . XX •
,

XX
^
XXX

LetA;+~=^^5 then

—

U—-=iz,1/7 -7 *

2^a 2

Lee ^4-— =2;; then
I XX X

-“=2 5 then 2x^4-Let 3x' 4X 2i

a;

Ex. 3. Where a previous Reduction hy Divijion

is required.
’

.

Let there be given (an equation to the

Apollonian Hyperbola) and thedivifion being per-

aa aax aax^

formed in infinituniy it will be 2=:
-j ^ ~br

^c. And thence (by Prob. II. as in Ex. 2.)

/I’^x a^x'^ a^x'^ ^ ^

you will obtain 2= -y

Let tliite be given —r——zi- By divifion it

• ° I ~-^xx '

R will
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will be 2— I— ^c. and thence (by
Prob. II.) z—x YcV^-j— ^c. or elfez

+ and thence again by (Prob. II)

I

Sx3 5 A
-.7,, &>e. =HDBH.

Let there be given
2X

I

T
•X

z

:2 ; by divifion

I--X —3X
, ,

' • Jt- 3 5

it will be zr=2x^— 2x-j~^x'^'—i^x'^-j~^4x'^, and

thence (by Prob. II.) z=z^x^^x^-l-^-/x'^^ y

Ex. 4. Where a previous Reduction is required

hy extraElion of Roots.

Let there be given z—faa~\-rx-> (an Equation to

the Hyperbola,) and the root being extraded to an

infinite number of terms, it will be z—aA-~-X~^
i 2a i 8ai

, v/hence, as in the foregoing, zrr

ha

S-*'

1 \ ia\

-1- ^c.6^ -40a3 ! II2«5 1008fl7’

In the fame manner, if there were given 2=
aa—AA» (which is to the Circle,) there would be

x'^ X^ Cx9
5

oa 40^3 liza^ 1008^ 7 ’

_

And fo if there wereigiven 2=yA^^^, (an equa-
tion alfo to the Circle,) by extradling the root,

there would arife z=x^— vf, (fc.

produced z—ax-

z
7
_
zand therefore 2=:4x"~fx^--y^x"— Cfc.

Thus z-r^^aa-f^bx—aa, (an equation again to the

Circle,
) by excradting of the root, gives 2=^

- AA b^x-^ .
^ i -

““ ^ whence z=mx-\-

a

* za

A-3

6a

za
b'^x^

4«

And
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And thus ^ reduilion gives

^c. wence s

ia
aa40

,
Thus finally, 7.z=^ by theextraftion of the

,
' • CX^

cubick root, elves 2:= aA ;——: -f- z
—

’ o
I 3 ia8 ’

3
«' ^ Cffc.

loX*x^ x“l

and then bv Prob. II. z—ax-\-~ ^

—

:A-'^

—

* 12 ^
22- t%a'^ * 102^^

=AFDBi or elfe 2;=x-|-

^c. and thence ztiz

=HDBH.

X‘

za^

'^xx

O'

H"* a

5^29

gx^ SlAT^’

_ ,
fj

36j;4 ^6’Jx^*

Ex. 5. tVhere a previous Redu^iion is required
hy the refolution of an affedled equation.

If a Curve be defined by this Equation z^-f-a^z

A-axZ‘-2a^-x'^—o *, .extract the root, and there will

whence will be
• X XX 13

arile z—a 4- ?— -4- —
4

i o.\jz » 5

1

l 3 lAr 3

zaa

obtained as before Zz=:ax— 4-^^—

,

&c.
8 i 192^ i 2048^2.’

• • • •
^

But if 2’

—

cz^—ix^z—‘C^z-X~ix'^-\~c^'=.o were the

cquation to the Curve, the refolution will yield a

Threefold Root
j either z—c-L^— ~ -(-

i 4c I 321.-^

or z “|—

3^‘
1 5.^3

4f 3 2CC
, or 2 — — c—

2C

X^ X^ •— -1-— ; and hence will arife the values ofthe
zee 1 4^:4

x^
Three correfponding Areas, 2=fx-t-i^^— Izf'ir

z—cx—ix^A- “— 728^’ and 2=
X^

izSc^’

()c 8 c2 4 24^4

4^

R 2 I add
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I add nothing concerning Mechanical Curves,
becaufe their reduftion to the form of Geometrical
Curves will be taught afterwards.

But whereas the values of 2: thus found, belong'

to Areas, which are fituate, fometimes at a finite

part, AB, of the Bafe orAbfcifs ; fometimes at a part

BH, produced infinitely towards H; and fometimes

to both parts ; according to their different terms:

That the Due Value of the Area may be found,

adjacent to any portion of the Abfcifs; That Area

is always to be equal to the different values of z,

which belong to the parts of the Abfcifs, that are

terrniriated at the beginning and end of the Area.

An Instance : To the^Curve expreffed by the

I • * -

equation 73— =:z, it is found that Z—x—
I I'^XX 3

Now that you may • determine the

quantity of the Area WDB adjacent to the part of
the Bafe-^5 ; from, the value of z which arifes by
putting AB=:X, take the value of z which arifes by
putting Ab—Xf (for diflindlion fake writing X for
AB and x for Ab,) and there is produced X-L-^X^
-j-fX^, Cfc. — Cfc. =WDB.

'

To the fame Curve there is alfo found -

whence again, according to wl

is before obferved, the Area ^iDB=:
'

54r5> X r 3x3

I

X

Cfc, therefore if f
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or X be fuppofed infinite, the adjoining Area WH
towards H, which is alfo infinitely long, will be

equivalent to
I

X

fcries “ Y

4
, (jfc. for the latter

3;c3 ‘ 5a;*
•

4:— 4r» C5?f.'will vanifh becaufe
X/T^sX? sxs’

of its infinite denominators.

To the Curve reprefented by the equation a-\^

—=2, It IS found that , whence it is
XX ^ X

4

^ /I ^

that ^X— 4" -~-ax-l~—=Area WDB.To the Curve
X * X

reprefented by the equation d-\- —=2, it is found

that zz=:ax .

X
Whence it is, that oK' X ax

-1
• X

whether x be fuppofed nothing, or X infinite;

and therefore each Area, AFDB, and bdH, can be

exhibited. And this always' happens, when the

Abfcifs X is found as well in the Numerators of

fome of the terms, as in the Denominators of d-

thers of the value of2 . But when a; is only found

in the Numerators, as in the firft example, the

value of 2 belongs to the Area fituate’at AB on

this fide the Ordinate ; and when it is only in the

Denominators, as in the fecond example, that Va-

lue, wheji the figns of all the terms are changed,

belongs to the whole Area infinitely produced be-

yond the Ordinate. .

Area WDB ; but this becomes ' infinite.

If at any time

the Curve Line

cuts the Bafe or

Abfcifs between

the points b and B
fuppofe in E, in-

ftcad of the Area

will be had the difference WE—-BDE of the
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at the different parts of the Bafe, to which if there

be added the Redangle BDG^, the Area dEDGh
will be obtained. '

But here it is chiefly to be regarded, that when in

the value ofz, any term is divided by x of only one

dimenfion, the Area correfponding-to that term

belongs to the Conical Hyperbola, and therefore

may-be exhibited by itfelf in an infinite feries; as

is done in what follows.

Let
a 3—a^x,—2 be an equation to a Curve; by

2X^

ax XX

divifion it becomes z=—

—

^a\’^x
» - X *

aa

Cfc. and thence 2= aa

X

2X^

a

zx'^

' 3^

^ ^ aa^

£s?f. and the Area WDB:
aa

X 2^x4 X

h '3^

by the marks.

aa

X

aa

X

~l.iax— -, ISc. Where
3^

, and , I denote the little

aa

X
. ^ aa

belonging to the terms — and —

.

Now that
aa

X and “ may be found ; I make

hh or X to be definite, and ^B indefinite or a Flow-

ing Line, which therefore I call unity ; fo that it

i

equal to that Hyperbolical Areawill be
aa

x-\-y

adjoining to i>B ; that is

aa

-fy

^c. and therefore

*
1

aa

aa aa 1

9

X - - X

aa a^yX-
AT x^

•

^ A

aa
^ or

t
4 i

X
t

i , i ?

But by

aa
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a^y'i a'^y‘^

3.t5 4A

Area required WDB = —

a}y^ ,

1 ay

,
confequently the whole

2X +Y-, (3c. -
' 3Ar3

^ 2ax—x^-\-— , Cf?^. Af-
• 3«

zX^
2flX4-X‘-— , ^C.

* 3^ *

ter the fame manner AB or X might have been u-

fed for a definite Line, and then it would have

3X3 “r 4X4
aa aa

X X X
a'^y^

iX»
been

(^c, -

Moreover if ^B be bifedled in C, * and AC be^^

aflumed to.be of a definite length, and C^, CB in-

definite ; then making AC—<?, and C^ or CB—y.

aa aa

e

a^y oLy-i a^y‘k

it will be W=— _ ^
-j-

j

and therefore the Hyperbolick area adjacent
2 2 1

to the part of the Abfeifs ^C will be

„ «^3 ^
a^y<^

3^3 4«4’
iSc. It will be alfo DB

2e

aa

aa

e

aay

V«2
e'^

^ 4" there-
c*

I

i
' ^5

fore the Area adjacent to the other part of the Ab-

feifs cB=-i:-
26' -l- 3«3

fjl I ^
4^4 ~r"

_ r. , f ^ 2<**y
,

2«*y3
,

2«*y?

and the fum of thefe Areas —^—|

—

'T^*

^c. will be equivalent to
aa

X ^
I

Thus in the equation — o de-

notino" the nature of a Curve, its root will be z~x

7 ,
. 5

81 XX

2

9x _p ^ ^ whence there arifes
81.^3

ox
-J- ^ —y— , ^c. and the
8i;c 102XX

A reA.
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Area WDB=iX' fX 9X 81X

2

iVX,
4)'5

+
SlAT

i. e. =i-X‘—iX

ytr

i?i
27«'3

45«'

But this Hyperboiick term for the moft part

may be very conimodioufly avoided, by altering

the beginning of the Abfcifs ; that is, by increafing

or diminiihing it by fome given quantity. As in

the former Example, where
•a^x

—z was the e-
ax-~\-xx

quation to the Curve *, if I would make b to be the

beginning of the Abfcifs, fuppofing Ab to be of

any determinate length, viz, for the remainder

of the Abfcifs Z»B, I fhall now write x: fo that, if I

diminilh the Abfcifs by by writing in-
~^3——

•

Head of x, it will become
^a^~j—Zax—j—x'‘

20OX‘

and

by divifion V whence arifes

z= -i-ax-

200^3

+ ITT’' b^DB.

Alfo the equation
aS. ~a^x

ax XX

m

.z might have been

ai
refolvedinto the Two infinite feries. z— — J

’ a:* xi T
'

T
XX ,

—
, tfjc. —a-\-x— ^c. where there is

found no term divided by the firft power of x.

But fuch kind of feries, where the powers of x
afcend infinitely in the numerators of one, and in
the denominators of the other,

,
are not fo proper

to derive the value of% from by Arithmetical Com-
putation, when the fpecies are to be changed into
Numbers. °

Scarce
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Scarce any difficuky can occur to any one,

is to undertake fuch a computation in Numbers,

after the value of the Area is obtained in fp^ies-.

Yet for the more compleat illuftration of the fore-

eoing dodrine, I lhall add an Example or Two.

Let the Hyperbola AD be propofed, whofe e-

quation is its vertex being at A, and

each of its Axes equal to unity i from what goes
* ^ 5 7 iL

before, -its Area ADB=:;4^ ^
4" ^

^

7
’*^

— ^ that is, into

which leries may be infinite-

ly produced by multiply-

ing the laft termcontinualt.

ly by the fucceeding terms

of this progreflion, ~ x

~i Jv.
“-

3 -7 ^ —

S

'9

4.7.

—7.1

1

X.

10:13

6.9 8.1

1

X, fffr. that is, the
• V •

firft term multiplied by -—x, makes the fe-

5 V
1 —I

cond.term i which multiplied by ^f,makes

the third term which multiplied by-^^,

makes the fourth term And fo on ad

infinitum.

Now let AB be affumed of any length, fuppofe

L and writing this number for Xj and its root i

for x^, the firft term or f x -i being re-

duced to a decimal fradion, becomes o.o83333333>

(<?/ this into — makes o . 00625 the fecond
2.5*4

term*, this into makes 0.0002790178,

^c. the third term. ' And fo on for ever. But
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the terms thus reduced by degrees, I difpofe into
Two Tables •, the affirmative terms in One, and the
I'Tegative in Another, and add them up as you
fee here.

+ 9 • o8?3333333333333
j

— p . 0002790178571429
62500000000000
271267361 1 1

1

5I3'5i69396

144628917

4934581

^ 90948

,
7963
'352

16
I

o . 0896109885646618

34679066051
r' '834465027

26285354
961296
38676
1663

'

75
•4

o . ooo28257I93'89575

-f- o . 0896109885646618

o . 0893284166257043'

Then from the fum of the affirmative, I take the
fum of the negative terms, and there remains
o . o893284 i 6625'

7o43 for the quantity of the
Hyperbolick Area A^B which was to be found.

Let the Circle AdP Sed thd fcrnid Fig^, 1 be
propoled,^ which is exprefled by the equation

\/

X

' XX—21 , whole diameter is unity j and from

what goes before' its Area AJB will be

X

~x

1 in which leries, fince the term'
do not differ from the terms of the fcries which
above expreffed the Hyperbolick Area, except in

the figns -j- and
; nothing elfe remains to be

done, than to connedt the fame numeral term*
with their figns

; that is, by fubtrading the con*
nected fums of both the forementioned Table*'

^ doubled
0.1666666666666666, i^c. and the remaindct

die portion A^B
of the Circular Area, luppoling A B to be a fourth

part
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baft of the Diameter. And hence we may ob-

serve, that though the Areas of the Circle and

Hyperbola are not exprefled in a Geometrical confi-

deration, yet each of them, is difcoveted by the

lame Arithmetical computation.

The portion ofthe Circle A^B being found, from

thence the whole Area may be derived. For the ra-

dius dC being drawn, multiply Bd or |y'3 into BC
or 4, and one half of the pirodudt of

0.0541265877365275 will be the value of the

Triangle C^iB ; which added to the Area AdBi

will give the Sedlor AC^, o . 13^^8996938995747^

the Sextuple of which o . 7853981633974482
is the whole Area.

And hence (by the way) the length of the Cir-

cumference will be 3 . 14*5926535897928, which

is found by dividing the Area by a fourth paft of

the diameter.

To this we lhall add the calculation of the Area

comprehended between the Hyperbola and Its

Afymptote CA, let C
be the center of the Hy-
perbola, and putting

CA=:^, AF=^, and

AB=A^=x', it will be

mBD, and
a—X

~bd i whence the Area

AFDB=J*-- +
—— , C?c. And the

hx^
Area AFdb~hx -l~ —

• 2«

C 4AB 743 p

Ix'^

zbx'i

3'

zbx'<

lx‘*

4«3

zbxt

And the

fum WDB=2^>x-f^4-— Now

let us fuppofe CA=AF=i, and Ab or AB—
being =0 , 9, and CB=:i . i . then fubilituc-

S 2 ing
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ing thefe numbers for and x, the firft

term ot the feries becomes o . 2, the fecond

j0..qoo6666666666666, i^c. the third .0 . 000004,

and To on \ as you fee in this cable.

o ...2000000000000000

6666666666666
40000000000'

285714286
2222222

18182

154
I

o . 200670695462 15 1 1= Area

I

If the parts of this Area Ad and AD be ad-

ded feparately, fubtraft the lefler DA from the

I
greater ^A, and there will remain —

|

bx^
where, if i be wrote for a and h,

and for x, the terms being reduced to decimals

will ftand thus.

o

.

o 100000000000000
f 500000000000

. 3333333333
25000000
200000

1667

, 14

o . 0100503358535014= Ai/—AP*

Now if this'differcnce of the Areas be added to,

and fubtradled from, their fum before found ; half

the aggregate 0 . 1053605156578263 will be the

greater
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areater Area Ad

;

and half the remainder

l.0953rc»798043H8 «ill b' 'be leffer Area

By the fame tables thefe Areas AD and Ad will

be obtained alfo, when AB and A If are fuppofed

or CBsri . 01, and0=0 . 99 ; if the num-

bers are but duly transferred to lower places. As

C

*

0200000000000000^
6666666666^

4ooooojft
2S

O • 0001000000000000
50000000

3331

o . 0001000050003333*Ai/—AD
8111110.0100006667066695 =*

Half the aggregate o . 0100503358535014=^
a,nd Half the refidue o . 009950330853 168 i=AD.
« And fo putting AB and A^=:-roW> ot CB=:

1. 00 1, and 0=0.999, there will be obtained

Af/=:o. 00100050003335835 and AD=o.ooo9
9950013330835.

In the fame manner (ifCA and AF=i) putting

AB and A^=o ^ 2, or 0.02, or 0.002, thefe

areas will arife.
4

X.

, At/=;0. 223 143 5513 142097 and AD= o . 182321557693954.6

or A</=o • 0202027073 1 75194 and AD = 0 . 0198026272961797 '

or A</=o .001002 and AD= 0.001

From thefe Areas thus found it wdll be eafy to

•derive others by addition and fubtradtion alone, for

—2 ; the fum of the areas1 .2 1 .2

1.2

0.8

as It IS „ ..
0.8 0.9

0.6931471805599453 belonging to the ratios

*

(that is infilling upon the parts of the ab-

feifs 1^2, 0.8. and 1.2, 0.9.) will be the area

AF<1/
3 » when =2; as is known. Again,

fince
1.2

0.8
; X 2=3, the fum 1.0986122886681097
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1 2

of the areas belonging to and 2, will be thed*

rea AF<}'^i when C/3 =3. Again, as it is

and 2 x 5= 10 *, by a due addition of Areas will be

obtained i . 6b93379i2434ioo4=:AF<f3» when
C/3 — 5: and 2 .o32585092 9946457=:AFel/3,

when C/3=io. And fince lox lozrioo ; and 16

X 100=1000 > and ^^5 X loxo
.
98—7 j and 10 x

j loooxi.ooi
,
Joooxo.qqS

1

.

1=1 1 *, and —=i 2 ; and —
. 7 X 1 1 5 ’ 2

'==499 •, it is plain that the area AFcJ/S may be found

by the compofition of the areas found before, when
C/3=ioo

;

. 1000 i 7 or any other of the above-

mentioned numbers : CA=:x\F being ftill unity.

Thus Iwas willing to infinuate^ that a method might

he derivedfrom hence^ very proper for the conftruElion

cf a canon of Logarithms^ which determines the Hy^
perbolical Areas

^ (from which the Logarithms may ea-

• ftly be derivedi) correfponding to fo many prime num-
bers^ as it were by Lwo operations only ; which are not

very troublefome. But whereas that Canon feems to be

derivable from this fountain more commodioufy than

from any other^ what if IJhould point out its con-

flrudlion here to compleat the whole ?

Firji therefore, having affumed ofor the Logarithm

ofthe number i •, and 1 for the Logarithm of the num-
ber 10, as is generally done', the Logarithms of the

Prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, ii, 13, 17, 37, are

to be' invejligated by dividing the Hyperbolical Areas
nowfound by 2.3025850929940457, which is the

Area correfponding to the number^ 1 o *, or, which is the

fame thing, by multiplying by its reciprocal o.43 425>
44819032518. Thus for infiance, z/o. 69314718,
tfic. the Area correfponding to the number 2, wefe
multiplied by o . 43429, Cfr. it makes o. 30102999
566398 1 2 Logarithm of the number 2.

*Then
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Then the Logarithms ofall the numbers in the canon^

which are made by the multiplication of this^ are to

hefound by the addition oftheir Logarithms as is ufual ;

and the void places are to be filled up afterwards by

the help of this Lheorem.
Let be a number to which a Logarithm is to

he adapted i x the difference between that and the Two

neareft numbers equally diftant on each fide, whofe

Logarithms are already found and let d be half the

difference of their Logarithms ; then the required Lo-

garithm of the number N will he obtained by adding

"i" 12N3*
to the Logarithm of the lefffer

number. For if the numbers are expounded by Cp, C^,
and CP*, the rectangle CBD or C[id'—i as before^

and the ordinates 2Qjind pq being raifed ; if^be
written for CjS, and x for (ip, or(i!d, the area _pjQP

2.V

-f- -f- 5 £sfc. will be to the Area pqS^ or

X X^

N 2N^ pTj’
(^c. as the difference between theLo-

garithms ofthe extreme numbers or 2d, is to the difference

between the Logarithms ofthe leffer, and of the middle
Ax Ax"^ dx^_ 1 -- 4-—

me', which therefore will he-

3N
',that

• dx dx ^

is, when the divifion isperformed dff
\̂ix

The two firji terms of this feries d~\- I think to

he accurate enough for the conjlru5iion of a canon of
Logarithms, even though they were to he produced to.

fourteen or fifteen figures ; provided the number, whofe
Logarithms to befound, he left than 1 000 ; and this

can give little trouble in the calculation, becaufe x is ge-
nerally an unit, or the number 2. TetHt is not neceffary

to interpolate all the places by the help of this rule

}

for the Logarithms of numbers, which are produced

by

)
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the multiplication or divifion ofthe number laft founds

may be obtained by the numbers whofe Logarithms

were had before by the addition or fuhtrabtion of their

Jjogarithms. Moreover by the differences of their Lo-

garithms^ and by their fecond and third differences^

(if there be occafton,) the void places may. more expe-

ditiottjly be fupplied ; the foregoing Rule being to be

applied only-i where the continuation- oj fome full places

is wanted^ in order to obtain thefe differences.

By the fame method Rules may be foundfor the in-

tercalation of Logarithms, when of three numbers, the

Logarithms of the leffer and of the[middle number are

given, or of the middle number and of the greater \

and this altho" the numbers Jhould not be in Arithme-

ticalprogreffon. 1 1 T> 1

Alfo by purfuing the fteps of this method. Rules

might he eafily difcovered for the conjirumon of the

tables of Artifical Sines and tangents, without the

afftfiance of the Natural Lables. But thefe

things only by the bye.

Hitherto we have treated only of the quadrature*

of Curves, which are exprefled by equations, con-

fifting of complicate terms *, and that by means

of their redudion to equations, which confift of

an infinite number of fimple terms. But whereas

fuch Curves may fometimes be fquared by finite

equations alfo; or however may be compared

with other Curves, whofe areas in a manner may

be confidered as known, of which kind are the

Conick Sections. For this reafon I thought fit to

adjoin the two following Catalogues or Tables of

Theorems according to my promife, conftrudled

by the help of the Seventh and Eighth Propofi*

tions aforegoing.

The firft of thefe exhibits the Areas of fuch

Curves as can be fquared ; and the Latter contains

fuch Curves whofe areas may be compared with the

Areas
1
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Areas of the Cotiick Sedions. la each of thefc

,

the Latin Letters, d, e, /, gy apd hy denote any

ffiven Quantities •, x and z the Bafes or Abfcjffes

of Curves; v and y
Parallel Ordinates ; and ^

t Areas, as before. The Greek Letters and 6 an-

nexed to the quantity z, denote the number of the

dimehfions of the faid z, whether it be Integer,

or Fradion; Affirmative, or Negative.
^

As' it

,= 3 , then z‘=z\ Z“=z? z-=jr5 or z\ 2-+*

and

Moreover in the values of the Areas, the fake

of brevity, is written R inftead of thefe Radicals

V^-jr/z" or

’Ordinate ;y
isaffeded. . ^

^ . >

'

See ‘table the Lirft-
•

Cf \
V

f .' « • ...

<

\

. . a <

t vv e

v" »
‘

V «

» a

r V f i,,’ '*

«» . .

4 m, r

• %

\ '

I
‘

\ *>

f

i-

4 i ^ ^

4 T i Other
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•"

! - ,.
.

, • tr\“' \ \ ^--

A Table offome Curves related to ReBilinear RigureSf confiruBedh
Problem VII.

^

Order of Curves. I Values of the Areas.

I Wz*”* ~y

II
r/z*-*

ee-\.zefz*-\-ffz'^'>
:=y

dz»-'^e-{-fz» =y

dz^’^'^e-\-fz'* •=zy

=:y

dz^^ e-\-fz" —y

iv<;

14

2d

inf
R*=/

^±|£<?R>=/
^Snff

\ 6ee—Z4^*4-aQ^*» ^
Tkrf'

.96^54-

*

44<r2*—i8o^*z**4-2iqfJ2»»

qI^
dz*-'

dz*"-^

dzv>-'

dz^^

zzzy

=y

=y

2»
•=y

ifR=/

3#
1 6e^~.Sefz*^6ffz«» ^

^5*ip

96e^4^4Se*fir-^^6efzf4.20fzi>>

1051/4

/>«g* 137 -
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Other things of the fame kind might be added.

But I (hall now pafs unto another (ort of Curves
which may be compared with Conick Semern.
And in this Table or Catalogue you have the pro-

pofed Curve reprelent*

edby the line QEp^R,
the beginning ofwhofe
Abfeifs is A, the Ab-
feifs AC, the Ordinate

CE, the beginning of

the Area etxi and the

area deferibed

But the beginning of

^h is 'Area or the Initi-

al Term (which com-
monly either commen-

ces at the beginning of the Abfeifs A, or recedes

to an infinite diftancej is found by feeking the

length of the Abfeifs A<e, where the value of the

Area is nothing j and by ereding the Perpendicu-

lar
,

After the fame manner you have the Conick

Jiaa T

Sedlion reprefented by thfeline PDQ, aGDorGE^
whole
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whofc center is A ; vertex a j
redangular

meters Aa and AP *,
beginning of tne Abfcifs

A, or a, or « i the Abfcils AB, or aB, or 4B ,

the Ordinate BD-, the Tangent DT, meeting AB

in T i the Subtenfe AD *, and the Rectangle in-

feribed and adferibed ABDO.
Therefore retaining the Letters before denned^

it will be AC=z, CE=y, AB or

or aR—y, BDi^'y^ and ABDP or <iGDB“J. And

beficfts when two Conick Sedions are required for

the determination of any Area, the Area of the

latter (hall be called (t, the Abfcifs and the Ordi«^

nate T.

See Table the Seconds

R-

. ^

r-;

L ,^=,-

'it

t.-'. 05 i'

^

'

tf?''

' M

' r
» * « * * . i

^
u

» •

- .e

- P-

•2 !

.RrS-Rl
O

'
BeforeT a
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^

Before I go on to illuftrate by examples the
Theorems that are delivered in this Catalogue of
Curves, I think it may be proper to premife the
following obfervations.

- I . Whereas in the Equations reprefenting Curves,
> I have all along luppofed all the fignsofthe quan-

tities e, /, gy and f, to be affirmative •, when-
foever it ffiall happen that they are negative, they

tnuft be changed in the fubfequent values of the

Abfeifs and Ordinate of the Conick Section 5 and
alfo of the Area required.

2, Alfo the figns of the numeral fymbols »/ and

d, when they are negative, muft be changed in

the values of the Areas. Moreover their figns

being changed,- the Theorems themfelves may ac-

quire a new form. Thus in the fourth form of the

latter Table, the fign of ^ being changed, the

Third Theorem becomes— J-_

.V, ^c. that is. ==r=:y, <\/fx-\~ex^=.Vt

y,e
into 3^=/. And the faime may be ob-

*

\

ferved in others.

3* in the fecond Table, the feries of the

Firft, Second, Third, Fourth, Ninth and Tenth
Orders, are produced, in infinitum^ by divifion

alone. Thus having
^ £

'z=zy ; if you perform

the divifion to a convenient period, there will arife

de^

The/ ff ^ f e-\-fz»—y'
three firft terms belong to the fourth order of the
firft Table ; and the fourth belongs to the firft

fpecies of this order. Whence it appears that the
- - — Area
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4. Some of thele orders may alfo otherwife be

derived from others. As in the Laft Table, the

Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eleventh from the

Eighth i and the Ninth from the Tenth. So that

I might have omitted them, but that they may be

of fome ufe, though not altogether neceflary. Yet

I have omitted fome Orders, which I might have

derived from the Firft and Second ; and alfo from

the Ninth and Tenth ; becaufe they were affefted

by denominators that were complicate, and there-

fore can hardly be of any ufe.

5 . If the defining equation of any Curve be

compounded of feveral equations of different or-

ders, or of different fpecies of the fame order ;

the Area muft be compounded of the correfpond-

ing Areas. Take care however that they be right-

ly connedled with their proper figns ; for we muft

not always add or fubtracl at the fame time

Ordinates to or from Ordinates, or correfponding

Areas to or from correfponding Areas ; but fome-

times the fum of thefe, and the difference of thofe,

is to be taken, for a new Ordinate j ,or to con-

ftitute a correfponding Area : And this muft be

^ done, when the conftituent Areas are pofited on

the contrary fide of the Ordinate. But that the

cautious Geometrician may the more readily a-

void thefe inconveniencies, I have prefixed their

proper figns to the feveral values of the Areas,

though fometimes negative. As is done in the

Fifth and Seventh Orders of the Laft Table.

6 . It is farther to be obferved about the figns

of the Areas ; that -j- s denotes, either that the Area

of the Conick Seftion adjoining to the Abfeifs is

to be added to the other quantities in the value of

t'i the firfl Examplefollowing-,^ or that the Area

on the other fide of the Ordinate is to be fubtra<5lr

cd. And on the contrary —j denotes, ambigu-

oufly, cither that the Area adjacent to the Abfeifs
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\
dt^

Areais putting ,

for the Area of the Conick Se^lion^ whofe Ab-

fcifs and Ordinate v—
e~^fx

The feries of the Fifth and Sixth Orders may
be infinitely continued by the help of the two
Theorems in the fifth order of the Firft Table, by
a due addition or fubtradtion ; as alfo the feries of
the Seventh and Eighth, by the help of the Theo-
rems in the following fixth Order. And the feries

of the eleventh, by the help of the Theorems in the

Tenth Order of the fame Firft Table. For in-

Itance, ifthe feries ofthe (aid Fifth Order were to be
continued ; fuppofe 6—

—

4*}, and the firft Theo-
rem of the Fifth Order of the other Table will be-

come

RJ

I ;

8*iez-4-'^^ into —v<? = y >

—t: but according to the fourth Theorem of

this feries to be produced, writing— it is

- I

= x^fx-{-exx—Vy and

lofv^ 1

Pq fubtradling the former va-

lues of y
and t, there will remain 4.yez-^~^ x/e-l-fz'-

\ofv^ L r f •

=y, and — —- —=/ ; thefe being mul-

d r

tiplied by — , and (if you pleafe) for —
^>ie

writing

xv'^^ there will arife a Fifth Theorem of the feries

d I

to be produced, - =;f,

lOdfv^— l^df^s
and

48 )}^^

dx-vi

4<s£
:L

4 . Some

I
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is to be fubtrafted;-, or that the Area on the other

fide of the Ordinate is to be added » as it may feem

convenient. Alfo the value of /, if it comes out

affirmative, denotes the Area of the Curve propo-

fed adjoining to its Abfeifs ; and contrariwife, if

it be negative, it reprefents the Area on the other

fide of the Ordinate.

7. But that this Area may more certainly be de-

fined, we muft enquire after its limits. And as to its

limit at the Bafe or Abfcifi, at the Ordinate, and

at the Perimeter of the Curve, there can be no

uncertainty. But its initial limit, or the begin-

ning, from whence its defeription commences,

may obtain various pofitions. In the following

Examples, it is either at the beginning of the Ab-

feifs *, or at an infinite diftance ; or in the con-

courfe of the Curve with its Abfeifs. But it may

be placed elfewhere: And wherever it is, it may

be found by feeking that length of the Abfeifs, at

which the value of t becomes nothing, and there

ereaing an Ordinate i for the Ordinate fo raifed

will be the limit required.

8. If any part ot the Area be pofited below the

Abfiifs, t will denote the difference of that, and

of the part above the Abfeifs.

'

9 Whenfoever the dimenfions of the terms m
the Ulues of v, and U Iball afeend too high,

or defeend too low ; they may be reduced to a

iuft degree by dividing or multiplying by any

aiven quantity (which may be fuppofed to

perform the office of unity,) fo often, as the dtmen-

fions lhall be either too high or too low. _
TO Befides the foregoing Catalogues or Tables,

we might alfo conftrul Tables of Curves related

to othir Curves, which may be the moft fimple

in their kind. As v/.'+yiicV i or >

deriv^che Area of any propofed Curve from
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fimpleft original ; and know to what Curves it

(lands related. But now let us illuftrate by exam,
pies what has been already delivered.

Example i. Let QER be a Conchoidal of
fuch a kind that the fcmicircle QHA being de-

fcribed ,
and AC, being erected perpendicular to

the diameter AQs if the parallelogram QACI be

completed, the diagonal A I be drawn meeting

the femicircle in H, and from H the perpendicu-

lar HE be let fall to IC then the point E will

deferibe a Curve, whole area ACEQJs fought.

Xherefore make AQ=^, KC—z, CE^rj/ ; and

becaufe of the continual proportionals AI, AQ,

AH, EC i it will be EC or

Now that this may acquire the form of the

equations in. the Tables, make and for z

in the denominator write zn and for

or a^z'~^ in the numerator ; and there will arife y=:
\

T

an equation of the firft fpecies of the fe-

a'-^z"

cond order of the laft Table: and the terms be-

ing compared, it will be •» and f—i>

So that and xv— 2S
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Now that the values found of k and v may be

reduced to a juft number ofdimenfions, chufe any-

given quantity as by which, as unity, a* may

be multiplied once in the value of x \
and in the

value of *
1;, a* may be divided once, and twice i

and by this means you will obtain

; and xv—2s—t. Of which the con-

ftrudion is thus. * --Center A and radius AO
defcribe the circular Quadrant QDP in AC take

AB=rAH *, raife the Perpendicular BD meeting the

Quadrant QDP in D, and draw AD. Then tivice

the Sector ADP will be equal to the Area fought

ACEQ^ For = C v'AD^-^AB^rr )
BD or

\ and 2ir::i2AADB—zABDQ. or

ADB-j-zBDP; that is, either =—zQAD, ot

=2DAP. Of which values the affirmative 2DAP
belongs to the Area ACEQon this fide EC ; and

the negative —zQAD belongs to the Area RECR
extended ad infinitum beyond EC.

The folution of Problems thus found may fome-

times be made more elegant. T hus in the pre-

fentcafe, drawing RH the femidiameter of, the

Circle QHA, becaafe of the Equal arches QH
and DP, the Scftor QRH is half the Sedor DAP j

and therefore a fourth part of the furface ACEQj_

Ex. 2. Let AGE be a Curve which isdeferib-

ed by the angular point E of the Norma AEF,

whilft one of the legs AE, being inderermimte

paflfes continually through the given point A ; and

the other CE of a- given length Aides upon the

right line AF given in pcfinon. Let EH per-

pendicular to AF, and complete the parallelogratn

AHEC i then ca’ling AC=s, CE— and EF
—a becaufc of HF, HE, HA, continual pro-

portionals, it will be HA or y

U Now
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Now that the Area AGEC may be' known,

fuppofe or 2er:ij, and thence it will be

. yX T P H F
4

fra£led dimen fion, deprefs the value ofy by dividing

by 2*
, and it will be --====• =y ; an Equation

of the fecond fpecies of the feventh Order of the

latter Table 5 and the terms being compared it is

d=i, e=:— I, and f—a^. So that 2*=^(-;^=)

y^Z^x^z=.v^ and s—xv—t. Therefore fince x

and 2 are equal, and fince —x^—v is an equa-

tion to a circle, whofe diameter is a ; Center A,
diftance <2, or EF, let the Circle PDQJ)e deferibed,

which CE meets in D ; and let the parallelogram

ACDI be completed. Then will AC=:2, CD
=<1;, and the iVrea fought AGEC=:i—^’'y=2ACDP

—ACDIrrIDP.

Ex. 3. Let AGE be the Ciflbid belonging to

the Circle ADQ, deferibed with the diameter AQ^
Let DCEbe drawn perpendicular to the diameter,

and meeting the Curves in D and E. Then nam-
ing AC—z, CEir:)’, and AQ^^r ; becaule of CD,
CA, CE continual proportionals, it will be CE
or ye=7= -i and dividing by 2, it is -«=--«==*.

Therefore
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Therefore or and thence y:=z

^ . an Equation of the third fpecics of the

being compared it is izri, and f=za.

Therefore z— — JJx—xx~Vy and 3J—ixv
2"

!

Whence it is KQ—x-, CD=:‘y j and thence

ACDH=j: So' that sACOH—4 A ADC= 3^

•—i'xv=.t— Area of the Ciffoid ACEGA; or,

which is the fame thing, 3 Segment ADHA—
Area ADEGA, or 4 Segment ADHA= Area

AHDEGA.
Ex. 4. Let PE be the firft Conchoid of the

Antients defcribed from Center G with the afymp-

tote AL, and diftance LE; draw its axis GAP,
and let fall the ordinate EC. Then callAC=2, CE
—V, GA=h, and AP=r, becaufe of the proporr

tionals AC : CE—rAL : : GC : CE, it will be CE or

U 2 Now

• ’
i

i ' >':

t P
1

1

A

'

1

t

I _ 1

I*
I

’»

,4 .

*•'
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Now that the area PEC may be found from hence,
the parts of the Ordinate CE are to be confidered
* ' • * % • •

«

feparately. And if the Ordinate CE be fo divided

in D, that it is CDz=y/e^—z^i and DE =-
then CD will be the Ordinate ofa Circle defcribed

from center A, and with radius AP. Therefore

the part of the Area PDC is known, and there

will, remain the other part DPED .to be found.

But fince DE, that part of the Ordinate by which

it is^defcribed is equivalent to - ; fuppqfe
*

3 ' ' _
2=)j, and if becomes — ^;i_sj, =rDE, an Equa-

^ion of the firfl fpecies of thp third Order of the fe-

cond Table. The terms therefore being compared,

it is, d-=zb, and f=:-r—i j and therefore-

^ 1 rr\^C^X^—Vy
i I

and 2h^Sf
X

Thefe things being found; reduce them to a juft

pumber of dimenfions, by multiplying the terms

that are too depreffed, and dividing thofe that arc

too
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too high, by fome given quantity . If this be done

by Ci there will arife

The conlVruaion of which is in
c ex

this manner.

With center A, principal Vertex P, and para-

meter 2AP, dcfcribe the Hyperbola PKj and

from the point C draw the right line CK that lhall

touch the Parabola in K : then it will be as AP to

2AG, fo is the Area CKPC to the Area required

DPED.

Ex. 5. Let the Noma GFE revolve about the

Pole G, fo that its angular point F may continu-

ally Aide upon the right line AF given in poAcion 5

then conceive the Curve PE to be defcribed by any

point E in the other leg EF. Now that the Area

of this Curve may be found, let fall GA and EH
perpendicular to the right line AF, and completing

the parallelogramAHEC, callAC=z, CE=y, AG
andEF=c 1 then becaufe of the proportionals
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‘

HF : EH : : AG : AF, we fhall 'hrave AF =
h%

—rr—T!. Therefore CE or yz=z
y/cc—zz •' ye —
buc whereas «* is the ordinate of a Circle, de-
fcribed with the femidiameter c, about the cen-
ter A ; let fuch a Circle PDQjje defcribed, which
CE produced meets in D ; then it will be DE=

hz
'

. ,

'
’

'

IT
" of which Equation, there re-

m2 *or 9

cc—x%

mains the Area PDEP or DERQ^to be determin-

ed. Suppofe >}r=2 and 6=^, and it will be DE=.

“
.

' =.
; an Equation of the firft fpecies of the

^cc—z»

fourth Order of tHe firft Table; and the terms' be-

ing compared it will be, J, ccz=.ey and — 1=/..

So that— cc—zz—'^bK—t.
Now as the value of t is negative, and there-

fore the Area reprefented by it lies beyond the line .

DE ; that its initial limit may be found, feek

for that length of z at which t becomes nothing,

and you will find it to be c. Therefore continue

AC to Q, that it may be AQ^f, and ere6l the

Ordinate QR » then DQRED will be the Area

whofe value now found is —h^cc—zz.

If you fhould defire to know the quantity of

the Area PDE, poficed at the Abfcifs AC, and co-

extended with it, without knowing the limit QR ;

you may thus determine it.

From tht value which t obtains at the length of

the Abfcifs AC, fubtradt its value at the, begin-

ning of the Abfcifs j that is, from '•^b^cc—zz fub-

traft, 3’r, and there wifi arife the defired quantity

tc—b^^Tc-^^z- Therefore complete the paralielor

gram PACK, and let fall DM perpendicular to

AP, which meets. G'K in M, and the parallelo>'

gram PKML wifi be equal to the Area PDE.

' When-
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Whenever the Equation defining the nature of

the Curve canridt be found in the Tables, nor

can be reduced tol fimpler terms by divifion, nor

by any othet means ^ it muft be transformed int»

other Equations of Curves related to it after the

manner (hewn in Prob. VIII. till at laft one is pro-

duced whofe area may be known by the Tables.

And if after all endeavours are ufed, no fuch can

be found •, it mury be certainly concluded, that the

Curve propofed cannot be compared either with

Redtilinear Figures, or with the Conick Sedtions.

In the fame manner, when Mechanical Curves

are concerned, they muft be transformed into e-

qual Geometrical Figures, as is (hewn in the fame

Prob. YIII. And then the Areas of Geometrical

Curves are to be found from the Tables. Of this

matter take the following Example.

Ex. 6. Let it be propofed to determine the

Area of the Figure of the Arches of any Conick

Sedion, when they are made Ordinates on their

ri»ht fines. As let A be the center of the Co-

nick Section ; AQ^ AR, the Semi-ajdfes ; CD the

Ordinate to the Axis AR j and PD a perpendicu-

lar at the point D. Alfo let AE be the .faid

mechanical Curve meeting CD in E. From its

nature before defined CE will be equal to the

arch op •, therefore the Area AEC is fought, or

completing the parallelogram ACEF, the Excefs

AEF is required. To which purpofe let a be

the Lalus Return of the Conick Sedion; and,>

its Latus ‘Tranfverfum or 2ACL AHo let AC

and CDr=-'j : then it will be
y

an equation to a Conick Sedion as is known. '

Al-
b . A / ;

- -oh

fo pc= -TSS > and thence

4. Now



• hb—\—ah—-— 2:2:

s/ .
ibb-^-^zz

; draw this into FE or z, artd

xjH-
* yy/y

for the Fluxiortthere will arife zy
^bb-\- ^zz

of the Area AEF. If therefore in the Ordinate

ttz. Ij^bb-\-

CD you take CG=zV~ then the

^bb-\-—zz

Area AGC, which is defcribed by CG moving up-

on AC, will be equal to the Area AEF j and the

r'nrve

152 Of the Method ofVlvxio^hs
Now fince the Fluxion of the ArchQDistofhe

Fluxion of the Abfcifs ACi as PD to Ci) ; if the

Fluxion of the Abfcifs be fuppofed i, the Fluxion
of the Arch QD, or of the Ordinate CE, will be
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J

Curve AG will be a Geometrical Curve ; therefore

the Area AGC is fought. To this purpofe, let

2» be fubttituted for in the lall: equaticn and

it becomes V
^hb-L

aa

ibh-

1

—CG •, an Equa-

Z"

tion of the fecond fpecics of the eleventh Order of

the fecond Table. And from a companfon of

... w 7 f 7, _ A-
terms It is d—i^ e—^bb—g, J

——^ 1 " — «
*

So that »/^bb-\- —zz=x, V— ~!a

and — sz=.t • that is, DPrz'y, and ~szz.t.

And this is the Conftrudion of what is now

found.

At Q_ered QK perpendicub r and equal to QA,
and thro’ the point D draw HI' parallel to it but

equal to DP •, then the line KI, at which HI is ter-.

minated, will be a Conick Sedion ; and the com-

prehended Area HlKQ^will be to the Area fought

AEF, as b to a, or as PC to AC.

Here obferve, that if you change the fign of

the Conick Sedion, to whofe Arch the right line

CE is equal, will become an Ellipfis •, and be-

lides, if you make h-=z—^a^ the Ellipfis becomes a

Circle. And in this cafe the Line KA becomes a

Right Line parallel to AQ.
, r j

After the Area of any Curve has been thus round

and conftruded, we (bould confider about the de-

monaration of the confirudion, that laying afide

all Alcrebraical Qalculations as much as may be,

j^eXheorem may be adorned, and made elegant,

{o as to become fit tor publick view. Now there

IS a general method of demonfirating, which I

(hall endeavour to illufirate by the followittg-exfe

amples.

X Demons
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Demonjlration of the Conjlru^ion in Exafnple 5 ^

• . .• %

In the Arch PQ^ take a point d indefinitely

near to D, and draw de and dm parallel to DE

and DM, meeting DM and AP in p »nd /; then

jy^ed will be the momentum of the Area

and LM/«/ the momentum of the Area LMKP.
Draw thefemidiamcter AD ; and conceive the in-

definitely fmall arch Y)d to be as it were a right me,

and the Triangles D/^, ALD, will be lik^

and therefore D/> : pd :

:

AL : LD, But it is Hr
EH : : AG : AF that is, AL : LD : : ML

:

DE. And therefore D/> :pd :

:

ML : DE. Where-

fore Dp X DE=:pdx ML ; that is, the momentum

DEed is equal to the momentum LMwi/. And fince

this is demonftrated indeterminately of any con-

temporaneous moments whatever, it is plain that all

the moments of the Area PDEP are equal to all

the contemporaneous moments ofthe Area PLMK,
and therefore the whole Areas compofed of thefe

moments are equal to ca,ch other, Q. E : JJ.

;;r Vemonjtration
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Detnonjlrdtion of the Cotijlfu^ion in Example 3 *

LetDEif^^rKg. p. 147.] be the moment ofthefu-

perficies AHDE, and A^DA the contemporary

moment of the legment ADH. Draw the femidia-

meter DK, and let de meet AK in c. Then it is

Cc : Dd : ; CD : DK. Befides it is DC : QA
{2DK) : : AC : DE; and therefore Cc : iVd : :

DC : 2DK : ; AC : DE, and Ct xDE= 2Di

x

AC. Now to the moment of the periphery

produced, that is, to the Tangent of the Circle,

etfall the perpendicular AI, and AI will be equal

to AC ; fo that 2D^ X AC=2DJ

x

AI=4^-^AD</,

fo that 4A5ADfi=:CcxDE= the moment DEf^.

Therefore every moment of the fpace AHDE is

quadruple of the contemporary, rnoment of the

fegmeptADH, and confequently whqle Space

is quadruple of the whole Segment Q^. E .'D.

Demonjiration ofthe ConJlru5iton in Example 4.
/

Draw ce parallel to CE and at an indefinitely

fmall diftance from it, and the Tangent of the
4
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^ ths Method ^Fluxions*
AP. Now from the. nature o{ the Hyperbola, it

will be AC : AP : : AP : AM. And therefore

AG' : ^1^* AP") : : am* i and

ag‘ :‘AL* (52*) : : AP* : AM*—AP* (MK*)^i
and inverfe AG : AP : : DE : MK, But the lit-

t]e Area "DEed is to the Triangle CKc, as the al-

titude DE is to t the altitude KM *, that is; as

AG tTAP', wherefore all the moments of the
* / ^ •

f •
, ^

fpace PDE are to all the comporary 'moments

of the fpace PKG, as AG and con-

fequently thofe whole Spaces are the in the fame

ratio* CD • E’ • D. - ^

A

. 'Demonjiraiion of thB Confitutikon in Example 6.
* # • t *

> i

Draw cd parallel and infinitely near to CD meet-

ing the Curve;AE in and'dfaw hi mdfe meet*

ing DC in -p and q ; then by the Hypothefis Tid

==:E^, and from the fimilitude of the Triangles

'^dp and DCP, it will will be T>p : (D</3 E? : • CP
:
(PD)
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:(PD)HI; fo that Dp x HlrrE^xCP ; thence

Dp X HI ( the moment hilib
)

: Rq x AC (the

momenj^ EF/<f) : x CP : x AC : : CP:
AC. Wherefore fince PC and AC are in the

given ratio of the Lattes Tranfverfum to the Latus

Return of the Conick Seeftion QD ; and fince

HI/7? and Ehy^ the moments of the Areas HIKQ^
and AEF are in that ratio ; the Areas themfelves

will be in fame ratio Q_. E . D.
In this kind of demonftrations, it is to be ob-

ferved, that I aflume fuch Quantities for equal,

whofe ratio is that of equality : and that is to be
efteemed a ratio of equality, which differs lefs from
equality than by any unequal ratio that can be af-

figned. Thus in the lafl; demonftration I fuppo-
fed the redlangle E^xAC or FEy/, to be equal
to the fpace FEy(becaufe by lealon of the differ-

ence R.qe infinitely lefs than them, or nothing in

comparifon of them, they have not a ratio of ine-

quality.^ For the fame reafon I made DP x HI=
HI/7:?. And fo in others.

I have here made ufe of this method of proving
Areas of Curves to be equal, or to have a given
ratio, by the equality, or by the given ratio of
their moments, becaufe it has an affinity to the

ufual methods in thefe matters. But that feems
more natural, which depends upon the generation
of Superficies by Motion or Fluxion. Thus if the

Conftru6lion in the fecond Example was to be de-

monftrated : From the nature of the Circle, the

Fluxion of the right line ID [Rig. p. 146.] is to the

Fluxion of the right line IP, as AI to ID j and it

is AI : ID : : ID ; CE from the nature ofthe Curve

AGE', and therefore CEx Ib=JDDGx IP. But

CEx ID is equal to the Fluxion of the Area PDI

;

and therefore thofe Areas being generated by equal

Fluxions muff be Equal. Q,. K . D.
’
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For the fake of farther ill uft ration, • I lhall add the

demonftration of the Conftrudlion by which the A-
rea of the Ciffoid is determined in the Third Examr
pie. L.et the lines marked with points in the Scheme

be expunged, draw the Chord DQ^ and the A-*-

fymptote QR,ofthe Ciffoid. Then from the nature

of the Circle, it is DQg^AQx CQ^ and thence

(by Pros. I.) .2DCLmultiplied by the Fluxion of

DQ=AQ=AQx CQ^ therefore AC^; DO : :

2IX): CQ. Alfo from' the nature of the Cif-

foid it is ED : AD ACL: DQi therefore ED :

AD : : 2DCL: CQj and EDxCC^ADxaDCL

or 4x|:ADxD’cL: Now fince D(L** perpendi-

cular at the end ofAD revolving about A ;
and

i-ADxaDQ^is equal to the Fluxion generating

the
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the Area ADOQ •, its quadruple alfoEDxCQ^
is equal to the Fluxion generating the CilToidal

Area QREDO. Wherefore that Area QREDO
infinitely long, is generated quadruple of the other

ADOQ^ C^. E.D.
I

Scholium.
%

•

By the foreging Tables not only the Areas of
Curves, but alfo Quantities of any other kind that
are generated by an analogous way of Flowing
may be derived from their Fluxions , and that by
the affiftance of this Theorem: " ^

* •

That a quantity of any kind is to an Unit of
thefame kindy as the Area ofa Curve is to a fu-'
perfcial Unity -y if fo be that the Fluxion gene-'

rating that quantity be to an Unit of its kind,

as the Fluxion generating the Area is to an U*
nit of its kind alfo j that is, as the Right Line
moving perpendicularly upon the Abfcifs (or the

Ordinate) by which the Area is defcribed, to a
linear Unit.

Wherefore if any Fluxion’whatever is expound-
ed by fuch a moving Ordinate, the quantity ge-
nerated by that Fluxion will be expounded by the
Area defcribed by fuch Ordinate. Or if the Flux-
ion be expounded by the fame algebraick terms
as the Ordinate, the generating quantity will be
expounded by the fame as the defcribed Area.
Therefore the Equation, which exhibits a Fluxion
of any kind, is to be fought for in the firft column
of the Tables, and the value of t in the lall co-

lumn will fhew the generated Quantity.

u. As
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As if V i-\- ~ exhibits a Fluxion pf any kind,

;nake it equal to y *, and thafit may be reduced to

to the form of the equations in the Tables, fub-.

fticute 2” for 2, and it will be 2*^^ y y,

an equation of the firft fpecies of the Third Or-

der of the firft Table. And comparing the terms

it will hed-i, and thence—|-

^ Therefore it is the quanti-

4^ ^

which is generated by the irlux-

Vi-f

ty

ion y * 4a 5k

/

r ' ' V-. 5

. . > iv *

T V X

And thus.if \/i+ —^ r^prefents .a 'Fluxion,

ga^ ,

by a due reduaion (or by extraaing 2^ out ofthe

Radical, and writing 2« for 2“^, there will be had

/ „ T
; an equation of the fecond fpe-

2^"+-* ga^

cies of the Fitch Order of the fecond Table. Then

comparing the terms it is r» and/=i.

ga

So that 2 ^

2* 9
»t

..

i=/ *, which being found, the quantity gene-

^4 - '

n

V
T 62* ^ •

^
i-|-— '^lll 1^® know nj

gd^

by making it to be to an unit of its own kind,

the Area is to fuperficial unity j or which comes
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to the fame, by fuppofmg the quantity / no lon-

ger to rcprefcnc a fupcrficics, but a quantity of

another kind, which is to an unit of its own kind*

as that fuperficies is to fuperficial unity.

/ I

Thus, fuppofmg y i-| to reprefcnt a Li-

90^
near Fluxion. I imagine t no longer to fignify a
Superficies, but a.Line; that Line, for ihltance,
which is to a Linear Unit, as the Area which (ac-
cording to the Tables) is reprefented by /, is to a
Superficial Unit, or that which i^ produced by
applying that Area to a Linear Unit: on which
account if that Linear Unit be made the Length

generated by the foregoing Fluxion will be 1^. Up-
on this Founoation thefe Tables may be applied to
the determining of Lengths of Curves $ the
Contents of their Solids ; andany other Quan-
tities whatever, as well as the Areas of Curves,

Of^ejltom that are rdated hereto,

1 . Tb approximate to the Areas ofCurves mechanically.

The Method is this. That the Values of two
or more Right lined Figures may be fo compound-
ed together, ‘ that they may very, nearly confti-

< tute the value of the Curvilinear Area required.

Thus for the Circle AFD which is denoted by the

Equation x^ixx—zz. Having found the value of
I _

, the Area AFDB; viz.
, tAc.

the values of iome redtangles are to be fought.

», lAt X
_7
afuch as the value x^/x~~xx or

redlangle BP x AB ; and or
* % ^

Y
. X

5.

T
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x
'-

the value ofAD x AB. Then thefe values are to

be multiplied by any dif-

ferent letters, that ftand

for numbers indefinitely,

and then to be added toge-

ther *, and the terms of the

fum are to be compared

with the correfponding

terms of the value of the

Area AFDB, that they may

be made as nearly equal as

As if thefe Parallelograms were

multiplied by £ and /, the fum would be ex

7
‘

^c. the terms of which being

compared with thefe terms ^x^—^x ^

—

there arifes c+/=4 ; -="=-+> «_
f 7. — A- Sq that -iBD X AB-j—rrAD x —
Area AFDB very nearly: for ^BD x AB |-A AD

poflible.
j

A-

X AB is equivalent

which being fubtraded from the Area AbDB be-

^ 7 Q

comes the Error only

7

9^
z

£s?c.
nics LllC lui 7 0- I 9 0--

, rt-Uo

Thus ifAB were bifefted in E, the value of the

Redtangle ABxDE will be or

'Xx ^~~X
z
z xz^10 X 4X

5.
z

6fc. and this compared
8DE-P2AD.

with the Reaangle AD x AB gives r- into
15

'z.

AB=: Area AFDB *, the error being only

'

1
__i l^c. which is always lefs than -rro^ <

parVofthe whole Area*, even though AFDB were

a Quadrant of a Circle. But this Theorem may

• be thus propounded : As 3 to 2 fo is the Reftang c

AB X DE added to part of the difference

between AD and DE, to the Area AFDB very

nearly.
’ And
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And thus by compounding two Rectangles AB
xED and AB x BD, or all the Redanglcs, toge-

ther, or by taking ftill more Rv^ctangles, other

Rules may be invented, which will be fo much
more exad,as there are more redangles made ule of.

And the fame may be underftood of the Area of

the Hyperbola, or of any other Curves : nay, by
only one Redangle the Area may be very com-
modioufly exhibited *, as in the foregoing Circle

by taking BE to AB as y'lo to 5, the Redangle
AB X ED will be to the Area AFDB as 3 to 2, ihe

error being only

II. The Area being given^ to determine the Ahfeifs

and Ordinate.

When the Area is expreffed by a Finite Equa--
tion there can be no difficulty *, but when it is ex-
prefled by an infinite feries, the affeded root is to
be extraded which denotes the Abfeifs. So for

the Hyperbola defined by this Equation^^— 2 ;

after you have found z=hx— ^
that from the given Area the Abfeifs x may

be known, ex trad the affeded root, and there

, willarifex=^_L-fl
1 zab^

^C. And moreover, if the Ordinate z were re

quired, divide ah by that is by «-4—

r

£ffc. and there will, arife zzixh^
5^?

P 2ab'‘‘
”1"

K K* »;3 2:4

T za^i 6ai6^

Y i Thus
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Thus in die Ellypfis which is exprefled by the
yr • • J -1A * •

Equation ax—-— xx=.zz, after the Area z
X i.

i i i 1

2^

X 1
d X • •

, is found, write

SC

^21 X- ,
3^^

for —3;^,
and / for x*, and it will be 1;*=/^— ~

2a*

f ^ and extrading the root, /=x>
56f^ 48^^’ ^
n,'3

^ whofe fquare^ IOC *
1
400c* * 25200CS’

I I ; this value being fub-

5 <^
"*

* 75 f'^
* 7875^^

a ••

flituted infteadpfx in the equation xx——xx=zz,
JL

the root being extraded, there ariles2>_^ v-

2a^v^ 407*^
.j So that from

c«r ^75c* 22 ^oc\

3/ 32: ,

2, the given Area, and thence v or V'~L>
" '

' 2 a'^
• J

Abfeifs X will he given, and the Ordinate z. All

-which things may be accommodated to the Hy-

perbola, if only the fign of the quantity c be chang-

*ed, wherever it is found of odd dinienfipns.

I

P R O B L E M X.

fo find as many Curves as we pieafe, whofi

Lengths may be exprejfed by Finite Equations,
^ t

^

The following Pofitions prepare the way for the

Solution of this Problem.
< I *

I. If the Right Line DC, Handing perpendicur

larly upon any 'Curve AD, be conceived thus to

move, all its points G, r> Cd’r. will deferibe
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other Curves which are equi diftant and perpen-

dicular to that Line : as GK, rs^ (^c.

2. If chat right line

be continued indefi-

nitely each way, its

extremities will move
contrary ways ; and
therefore there will

be a point between,
which will have no
motion, but may
therefore be called
the Center of motion.
This point will be
the fame as the center
of curvature, which
the Curve AD hath
at the point D; as
is mentioned before.
Let that Point be C.

3. If we fuppofc
the line AD not to be
circular, but inequa-

bly curved ; fuppofe more curved towards J', and
lefs towards A i that Center will continually change
its place, approaching nearer to the parts more
curved as.in K, and going farther off at the parts
lefs curved, as in k ; and by that means will dc-
feribe fome line as K C L

4. The right line DC will continually touch the
line deferibed by the center of curvature. For ifthe
point D of this line moves towards «J', its point G,
which in the mean time pafles to K, and is fituate on
the fame fide ofthe center C, will move the fame way
by the fecond pofition. Again, if the fame point D
moves towards A, the point g, which in the mean
time pafles to k. and is fituate on the contrary

fide of the center C, will move the contrary way ;

that
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that is, tne fame way that G moved in the for-

mer Cafe while it palTed to K ; wherefore K and

k lie on the fame fide of the right line DC ; but

as K and /Ir are taken indefinitely for any points,

it’s plain that the whole Curve lies on the fame fide

of the right line DC, and therefore is not cut but

only touched by it.

Here it is fuppofed that the line ^TDa is continually

morecurved towards and lefs towards Ai for ifits

ercateft or leaft curvature is in D, then the right

line DC will cut the curve KC, but yet in an angle

that is lefs than any right-lined angle, which is

the fame thing as if it were faid to touch it ; Ny
the point C in this cafe is the limit or Cufpid,

at which the Two parts of the Curve, finifhing

in the moft oblique concourfe, touch each other j

and th^efore more juftly be faid to be touch-

ed, than to be cut, by the right line DC, which di-

vides that angle ol contad.

c The right line CG is equal to the Curve CK.

For conceive all the points r, 2r, gr, 4^

of that line to defcribe the arches

2r2j ^c. in the mean time that they ap-

proach to the Curve CK by the motion of that right

line • and fince thefe arches (by the firfl; pofinon,)

are perpendicular to the right lines ^^at touch t

Curve CK, (by the 4*" pofition,), it follows th^t d y

will be alfo perpendicular to that Curve. ^ h.re-

fore the parts of the line CK intercepted between

thefe arcLs, which by reafon of their infinite

Ihortnefs may be confidered as

to fo many parts of the u.

being added to equals the whole line CK w

equal to the whole line CG. .

• 'This would likewife appear by conceiviOp

that cverT part of the right line CG, as it

moves along, will apply itfelf fucceffively to eve-

-ry part of the Curve CK j and thereby will rnea-
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furc thofe parts
;

juft as the circumference of a

Wheel, while it moves forwards by revolving up-

on a plain, will meafure the diftance that the point

of contaft continually deferibes.

And hence it appears, that the Problem may
be refolved,. by affuming any Curve at pleafurc

A<^Da and thence by determining the other Curve

KCk, in which the center of curvature of the af-

fumed Curve is always found. Therefore letting

fall the Perpendiculars DB and CL to a right line

AB given in pofition, and in ATB taking any point

A, and calling AB=^(: and BD=y j to define the

Curve AD let any relation be affumed between x .

and y, and then by Prob. V. the point C may be
found i by which may be determined both the

Curve KC, and its length GC.
Ex. Let4;?=r;y3; be the equation to the Curve;

which therefore will be ihtAppollonian Parabola. By
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and DC= \ which being obtaine^^

the Curve KC is determined by AL and LC, and

its Lenf^th by DC. For as we are at liberty to

afTume the points K and C any where in the Curve

KC, let us fuppofe K to be the center of curva-

ture of the Parabola at its vertex i putting there-

fore AB and BD, or ^ and y, to be nothing, it will

be DC=itf, and this is the Length AK or DG,

which being fubtradled from the formej indefinite

value ofDC, leaves GC or KC=:

Now if you defire to know what Curve that

is and what is its Length, without any relation to

Ihe Parabola, call KL-z, and then it

wmbez=AL-i:«=3* 5 or 4*=*. ?=“

„ therefore 4V^=„^=CL=o, orl-W.
7/’ Lws the Curve KC to be a Parabola of the

fcc^dS And for its Length there ar.fes

t-r by writing 42 for x in the

^Silem may be refolved by taking any

equation ^‘^h will exp
interfeftion of

AP and PD, fuppofing^P to be the interie

»d PD7;":re“D »

i

nicely fmall fpace.,
c;b7h offheVame

in CD and Cd taking and
j pr ipr fall

given length, fuppofe
‘^^hich M (which

The Perpendiculars AX
?L„ compleat the

call =2) may meet Cd in/; then comp
_

Parallelogram g:yie, and making *, y,^ "

Fluxions of the quantities x, y, and z, as bejo

^ it will be Ae . A/ : : a/ :
i ^! *! ^! * *

w . - — - -A
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And ^:?p::CmC?. Then ex aquo Ae : Vp

j : CP. But P/) is the moment of the Abfcifs

AP, by the acceflion of which it becomes Ap
and Ae is the contemporaneous moment of the Per-

pendicular Ag, by thedecreafe of which it becomes

•Tv i therefore A^ and Pp, are as the Fluxions of
• •

the lines Ag (%) and AP (x) i that is, as 2; and at;

Wherefore z : x x : : CP. And fince it is CG*
ca

—CA*—^*=1—2:25 andCA=ii itwillbeCPrr:
• •

. Moreover fince we may aflume any one

of the Three x, y, z, for an uniform Fluxion to

which the reft may be referred j if y be that Flux-

ion ,
and its value be unity; then CP—

ss

Befides it is Ca ( i ) : A^ (z) : : CP : PL ; alfo

Ca ( I ) = (v^i—

«

k) • : CP : CL. Therefore it
N w r'Jf %

. IS%
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is PL='^i and Laftly,

drawing/)^ parallel to the infinitely fmall archD^,
or perpendicular to DC, Py will be the momentum
of DP by the acceflion of which it becomes Jp, at

the fame time thatAP becomes Ay). Therefore Pp

and Vq are as the Fluxions ofA P {x) and PD
( y)

*,

* •

that is, as i to y—z. Whence we have this folu-

tion of the Problem.
From the propofed equation which exprefles

the relation between x and y find the relation of
• • •

the Fluxions x and y by Prob. I. and putting x

rrri, there will be had the value of y, to which

z is equal. Then fubftitute 2: for y, and by the help

of the laft equation find the relation of the Fluxr

ions^, y, and *2, by Prob. I. and again fubftitu-

tino- I for X, there will be had the value of z,

Thefe being found make—H^rrCP, zxCP=: PL,

and. CP V*'— and C will be a point in

the Curve ; any part of which KC is equal to a

right line CG, which is the difference of the Tan-

gents drawn perpendicularly to D^ from C and K.

’ Example. Let xx—yy, be the equation which

exprelfes the relation between AP and PD j and
^ -t. * • » „

by Prob. I. it will be firft ax—iyy^ or a—iyz-

Then 6—2yz-\-2yz, or ———z. Thence it is CP
• •

I—vv-

aa , PLr=:ZX CP 2yy
and

a

CL aa—4yy

2aa ^4.yy—aa- And from CP and PL taking

• 4-

away y and there remains CD=;-.— and AL^ ^ • " aa
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1^. Now 1 take away )• and .v, bccaufe wftn

CP and PL have affirmative values, they tall on

the fide of the point P towards D and A, and they

ought to be diminiffied by taking away the affir-

mative quantities PD and AP ; but when they

have negative values, they will tall on the contra-

ry fide of the point P, and they mu ft be increafed,

which is alfo done by taking away the affirmative

quantities PD and AP.
Now to know the length of the Curve in whicli

the point C is found between any two of its points

K and C ; we mvift feek the lengths of the Tan-

genc at the point K and fubtrad it from CD. As
ifK were the point at which the Tangent is ter-

minated, when Ca and Lg or i and z are made
equal, which therefore is fituated in the Abfeifs

itfelf AP *, write i for z in the equation a—iyz^
whence a—i’j. Therefore for y write \;a in the

value of CD that is in — and it comes out
aa

—\a ; and this is the length of the Tangent at the

point K, or ofDG; the difference between which

and the foregoing indefinite value of CD is ^

^

that is GC, to which the part of the Curve

KC is equal.

Now that it may appear what Curve that is,

from AL (having firft changed its fign, that it

may become affirmative) take AK, which will

be -it, and*there will remain KL=i which

call t ; and in the value of the line CL, which call

V write for 43131— there will arife

or— =:‘yv, which IS an equation to a

"^arabola of the fecond Kind.; as was found be*

fore. „Z 2 When
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^hen the relation between t and v cannot con-

veniently be reduced to an equation, it may be
fufficient only to find the length PC and PL. As
if for the relation between AP and PD the equation

rro were aflumed. From hence,

by Prob. I. firft there arifes
• • •

then aaz— 2y)'2:—y*z=o, and therefore it is 2:=:
#

\ and 2= —

"

. Whence are given PC=
yy—

J

aa—yy
^

and PLzrrzxPC j by which the point C 1$

Aa

determined, which is in the Curve. And the

length of the Curve, between Two fuch points,

will be known, by the difference of the Two cor-

refponding Tangents DC or PC

—

y.

For Example. If we' make a=i, and in order

to determine fome point of the Curve C, we take y
'L~2 ; then AP or becomes ———-= z=f,

2=-^, PC=-2, and PL—.4. Then to deter^

mine another point if we take y=3 ; it will be

AP=6, 2— t, z=—4^, PC=—84, and PL=
lOt j which being had, if y be taken from PC,

there will remain >—4 in the firft cafe, and *““^7

in the fecond, for the length DC •, the difference of

which 83 is the Length of the Curve between the

two points found C and c.

Thefe are to be thus underftood, when the Curve

is continued between the two points C and r, or be-

tween K and G, without any term or ]?mit, which

we called its Cufpid. For when one or more fuch

terms come between thefe points ( which terms

are found by the determination of the, greateft or

leaft PC or DC), the Lengths of each of the parts

of the Curve between them and the points C or

K muft be feparately found, and then added to-

gether.

Problem
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Problem XI.
«

^0 find ai mam Curves as you plea/Cf ivijofe

Lengths may be compared with the Length of
any Curve propofed^ or with tlx Area applied

to a given Line by the help of Finite Equa-
tions,

It is performed by involving the length or the
Area of the propofed Curve in the equation, which
is aflTumed in the foregoing Problem, to determine
the relation between AP and PD; [Fig. p. 143.]

but that z and z may be thence derived by Prob. I.

the Fluxion of the length or of the Area muft be
firft difeovered.

The Fluxion of the Length is difeovered
by putting it equal to the fquare root of the
fum of the fquares of the Fluxion of the Abfeifs
and of the Ordinate. For let RN be the per-

pendicular Ordinate moving upon the Abfeifs

MN. And. let QR be the propofed Curve, at

which RN is terminated. Then calling MN
NR=/, and QR— *1;, and their Fluxions

/, and v, rerpe<5tively j conceive the line NR.
to move into the place nr infinitely near the for-

mer, and letting fall Rj perpendicularly to ttr ;

then
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then Rj, jr, and Rr, will be the contemporaneous
moments of the lines MNj NR, and QR, by the

acceflion of which they become M», and Qr;
but as thefe are to each ocher as the Fluxions of

the fame lines, and becaufe of the Rectangle Rjr,

it will be or ‘w.

But to determine the Fluxions s and /, there are

two equations required : One of which is to define

the relation between MN and NR or s and frotn
• •

whence the relation between the Fluxions s and t

loay be derived : And another which may define

the relation between MN or NR in the given fi-

gure, and of AP or x in that required, from

whence the relation of the Fluxion j or / to the

Fluxion ^ or I may be difeovered.

Then z being found, the Fluxions y
aiid z may

be fought by a Third affumed Equation, by which

the length PD or y may be defined. Then we are

to take PC=—^ ,
Pl-«~y xPQ and DCr=PC-yj

as in the foregoing Problem.

Example I. Let ds—ss~tt be an equation to

the Curve QR, which will be a Circle ; xx'=as

the relation between the lines AP and MN *, and

—vz=zy the relation between the length of the Curve

given QR and the right line PD. By the firft it

will be as—iss—'iU or - s— t^ and thence —
—

‘u j by the fecond it is 2x~us^ and
• •

therefore -rzzv s and by the third that is>

i

~ rrz, and hence ^ = z, which being

found, take PCzr ^ PL—yxPC, and DC
« c=FC
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rr:PC-y, or PC-^QR. Where it appears, that

the Length of the* given Curve QR cannot be
found, but at the fame time the Length of the

right Line DC muft be known, and from thence

the Length of the Curve in which the point C is

found. And vice verfd.

Ex. 2. The equation as-^ss—tt remaining,
make and vv—e^axz=j^ay

; and by the firlt

three will be found ——v as above ; but by the
2/ ^

* ^ *

fecond and therefore -——Vi and by the

third "i-w—4^=4^^ (or eliminating “y):--— 1=^,

And from hence — —r-——z.
4/ 4//

Ex. 3. Let there be fuppofed three equations,
aa—st^ and x+'u—y. Then by the

firft (which denotes an Hyperbola) it is o=://-L/f

=/, and therefore

—

S ^

St

s
%

=.v ; by the fecond it is 3/=!, and therefore
% •

—<>/ss-\-tt-=:v and by the third it is ©r

* Thence it is w—z, that isy
$

• j

putting w for the Fluxion of the radical

//

which if it be made equal to w,or f tjierc

2tt Ztis
. 9".

= ivm, and firftwill arife from hence

fubftituting for/, then ^ for j, and dividing by
—2 // • • * *

2TO, there will arife —-7, = uo— 2. Now v and x

being found, die reft is performed • as in the firft

example. Now
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Now if from any point of a Curve Q^a perpen-

dicular Oy be let fall on MN, and a Curve is to

be found, whofe length may be known from the

length which arifes by applying the Area QRNV
to any given line *, let that given line be called E,

QRNV
the length — which is produced by fuch ap-
* •

plication be called v, and its Fluxion v \ and fince

the Fluxion of the Area QRNV is to the Fluxion

of the Area or Re(ftangular Parallelogram made

upon VN with the height E, as the Ordinate or

moving line NRr=/, by which this is deferibed,

to the moving line E, by which the other is de-

feribed'in the fame time 5 and the Fluxions v and s

of the lines v and MN, (or ;,) or of the lengths

which arife by applying thefe areas to the given

• St

line E, are in the fame ratio j it will hev =£?

Therefore by this rule the value of^; may be fought,

and the reft to be performed as in the examples

foregoing.
\

Ex. 4. Let QR be an Hyperbola which is de=

fined by this equation aa-\- thence arifes

by Pros. I. ,^=^4 or ^=4 Then if for the

other two equations are affumed x=:j, and

the firft will give i r=j, whence v= ^ = g » and

the latter will give y=:.v, or 2= ^ ; from hence

• •

2=-^, and fubftituting ~ or — for /, it be-

comes 2=; Now y and z being found, make
• •

I—j'j’

zCP, and y x CP=;PL, as before ; and thence

» the
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the point C will be determined, and the Curve in

which all fuch points are fituated : The length of

which Curve will be known from the length DC,
which is equivalent to CP—v, as is fuflicicntly

fliewn before.

There is alfo another method, by which the

Problem may be refolved, and that is by finding

^Curves whofe' Fluxions are either equal to the

Fluxion of the propofed Curve, or are compound-
ed of the Fluxions of that and of other lines ; and
this may fometimes be of ufe in converting Me-
chanical Curves into equable Geometrical Curves^
of which thing there is a remarkable example in

Spiral Lines.

Let AB be a right line given, in pofitionj .BD
an arch moving upon AB as an Abfeifs, and yet

retaining A as its cen-

ter •, KDd a Spiral at

which that arch is

continually termina-

ted, hd an arch inde-

finitely near it, or
the. place into which
the arch BD by its

motion next arrives 5

DC a perpendicular

to the arch W, dG
the difference of the
arches; AFl another

Curve equal to the Spiral AD ; BH a right line

moving perpendicularly upon AB, and termina-

ted at the Curve AH ; bb the next place inta

which that right line moves; and HK perpendi-

cular to bh\ and in the infinitely little Triangles

DC^i and HK)&. fince DC and HK are equal to

Ibme third line BZ', and therefore equal to each o-

ther ; and Diand H^ (by Hypothefis,) are corref-

pondent parts of equal Curves, and therefore equal
A a to

*

t

't
.

I

d

;

i

v: i

tl
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to each other, as alfo the angles at C and K arc
right angles ; the third fides dC and hK will be
equal alfo. Moreover fince it is AB : BD ; ; Ah :

iC : ! Ah—AB (B^) : ^C—BO (CG) j therefore

CG } if this be taken from dQy there

K. Call there-

AB
"

will remain dG
AB

fore AB—Zi BDr=:<y, and BH=:3;, and their Flux^

JOns 2, Vy and y, refpeflively, fince B^, dG, (&K,

are the contemporaneous moments of the fame,, by

the acceflion of which they become. Ah, bd, and

lb ; and therefore are to each other as the Flux-

ions. Therefore for the moments in the laft equa-

tion let the Fluxions be fubftituted as alfo the let-

ters for the lines, and there will arife v =y.

Now, of thefe Fluxions, if 2 be fuppofed equable,

or the unit to which the reft are referred, the equa-

• q) *

tion will be v

Wherefore the relation between AB and BD,

(or between 2 and v,) being given by any equa-

tion, by which the Spiral is defined, by Prob. I.

the Fluxion v will be given ; and thence alfo

the Fluxion y by, putting it equal iov— and

by Prob. II. this will give the line y, or BH, of

which it is the Fluxion.

Ex. I. If the equation were given (which

is to theSpiral of Archimedes) thence (by Prob, I.)

from this take -, or —,
and there will

remain -~—y, and thence by (Prob. II.) —= y »

which ftiews the Curve AH, to which the Spiral

AD is equal, to be the Parabola of ApoUoniuSy

who fc
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whofe /aluj reffum is 2fl, or whofc Ordinate BH
is always equal to Arch BD.

Ex. 2. If the Spiral be propofed which is dc-
1

fined by the equation z^=av*t orv=:~ i tlierc

a'

arifes(byPROB.I.)—][=v, from which if you
la""

i j-

•u Z' . . Z*' .

take — or —7, there will remain —

-

= y, and

i-

thence (by Prob. II.) will be produced =7;

that is 4BD=BH, AH being a Parabola of the
Second Kind.

Ex. 3. If the equation to the Spiral be

- - rr-u, then by Prob. I. —v, from which

^ Cl 1 ^
if you take — or there will remain

2^

i

Now fince the quantity generated

by this Fluxion y cannot be found by Prob. II. >

unlefs it be refolved into an infinite Series ; accord-

ing to the tenor of the Scholium to Prob. IX. I

reduce it to the form of the equations in the firft

column of the Tables, by fubftituting z" forz, then

it becomes which equation belongs

to the fecond fpecies of the fourth Order of the

firft Table:', and by comparing the terms it is

A a 2

%

/
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e-ac, and/-f, fo that— =/=y,
which equation belongs to a Geometrical Curve
AHj that is equal in length to the Spiral AD.

I

, Problem XII.
• %

*To determine the Lengths of Curves.

In the foregoing Problem we have fliewn that

the Fluxion ot a Curve Line is equal to the fquare

root of the fum of the fquares of the Fluxions of

the Abfcifs and of the perpendicular Ordinate.

Wherefore if we take the Fluxion of the Abfcifs

for an uniform and determinate meafure, or for an

Unit, to which the other Fluxions may be refer-

- red and alfo if from the equation which defines

the Curve we find the Fjuxion of the .Ordinate,

we fhall have the Fluxion of the Curve Line from

whence its Length may be deduced by the fecond

-Problem*
*. • i-

Example i. Let the Curve FDH be propp-

fcd, which is defined by the equation “'-j- *

^ ' B

making the Abfcifs ABzrz, and the moving ordir

nateDB=yi then from the equation will be had, by

Pros. I. — —f the Fluxion of2 being i»
. ^

aa 12ZZ •'

and y being the ‘Fluxion ofyj then adding the

fquares
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fquares of the Fluxions, the fum will be~ -|fc ^

-I--:— and extracling the root — -L

=/, and thence by Pros. II. — ——=/. Here’ ' aa J2Z

/(lands for the Fluxion of the Curve, and / for
its length.

Therefore if the length of any portion
of this Curve were required, from the points
d and D, let fall the perpendiculars and
DB to AB, and in the value of /, fubftitute
the quantities and AB feverally for 2, and
the difference of the refults will be the lent^th
required. AsifA^=i^?, and AB=^7, writing*\^j

for 2, it becomes /=^ ; but writing a for 2, it

becomes /=^ *, from which, if the firft value be

for the length dD : or

Z3

aa

taken, there will remain
•r ' •

^
if only Al? be determined to be fa, and AB be

looked upon as indefinite, there will' remain

’~'722"i~ 24 of ^1^*

If you would know the portion of the Curve line
which IS reprefented by / ; fuppofe the value of

/ to be ~o, and there arifes 2'*=: — , or z—- -
^

»

*2
- ^12

therefore if you take A^= and ered the per-

pendicular W, the length of the Arch will be

fame is to be under-
ftood of all Curves in general.

After the fame manner by which we have de-
termined the length of this Curve j if the

tion propofed, for defining the

nature
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nature another Curve ; there will be deduced

~t<. “
' Or if this Equation be pro-32*:^

t

pofed
i i

JL
^2

there will arife
X *

a
A X

a*z'-=.t.
Zi~9

•Or in general if it be czs-j- —
=3f » fwhere d is ufed for reprefenting any num-
ber either integer or fradion }J We lhall have cz*

4Wf

—

86c

Ex. 2 . Let the Curve be propofed, which is

^jjj -
I

2J2S5

defined by this equation ——

—

Vaa-j-zz=y i then

(by Prob. I.) will be had y= l

or exterminating y,
y=.—^aa^zsc > to the fquare

/^ZZ

.of which add i, and the Turn will be 1 4-^-1-

and its root 1-4-^=/: Hence by Prob. If
aa

2Z3

will be obtained z -j-

Ex. “X* Let a Parabola of the fecond Kind be
^ i-

\ z ^

propofed, whofe equation \sz^=.ay\ cr — = 3'*

a

32
thence by ProbI I. is derived —-^^zy ;

therefore

2a^-

Now fince the length of

the Curve generated by the Fluxion t cannot be

found by Prob. II. without a redudion to an in-

finite
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finite feries of fimplc terms ; I confulc the Tables
at Prob. IX. and according to the Scholium be-

longing to It I have /= i -f-

And thus you may find the Length of theft;

Parabolas z^=zay^, (£c.

Ex. 4, Let the Parabola be propoled whole
4.

equation is z^=ay\ or -- rry j thence by Prob. I.

42^ • r / 162^ —

-

will arife—; =y ; therefore y i -j-—
3^^ 90^

=/. This being found^I confult the Tables accord-
ing to the aforefaid Scholium, and by comparing
with the fecond Theorem of the Fifth Order of

the latter Table, I have 2^—x^ y i -p and

y=zt. Where x denotes the Abfeifs, y the Ordi-
nate, s the Area of the Hyperbola, and t the
length which arifes by applying the Area to
Linear Unity.

^

After the fame manner the lengths of the Para-
bolas z^—ay^, z^z=ay\ z^°—ay\ i^c. may alfo be
reduced to the area of the Hyperbola.

Ex. 5. Let the Cifibid of the Antients be pro-

pofed, whofe equation is = y j thence

— C 2^ .

(by Prob. I.) —ss:—y i and therefore

« — : 1 • 1 t— V » which,- by writing s?* for
«

-^or 2“S becomes ^ ya2>'-j-3=^ J an equation

of the firft fpecies of the third Order of the Latter

Table
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Table. Then comparing the terms it is
— — d.
2

3~^f i foifcat Z— z^x y tja'-]i-‘'^xx^Vy and

^ 2*^3 4/Af . <l;3
, , ,

oj ~~7 and taking d for

unity, by the multiplication ordivifion of which, •

thefe quantities may be reduced to a juft number

of dimenfiohs, it becomes UZ—XXj *tj aa~\-'^xx—*^5

and —— —z=:t/ Which are thus conftru<fted.
a ax /

The Ciflbid being VD, AV the diameter of

the circle to which it is adapted, AF its afymptote,

/

and DB perpendicular to AV cutting the Curve

in D ; with the femi-axis AF=:AV, and the ferpi-

parameter AGrr:t=:AV, let the Hyperbola F/fK e

^ defcribed ; and between AB and AV take A.C a

^ ' mean porportional, at C and V let the perpendi-

t ;
culars and VK,be erefted cutting jhe Hyp'e^

bola in k and K, and let the .right lines kt and K 1

be drawn, touching the fame in thofe points

•and meeting AV in t and T ; and at AV let the

redt-
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jeaangle AVNM clelcribed cq^nl to the Ipr^

TKiJ/. Then the length 0/ the Cifioid \ D w U

be the fextuple of the altiltide V N.

Ex. 6. Suppofing to

be an Ellypfis, which the

equation ^az—zxz^y repre-

fents •, let the Mechanichal

Curve AD be propofed of

fuch a nature, that if Di or

y be produced, till it meets A
this Curve at D, letfeDbe

equal to the EUiptical arch Ad. Now that the

Igngth of this may be detei mined, the equation

a—4.2; • c
=;y,to thelquare

au '

—

whofe fquare root —

7

» 2y <

a

a^—ztc^—y

,

will give

1

of which if I be added, there arifes

the fquare of the Fluxion of the arch Ad ; to which

if I be added again, there will arife —

’

= is the Fluxion of the

Curve Line AD. Where if z be extradled out of

the radical, and for be written 2”, there will

be had a Fluxion of -the firft fpecies
az»—

2

of the fourth Order of the latter Table : therefore

the term's being collated there will arife

I

2"
X, ^/ax-

j 8^
and —

a
t

'

* •

a

, hete .
•

-4-^=: —- into s
• rjtf

"XV

2 VV’w lAi

¥

ez=z—2
, and fzzia ; fo that z

Zc-!e

The Conftru6tion of which, is thus. That the

right line dC being drawn to the center of the El-

lipfis, a Parallelogram be made upon AC— Sec-

tor ACd’i then twice its height will be tliQ length

of the Curve AD.
Ex.Bb



rr/3^, and its Tangent being drawn j let the

Curve VJD he propofed, whole Abfcifs is ~

»

and its perpendicular ordinate is the length BE),

which arifes by apply ing the area to Linear

Unity. Now that VD the length of this may be

determined, feek the Fluxion of the Area
when AB flows uniformly, and you will find this

to be putting AB=2r, and its Fluxion

unity. For it is AT=:^ Flux-

ion IS

2b<^Z

a a

b<j> b

, whole halfdrawn into the altitude |3<f

or 'y/—

~

is the Fluxion of the Area a^T de-

fcribed by the Tangent iJ'T ; therefore that FIux-
. . <*

^ V i and this applied to unity be.

comes

io6 Method ofY XI

ing an Hyperbola, whofc equation is
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comes the Fluxion of the OrdinateBD ; to the fquarc

of this add i the fquare of the Fluxion BD,

, ,
aai—

I

and there anfes — ^ “•t whole root
i66'z‘ ’ »i *wu

is the Fluxion of the Curve VD,
But this is a Fluxion of the firft fpecies of the fe-

venth Order of the lattet Table; and the terms

being collated, there will he ~ = d, adh — <?,

— 16b*—gi and therefore 2=5^ and

^Ja'^b—a^x-\ 1
6^=v, (an equation to one Conick

Sedtionj fuppole HG 2.] whofe area EFGfd

is s where EF=Xj and FG— -i;,) alfo ~ =|, and

y' X equation to another Co-

nick Sedion ; fuppofe ML [Fig. 3.] whofe area

IKLM is <r, where lKt=|, and KL=T.) Laftly

zaabbX^—aib'i—<24<i;

—

dj^aabbfr—3 zabbs
m - m kSm .

--> • -- zzztk 0
64^4—

*

Wherefore that the length of any portion Vd
of the Curve VD may be known^ let db be per-

pendicular to AB, and make Ab^z i thence by

what is now found feek the value of / ; then make

AB=2, and thence alfo feek for t ; and the diffe-

ence of thefe two Values of t will be the length D<i

required.

Ex. 8. Let thetdyperbota be pf(^ofed,^whofe

equation is ^aa-^bzz-^y *» thence (by Pros. I.) will

be had 'v— or ~Y-^rr^ »
fquare of this

add I, and the root of the fum will be

r. aaAhzz\bbzz^ Now as this Fluxion.is not

to be found in the Tables, I reduce it to an infinite

'feries: And firft by divifion it becomes

. b^ . b‘^ -

B b a extradins
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extracling the root, im-j-
2a^

rv 2
•<*

^^3—I* ^4

2*+
lOa**

^c. And hence ( by Prob^ II.

)

may be had the ^ length of the Hyperbolical

%Archj or/—z-J •'>•3^-1-
M

^ ^

g^4 4.^5 4 Ij
6

^

1

1

2a<5• 6fi^
~

.- . , :

If the Ellipfis propofed; the

fi'gn of ^ ought to be every whei'e changed, and there

will be had -{-
^

\ ' 6a^ * ^0^24 ‘
;

“ 112a'*
’

Ef c. for the length of its Arch j and likewife

putting unity for k, ic will be z-]-
^

• » •

1 1

E?r. for the length of the circular Arch.

Kvw the Numeral Co-efficients of this feries may be

Found infinitum, by multiplying continually the

terms of rtiis Prpgreffion
2x3’ 4x5’ 6x7' 8x9

9x9

loxi I

- , C?r.

I .

Ex. 9. Laftly l.et the Quadratrix VDE be

propoEd whole vertex is V, A being the center,

Q

and AV the femi-diameter of the interior circle,'

,
to which it is adapted, and the angle VAE being
aright angle. Now any right’ line AKD being

r ^ ' drawn
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drawn through A, cutting the circle in K, and the

Quadratrix in D; and the perpendiculars KG,
DB, being let fall to AE, call AVr=tf, AGrrz,
VK=:.v, and BD—}, and it will be as in the fore-

321^ r^7

going example -j-—

-

2a* ’

Extradl the root z, and there will arifc zrzx
Ar 5 x7

, , r — whofe fquare fubtraft
6a^ * I20a^ 5040^2?

^ A

from ak^ or and the root .of the. remainder^ ^ _ * T'* • • • ;

a •j Csfr. will be GK. JVow
•s' . . T%

• I •
24^3 7^0/?^

whereas by rbc 'nature of th'e. t^aa^;acrix^it is

=VK=x s and fince it isAG : GK w*.: AB : BD.()i)

;

divide ABxGK by AG, 'and there wilh arife

2X '

y—a~
2X

3 '

2X'

, i^c. \ And thence by^
45^3 945^^ V r <; ^

PxbB. 1. j=_H 4*1
J na i \ . to • .the

fquare of which add i‘, and, the root of the fum

will be I <;. ==/.• whence^ ga^ 405^4^1 275 75«°.' -

(by Pros. I,) ^ may be obtained,' ot' the arch of
^ ' 1 ' 2xi‘

,
-14*5

the Quadratrix, viz, VD =Ar~

.60^7 ;

Sg^02^a^l

i

27«V”^ 2825a!* +:

V . » •«

esfc.

m

j j , i t

•4 r

> j

i!

tv

r * •»

F J

I .1

*« 1 *
* * * ^ ^

*. .. V »* <1 « •

N J S.

^ ,

-

f
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B. R RAT A.

P
•M. jiGE 2, Ene tSp h^«ad^ decaple,.

4®> 9» tnftead of ^ read 1 . Si
X >

P^g* 43 » 3> i«fead of zny aggregate, readz'o. aggregate,'

94, I'm j, after (AD), /«>/ : : <fe=rj)b, where I af-

&nie jrm as above. Alio CG : GF.
lOI, /rW lO, </;^BD.
1 13, line 17, injlead of APD, readVJyii.

Page 1 14, /tw 6, after y=Zt read—— ^ax—cc.

'Pt^e i4x>, paragraph numh. 3. The Series of

•very Order, except the fecond of thefirft Table, may be pro*

duced in infnitum. For in the Series of the third and fourth

; Order of the firfl: Table the numeral Coefficients of the initial

terms are formed by multiplying the numbers 2, —4, 16,

•—96, 768, faff, continually into each other; and the coeffici-

eats of the fubfequent terms are derived from the initials in the

• third Order by muldplying gradually by —

L

—
1
»

^e, or in the fourth Order by multiplying by “at *^4^

— But the Coefficients ofthe denominators r, 3, 15*

isle, arife by multiplying the numbers 1 , 3, 5» 7, isle, gra-

dually into each other.

Page 140, line 3 /rem the bottom^ irfead of ffiuifh Order, read

firit Order.

Page 141, line 12, injiead of the Series of the laid fifth Order,

read the Series of the third Order of the latter Table,

Page 173, line to, infeed tf pag. 145. readpag. 169,














